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FOREWORD

The problem of controlling cancer has become of increased concern all
over the world. Due to the shortage of resources this problem is especially
serious in developing countries.

At present, radiotherapy is one of the main tools in the control of
cancer. Conventional radiotherapy which is based on using low linear energy
transfer (LET) radiation (photons, electrons) is traditional and the most
accessible and common treatment modality for cancer. However, the curative
benefits of conventional radiotherapy are restricted by the radioresistance of
many tumours. Often, it is impossible to cure a patient without damaging
normal tissues which might itself be the reason for death.

There are several ways to overcome the phenomenon of radioresistance of
cancer tumours. One of them deals with the application of high LET
radiation: neutrons, pi-mesons, protons; but it is a rather expensive
undertaking and as a rule beyond the possibility of developing countries to
implement it. Also, high LET radiotherapy is still at the stage of
experimental and clinical justification.

Chemical radiomodifiers and hyperthermia (heating) can mimic the
mechanism of action of high LET radiation and therefore the combination of
chemical modifiers and hyperthermia with conventional radiation might be
another approach to overcome the phenomenon of radioresistance of cancer. The
combination is expected to extend the curative possibility of conventional
radiotherapy towards those tumours which traditionally are regarded as
radioresistant.

The IAEA, one of whose main objectives is to sponsor peaceful
applications of nuclear energy, has since 1982 supported two co-ordinated
research programmes (CRP's) aimed at improving conventional radiotherapy by
means of its combination with chemical sensitizers, protectors and
hyperthermia. One of the CRP's united the efforts of scientists from the
South-east Asia and Pacific region (RCA), and the other one was global in
character. From the very beginning 18 participants from 16 Member States,
including 11 from developing countries, were involved in the CRP's. For
different reasons some participants terminated their projects.

The CRP's focussed on clinical and radiobiological aspects of the
problem. At first they were oriented towards using mlsonidazole as a chemical
sensitizer. After its disappearance from the market, several projects had to
be rearranged.

The results of the implementation of the projects were discussed at six
research co-ordination meetings (RCM's), which were held in Kyoto, Japan
(1983), Cairo, Egypt (1984), Vienna, Austria (1986), Istanbul, Turkey (1987)
and Madras, India (1987), one of which, in Vienna, was held jointly for the
two groups.

This is a final report on the two CRP's and combines the two final
reports prepared by the participants of the two final RCM's held in Istanbul
and Madras. The scientific secretary to the final RCM's expresses his
acknowlegement to all attending participants and observers and especially to
Dr. B.B. Singh, Head, Physical Radiobiology Section, Division of Molecular
Biology and Agriculture, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay,
India, for his significant contribution in arranging for the preparation of
the joint version of the final report to the IAEA.
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE USE OF RADIOSENSITIZERS
AND RADIOPROTECTORS ES CLINICAL RADIOTHERAPY

H.K. AWWAD, S. EL BADAWY, M. GHONEIM, M. BARSOUM,
M. ZAGHLOUL, H. AKOUSH, N. MOCKTAR, A. OSMAN,
M. EL NAGGAR, A. ABD EL AZIM
Radiotherapy Department,
National Cancer Institute,
Cairo, Egypt

Abstract

In order to optimize the use of chemical hypoxic cell radiosensitizers
this should be limited to those tumours where there is evidence of clinically
significant hypoxia. Intercapillary distance measurement in cervical cancer
and carcinoma in the bilharzial bladder revealed that chronic hypoxia can
interfere with the efficiency of radiotherapy.

In two randomised clinical trials involving radical radiotherapy2of bladder and cervical cancer, misonidazole in a daily dose of 0.5 g/m
(corresponding tumour concentration:^ ug/g) failed to show a therapeutic
gain. In order to optimize the use of the drug it was used in association with
an accelerated fractionation scheme involving 3 fractions per day and2a daily drug dose of 1.0 g/m (corresponding tumour concentration: 20-30
ug/g). The application of this scheme in a controlled trial involving radical
treatment of head and neck cancer and postoperative irradiation of bladder
cancer did not result in a significant therapeutic gain. A fifth trial involved
the application of aconcentrated pre-operative irradiation in bladder cancer2with the use of a daily drug dose of 1.5 g/m (corresponding tumour concentr-
ation: 40-60 ug/g) did not also improve the local control rate. The 5 trials
indicated that the tumour concentration levels attained were not adequate to
achieve clinically effective sensitization.

SR-2508 and Ro-03-8799 are two agents that are nearly as effective as MISO
but are much less toxic and hence a larger total dose may be given with
higher tumour concentration levels. The two drugs can be combined with no
additive toxicity or drug interaction. It is expected that these two drugs
can be used either singly or combined with all or most of the radiation
fractions of conventional fractionation schemes. In case of bladder cancer
the high concentration of SR-2508 in urine may allow diffusion back into
the tumour.

The radioprotector WR-2721 has a potential of clinical application
in association with hemibody irradiation (a large drug dose in association
with a single radiation dose). No evidence of tumour protection was demonstrable



but there was some evidence of protection of the haematopoietic tissue.
A protection of salivary glands could be demonstrated in the rat and this
has a potential application in reducing xerostomia after head and neck
irradiation.

INTERCAPILLARY DISTANCE MEASUREMENT AS AN INDICATOR OF HVPOXIA
The capillary endothelial cells can be stained by exploiting their alkaline

phosphatase activity by direct precipitation of lead phosphate at pH 9.5.
The capillary endothelium will stain deep brown against a pale background
[1]. Table 1 gives the results of intercapillary distance (ICD) measurements
in cancer bladder. It can be seen that:

Table 1: Intercapillary distance measurments in bladder cancerICD (urn): mean±SF————————
Cel 1 type & grade
Squamous low gradeSquamous high grade
Transitional low grade
Transitional high gradeAdenocarcinomaAnaplastic

Tumour
471*13
541*7
327*14
381*12
405*9
425*8

Stroma
400*7
420*15
220*14
310*8
370*8
430*18

Mucosa
315*8
330*11
320*10
290*13
340*13
300*7

1. Most tumours show ICD greater than 300 um i.e. greater than about
twice the maximum diffusion distance of oxygen. This suggests the presence of
a tumour cell subpopulation existing under chronic hypoxia.

2. Hypoxia tends to be greater in squamous than transitional cell cancer.
3. Hypoxia tends to increase with dedifferentiation.
4. The tumour stroma seems to share in the process of hypoxia.
5. The bladder mucosa is less hypoxic that the tumour and its stroma.
Similar results were also observed in cervical cancer and the mean

ICD of 300 urn is in agreement with distribution pattern of necrosis reported
by Kolstad [2] from which it was estimated that the critical ICD was about
300 urn. Fig. 1 shows that there was a significantly greater mean pretreatment
ICD in the group of patients who suffered of local recurrence within
2 years compared to those who remained disease-free. After irradiation
the mean ICD dropped but a significantly greater mean ICD was maintained in
the recurrent group after 2000 and 4000 cGy. These findings are in keeping
with the existence of a subpopulation of chronically hypoxic cells at a
critical distance from blood vessels and it seems that this subpopulation
can influence the outcome of radiotherapy.

It is recommended to apply this technique in clinical trials testing
radiosensitizers since it may help to identify a subset of patients in whom
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hypoxia is of a magnitude l ikely to inf luence the results of treatment and
are hence, expected to benefit from the use of radiosensit izers.

1000 2000

Recurrent
^\
Recurrence-free
--^

4000 cGy

Fig. 1: Significantly greater mean ICD is noted in the recurrent
group both prior to irradiation and after different doses of pelvic
irradiation.

MISONIDAZOLE CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIALS
Five prospective controlled clinical trials were conducted in order to

test the effectiveness of MISO. According to the fractionation system used
they can be divided into three groups:

I) Conventional fractionation: was adopted in two trials:
I.a) Radical radiotherapy bladder cancer trial : this trial dealt with patients
having T3-tumours that were technically operable hut the patients were
considered medically unfit to undergo radical surgery. Patients were randomized
to either radiotherapy alone or radiotherapy plus MISO [3]. Radiotherapy included
three courses each having 8 fractions 2.5 Gy each with one week interval
between the first and the second and 2 weeks between the second and third courses.
A booster dose of 4 fractions 2.5 Gy each was given to a reduced volume. MISOpwas given in daily doses of 0.5 g/m 3.5 h prior to each radiation session of
the three main courses. Table II gives the 2-year disease-free survival results:

Table II: The 2-year disease-free survival after radical
treatment of T. bladder cancer
Whole group 52± 6%
Radiotherapy alone 44- 9%Raditherapy plus MISO 58* 9%Transitinal cell cancer 67* 10%
Squamous cell cancer
G1 tumoursG2 + G3 tumours

29* 9%
50* 7%
56* 6%

The use of MISO was associated with a statistically insignificant 2-year greater
disease-free survival rate (58% varsus 44%). Peripheral neuropathy occurred
in 63% of patients and was reversible in all of them.



I.b. Radical radiotherapy cancer cervix trial: Patients in stage IIB or III
cancer cervix were randomized to either radiotherapy alone or radiotherapy
plus MISO. Radiotherapy included external whole pelvic irradiation to a
dose of 4000 cGy in 4 weeks and MTSO was given orally in a dose of 0.5 g/m^
3.5 h prior to each session. This was followed by intracavitary radiotherapy
during which 2g/m2 are divided into equal twelve hourly doses. Table III gives
the 2-year disease-free survival rates:

Table III: The 2-year disease-free survival rate of the MISOcervical cancer trial
IIB
III
Total

MISO +
70*12
44*16
60*9

MISO -
37*17
45*12
42*9

The use of MISO was associated with a better disease-free survival rate
but the difference is not significant. Peripheral neuropathy was noted in 54%
of patients given MISO was reversible in all of them.

II) Trials involving three fractions per day (accelerated fractionation):
In addition to the radiobiological advantages of 3 F/day radiotherapy regimens,
the use of multiple fractions per day has the advantage of the possibility of
enhancing a relatively large radiation dose with a single drug dose.Two such
trials were conducted:
II.a The 3 F/day postoperative radiotherapy bladder cancer trial: patients
who were subjected to radical cystectomy and proved to have P3 or P4a tumours
(according to pathological examination of cystectomy specimens) were randomized
to either postoperative radiotherapy alone or with MISO. A 3 F/day regimen was
adopted with 1.25 Gy per fraction and 3 h intervals between fractions. A total
dose of 37.5 Gy was given divided into 30 F and spread over 12 days. MISO waspgiven in a daily dose of 1.0 g/m 2 h b
Table IV gives the 4-year results [4]:

pgiven in a daily dose of 1.0 g/m 2 h before the first daily fraction.

Table IV: MISO postoperative irradiation bladder cancer trial using a3 F per day schedulethe 4-year disease-free survival
Cystectomy alone

Total
MISO +
MISO -

NO
77-
-

%
25-
-

post-opertaive irradiation
NO
71
31
40

%
49
40
62

P<
0.001
0.20

MISO did not seem to add any significant benefit to postoperative irradiation.
Peripheral neuropathy was experienced by 85% of the MISO group and this is
the highest incidence in the 5 MISO trials but recovery was the rule.
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II.b. THe 3 F/day MISO trial in advanced head and neck cancer: patients
with stages III and IV head and neck cancer are randomized to either accelerated
3 F/day radiotherapy alone or radiotherapy plus MISO. The dose per fraction
amounted to 150 cGy with an interval of 3 h between fractions. A total dose
of 4500 cGy was given divided into 30 F spread over 12 days. MISO was given
in a dose of 1.0 g/m given 2 h before the first daily radiation dose. A
booster dose of 2250 cGy was given after a rest period of 4 weeks divided into
12 F spread over 4 treatment days. MISO was given in same dose if no neuro-
toxicity developed during the rest period. The trial is still in progress
and peripheral neuropathy developed in 38% of patients but recovery was the rule.

III. Concentrated preoperative irradiation MISO trial in bladder cancer:
Patients with operable bilharzial bladder cancer were randomized to one of
3 arms: cystectomy alone, cystectomy plus preoperative irradiation or cystectomy
plus preoperative irradiation plus MISO. Irradiation consisted of 5 daily doses
400 cGy each and cystectomy was performed 1-3 days later. MISO was given in a2daily dose of 1.5 g/m 3.5 h before each radiation treatment. The 2-year
survival of the cystectomy alone group amounted to 44% compared to 64% in
either the preoperative irradiation alone or the MISO groups. Thus MISO
did not have any therapeutic advantage. No neurotoxicity was encountered in
this group

Misonidazole Neurotoxicity
Peripheral neuropathy was the main toxic manifestation encountered in

the five trials. It was not observed in the concentrated preoperative radio-
therapy trial involving a total dose of 7.5 g/m2.The 3 F/day postoperative
irradiation bladder cancer trial was associated with the highest incidence
(85%). This may be due to re-absorption of the drug from the gut after
its transit via the uretero-rectal anastomosis with consequent prolongation
of the tissue exposure to the drug. A number of factors could be analyzed
in relation to the risk of neuropathy[4] :

1. Age: older subjects were more susceptible
2. Sex: males are more susceptible presumably due pharmacokinetics differences.
3. Body weight: obesity favours the development of neuropathy.
4. Tissue exposure to the drug: this was the most important factor

in the present trials and is expressible as the area under the plasma
concentration curve.

5. The degree of upper obstructive uropathy was found to influence
the elimination of the drug and the T| of the plasma concentration curve.
Upper obstructive uropathy delays the elimination and increases the tissue
exposure to the drug

Appraisal of the MISO Trials
Table V gives the total doses, the size of individual doses, the mean

blood and tumour drug concentrations and the expected sensitization ratio:
11



Table V: Expected enhancement according to MI SO doseand the fractionation scheme

Conventional MF Concentrated
total dose
(g/m.sq.) 12 10 7.5
daily dose(g/m.sq.)
plasma cone.(ug/mL)(peak)
tumour cone,
(ug/g)
correspondingenhancement ratio

0.5

20

15
1.1

1.0 1.5

30-40 50

20-30 40

1.4 1.6

It is generally recognised that the maximum total MISO dose should not
pexceed 12 g/m . When this is divided over the treatment days of a conventionalpdaily fractionation scheme the individual dose would not exceed 0.5 g/m and

the expected enhancement ratio of 1.1 would not be sufficient to improve
the radiosensitivity of hypoxic cells. This is probably the essential factor
responsible for the negative results of the two trials involving conventional
fractionation.The use of MISO in association with multiple fractions per dayoallowed the delivery of 1.0 g/m per day with an increase of the enhancement
ratio to 1.4. However, no improvement of the control rate was obtained in
the postoperative radiotherapy bladder cancer trial. Serious hypoxia might
be absent in the small tumour cells residues left over after cystectomy.
Moreover radiotherapy alone was associated with about 50% survival rate,
which is expected to lie towards the end of the steep part of the dose-control
curve. An improvement of the probability of local control beyond such a
point would need a much greater dose modification than could be obtained
in that trial. The use of concentrated pre-operative irradiation involvingofew large doses allowed the delivery of 1.5 g/m per day with an expected
enhancement ratio of 1.5. However, the use of concentrated schedules
does not make full use of spontaneous reoxygenation and this might have counter-
balanced the benefit gained by the use of MISO. Moreover the control rate
of 64% obtained by radiotherapy alone lies also near the end of the steep
part of the dose-control curve and any further increase in the probability
of local control would need a much higher enhancement ratio.

THE NEWER RADIOSEHSITIZERS SR-2508 AND RO-03-8799
The disappointing results obtained in MISO clinical trials stimulated

the search for other agents that should be at least as efficient as MISO
but 5-10 times less toxic.
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SR-2508
SR-2508 is a 2-nitroimidazole with an electron affinity similar to that

of MISO but the tumour concentration is about twice that after IV injection
of an equimolar amount of MISO. It is also estimated to be 8.0 times less neuro-
toxic than MISO [6]. The pharmacokinetics of the drug have been studied in
patients with bladder and cervical cancer (Table VI). In case of bladder cancer

Table VI: The pharmacokinetics of SR-2508
following 2 g/m.sq I.V. injection(duration of injection: 10-15 min-tumour samples taken after 40-60 min)
Cervical cancer Bladder cancerplasma cone.

(ug/mL) 80 67
tumour cone,
(ug/g)

Plasma/tumour
Plasma cone.H (beta) h
24 h urinaryexcretion (%)

65
0.85

5.8

71

126
1.88

5.7

67

the average tumour concentration amounted to 188% of the plasma level
which is in contrast to the concentration in cervical cancer which
was always lower than the blood concentration. It is suggested that the high
concentration in bladder tumours relative to cervical cancer is due to
diffusion from a highly concentrated urine. This has been verified by studying
the diffusion of the drug after intravesical administration. The Tj (beta)
of the plasma level is about 6.0 h which is about half that of MISO.
Seventy per cent of the drug is excreted in urine in an unaltered form within 24 h
which is a much more rapid excretion rate than MISO. The relatively rapid
elimination of the drug reduces the tissue exposure and also the risk of
neurotoxicity.

One interesting feature of this agent is that tolerance increases
as the duration of administration increases to 5-6 weeks when a total dose2of 34 g/m can be safely given [7]. Hence in a conventional daily fraction-2ation schedule a daily dose of 1.0-2.0 g/m may be given with an enhancementoratio of 1.5-1.7. This clearly contrasts with the dose of 0.5 g/m per
day that cannot be exceeded in case of MISO when given daily during conventional
daily fractionation schedule with an enhancement ratio not exceeding 1.1.

A randomized prospective clinical trial has recently been started in
National cancer Institute (Cairo) involving a concentrated preoperative
irradiation schedule in T3-bladder cancer. Patients are randomized to
either preoperative irradiation alone or properative irradiation plus SR-2508.

13



Radiotherapy consists of 5 F 400 cGy each and the drug is given in a dose of
2.5 g/m2 I.V. over a period of 10 min starting 60 min before each radiation
dose. The expected tumour concentration after such a dose is of the order of
150 ug/g with an enhancement of 1.7 , both are higher than could be obtained
in the MISO-trial.

Plans are underway for a second SR-2508 trial dealing with radical
radiotherapy of T3-bladder cancer using conventional fractionation. The drug
is given in a dose of 2.0 g/m in association with three of the five weekly2radiation fractions to a total dose of 34 g/m .

RO-03-8799
The pharmacokinetics of this newer agent have been studied in patientspwith bladder cancer after I.V. injection of 1.0 g/m given over 10 min. The

TJ (beta) of the plasma disappearance curve was similar to SR-2508
with an average of 5.4 h. Similarly 70% of the drug is excreted during the
first 24 h but mostly in altered forms (unlike SR-2508 which is excreted mosly
unchanged). The compound has basic chemical properties and the slightly acid
pH of most solid tumours can lead to a high tumour concentration. This was
confirmed in the bladder cancer study where a plasma level of 14 to 18 ug/mL
was noted with a tumour concentration of 46-56 ug/g, 30 min after I.V. injection.
This raises the question of the influence of the rate of infusion on the
tumour drug concentration. This question is at present investigated by comparing
the plasma and tumour concentrations after a bolus injection, infusion over
10 min and slow infusion over 30 min.

COMBINATION OF SR-2508 AND RO-03-7899
The combined administration of the two agents proved to result in additive

tumour level with no apparent interaction as shown by the plasma clearance
and urinary excretion. As the two agents have different toxicities (peripheral
neuropathy in case of the SR-compound and central nervous toxicity in case
of the Roche-compound) they may be combined during conventional daily fraction-
ation. In this way it will be possible to give the combination with every
radiation fraction. It is proposed to give a daily dose of 0.6 g/m2 of
RO-03-8799 combined with 1.5 g/m2 of SR-2508 40 min before each radiation
dose. With such a combination an enhancement ratio of 1.8-2.0 may be
attainable.

STUDIES WITH THE RADIOPROTECTOR WR-2721
WR-2721 WITH HALF-BODY IRRADIATION
Half body irradiation (HBI) is a simple palliative procedure for symptomatic

disseminated skeletal métastases. This modality offers a suitable clinical
model to test WR-2721 since a single radiation dose of 600-800 cGy is
given for upper HBI and 800-1000 cGy for lower HBI which can be combined

14



pwith a relatively large single drug dose (740 mg/m ). Table VII gives a
tabulation of the dose-limiting critical tissues involved in upper and lower
HBI irradiation and the protection ratio obtained in animals for such tissues[8].

Table VII: Dose-lmiting tissues in HBIand their protection by WR-2721
TISSUE

Lung (early & late)
Salivary glandBone marrowCMS
Bone marrowIntestine
kidney
Liver

PROTECTION FACTOR
UPPER HBI

1.3
2.0
2.7
0.0

LOWER HBI
2.7
1.8
1.3
2.7

With the exception of the CMS all other dose-limiting tissues can be protected
with a protection factor varying between 1.3 and 2.7.

A pilot study was conducted including 9 patients with symptomatic diffuse
skeletal métastases and one patient with disseminated germ-cell testicular
tumour. Two main findings were obtained:

1. Both the subjective (pain relief) and objective (calcification of
bone lesions and regression of tumour masses) responses were very similar
to those expected from HBI irradiation alone. Thus there was no evidence that
WR-2721 in the dose given protects tumour cells.

2. Although the study was not controlled yet there is some evidence
of myeloprotect ion particulary when:
1. the marrow reserve was poor prior to HBI (Fig. 2)
2. myelosuppressive chemotherapeutic agents had to follow HBI (Fig. 3)
3. when the other half of the body had to be irradiated shortly after the
first half (Fig 4).

Mild hypotension was the only toxic manifestation encountered.

WR-2721 AS A PROTECTOR OF THE RAT SALIVARY GLANDS
Xerostomia and loss of taste are two unpleasant side effects of head

and neck irradiation. An animal model was used to study the magnitude of
protection of the oral mucosa and salivary glands by WR-2721. A single
dose of 1500 cGy was delivered to the head and neck regions and this was
preceded by i.p. injection of 400 mg/kg body weight 30 min prior to irradiation.
A group of animals were sequentially sacrificed every 7 days following irradiat-
ion for six weeks. The tongue, serous and mucous salivary glands were histol-
ogically examined for evidence of radiation damage.
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The epithelial covering of the tongue shows evidence of mild protection
shown as less severe atrophy of the filiform papillae, less keratinisation
and narrower interpapillary distances. The serous salivary gland within the
tongue or parotid glands showed the greatest degree of protection. The
accessory mucous and the main mucous salivary glands showed a moderate degree
of protection. .

When the drug becomes readily available in a formulated preparation
for human use the drug can be systematically tested as a protector against
xerostomia and loss of taste following radiotherapy of head and neck cancer.

U.HBI 6 Gy

7

o

10 20
DAY

30 50

Fig. 2: changes in WBC count and Hb concentrationafter HBI plus WR-2721 in a patients with a lowlevels prior to treatment. The transient fallof the WBCsis followed by rapid recovery.
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Fig. 3: The WBC count and Hb concentration following
lower HBI plus 740 mg/m.sq of WR-2721. Note the mild
changes after HBI compared with that following three
cycles of a combination of myelosupprcssive chemotherapeuticagent.
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Fig.4: WR-271 was given in association with first
upper HBI (10 Gy). The second half was irradiated40 days later (6.0 Gy). The magnitude of reductionof WBC count and Hb concentration is less afterthe first HBI plus WR-2721.
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RADIATION, PEPLEOMYCIN AND HYPERTHERMIA IN
THE THERAPY OF ADVANCED ORAL CARCINOMAS

S. KRISHNAMURTHI, V. SHANTA, A. VASANTHAN,
I.S. BALAKRISHNAN, N.M.S. REDDY, N. GOPALAN,
M. SHARMA, D.V.L. SASTRY
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Abstract

Oral squamous cell carcinoma is the commonest male
and the second commonest female (18%) malignancy

seen at the Cancer Institute, Madras. 93% of them are
T^ & T, at first attendance. They are essentially a
loco-regional disease with little predilection for
remote métastases (0.75%).

Radiation per se yielded a dismally poor survival
(19% 5 year NED). Clinical trials combining R.T. with
sensitisers (Synkavit, Hbo., Metronidazole) or cytotoxic
drugs (Methotrexate, Bleomycin, Pepleomycin, C.D.D.P.,
5 FU, VCR) were conducted at the Institute since 1960.
The best results were achieved "by a combination of R.T.
and BLM (C.R. of 70-80%, Recurrence free rate of 60% - 70%
6 5 year NED of 50-60%). These results were consistent
and reproducible in repeated trials and in unselected
series. There was, however, a persistent failure in
about 40% of cases. Adding Hbo, 5 FU & VCR did not
significantly improve results. Cis-platin + BLM + R.T.,
however, improved results significantly.
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In the trial under report 3 arms were tested:
R.T. + PEP (Pepleomycin)
R.T. + Hyperthermia + Placebo
R.T. + Hyperthermia •*• PEP

Hyperthermia was induced "by R.F. currents of 8 MHz
(Thermo tron-8).

RESULTS

CATEGORY
R.T. -
R.T. -
R.T. -

^ PEP
H H.T. + PL
^ H.T. + PEP

NO. TREATED
(A)
(B)
(C)

31
34
36

C,
NO.
19
11
25

.R.
%

61.3
32.4
69.4

The entire therapeutic effect was due only to
Pepleomycin and R.T. Hyperthermia did not confer
added "benefit.

Apart from oral mucositis, there was no significant
morbidity.

INTRODUCTION

Squamous cell carcinomas of the oral cavity are
the commonest malignancy in the male (2996) and the
second commonest in the female (1896) at the Cancer
Institute, Madras. Over 90?6 of these cases attend
for the first time at an unimaginably advanced stage
of the disease. A relieving feature of these massive
tobacco cancers, however, is that they remain loco-
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regional over much of their natural M s tory and. remote
métastases are rare (0.75%). (Krishnamurthi et coll., 1971)
Even the nodal métastases occur late and stay operable
over a long period of time. The essential problem in
these cases is, therefore, the control of the primary
malignancy.

The primary tumors are so massive that the only
treatment possible, in any case initially, is radio-
therapy. Radiation per se, however, yields only a
dismal 19%, 5 year survival NED. (Krishnamurthi et coll.
1963). Many of these large tumors, however, suffer under
radiation, what we have termed a "Centripetal contraction
of the Malignant zone" i.e. the peripheral areas of the
tumor resolve progressively, leaving finally only a
central necrotic residue, which, in many cases, is
resectable. (Krishnamurthi et coll., 1962).

In a series that we reported in 1971 (Krishnamurthi
et al. 1971), of 862 such late cases the primary healed
completely with the initial radiation in 302 (35.O%)
"but a residue was left in 527 (61%). Of these 527 cases,
48% (253) were unfit for salvage surgery. Besides, of
the 275 (52%) who were suitable for such surgery only
128 (24.2%) accepted it, the other 147 (27.8%) declining
what they considered a cosmetically mutilating procedure.
It was this experience which started us on the long trail
of clinical trials with radio-sensitisers and radio
potentiators spanning a period of 2 decades.
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THE CLINICAL TRIALS :

I. CHEMICAL SENSITISATION

THE SYMAVIT TRIAL (Krishnamurthi et coll., 196?)

CATEGORY

R.T.
R.T.

+ SYNKAVIT
ONLY

NO. OP
PATIENTS
ENTERED

70
75

C.R.
NO.

28
15

%

40
20

5 YEAR NED
(CRUDE)

NO. %

27
15

38.6
20.0

R.T. : Radiation Therapy. G.R. : Complete response,
N.E.D. : No evidence of disease.

Synkavit did significantly improve both the complete
response rate and the 5 year survival free from disease,
yet there were over 60$ failures.

II. THE METRONIDAZOLE TRIAL (Krishnamurthi et al. 1982)

C.R. 2 YR SURVIVAL
NO. ______ NED

CATEGORY___ TREATED NO. % NO. % (CRUDE)
R.T. + METRONIDAZOLE 49 10 20.41 10 20.41
R.T. ONLY 51 10 19.61 10 19-61

The Metronidazole contributed nothing but only severe
G.I. tract disturbance and peripheral neuropathy.

Misonidazole and its analogues could not be tried as
they were not released to us.
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CYTO-TOXIC DRUG POTENTIATION :

III. THE METHOTREXATE TRIAI (Shanta et al. 1976)

CATEGORY
R. T.
R. T.

+ METHOTREXATE
ONLY

NO.
TREATED
28
30

G. R.
NO.
7
7

%

25
23.3

Methotrexate conferred no additional benefit. It

was injected intra—arterially. There was no need for

citrovorum rescue, but in a few cases it seemed to

accelerate growth, probably due to immunosuppression.

IV. THE FIRST BLEOMYCIN TRIAL (Shanta et al. 1976, 1977)

ROUTE
I.A.

I.V.

ROTE :

NO.
CATEGORY TREATED

R.I.
R.T.
R.T.
R.T.
I.A.

+ BIM
ONLY
+ ELM
ONLY

42
32
22
21

NO.
33
7
18
4

: Intra-arterial

C.R.
%

78.5
21.8
81.8
19.0

I.V. :

RFR
NO.
30
6

15
3

%

71.4
18.75
68.8
14.2

5 YR SURVIVAL NED

NO.
26
6

13
7

CRUDE
%

61.9
18.75
59.0
33.33

CORRECTED
%

65.
18.
59.
35.

0
75
0
0

Intra-venous.
RPR : Recurrence free rate.

V. THE II BLEOMYCIN TRIAL (Shanta et al. 1980, 1982)

V. THE II BLEOMYCIN TRIAL (Shanta et

ROUTE

I.M.

CATEGORY

R.T. + BLM

R.T. ONLY

NO.
TREATED

20

20

C.R.
RO. %

15 75

3 15

al. 1980, 19

RPR
NO. %

11 55

2 10

82)

5 YR
CRUDE

NO. %

11 55

6 30.0

SURVIVAL NED
CORRECTED

%

55

31.50

NOTE : I.M. : Intramuscular. The corrected survivals are for
intercurrent deaths only.
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The significantly superior results of the R.T. - BLM com"bination
in buccal mucosal squamous cell carcinomas were so spectacular that
this combination therapy was continued in an unselected consecutive
series of advanced head and neck squamous cell carcinomas.
(Shanta et al. 1980, Krishnamurthi et al. 1981).

VI. R.T. + BIM IN AN DESELECTED SERIES

SITE

BUCCAL MÜCOSA

GINGIVUM

HARD PALATE

FLOOR OF MOUTH

ANTERIOR TONGUE

ORO-PHARYNX

LARYNX

NO.
TREATED

137

22

12

7

25

l4Q

24

c.
NO.

83

7

4

1

13
21

17

R.
%

60.5

31.8

33.3

14.3

52.5

43.75

70.83

The results in the unselected series was revealing.
It demonstrated an unmistakable drop in C.R0 wherever
underlying bone was invaded. Moreover, despite the
impressive, consistent and reproducible superior tumour
resolutions, there was also a persistent failure in
3096 - 40$> of even the buccal mucosal cancers, which
could not be explained. The possibility of hypoxic
tumour cells being the basis was mooted. This led
logically to the BLM-Hbo (Hyperbaric oxygen) trial.
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VII. THE BLM-HBO TRIAL (Hyperbaric oxygen) (Shanta et coll.1983)

CATEGORY
R.T.
R.T.
R.T.

+ BLM
+ BLM + HBO
+ HBO + PIACEBO

NO.
TREATED
28
28
28

C,
NO.
22
15
7

.R.
%

78.5
53.5
25.0

3 YR SURVIVAL NED
NO.
17
12
4

% (CRUDE)
60.7
42.9
14.3

It was apparent that Hyperbaric oxygen at 3 atmospheres
absolute at the permissible 14 R.T. fractions or less did
nothing to help.

The next logical step, borrowing from the cyto-toxic
chemotherapy experience, was to use multi-drug protocols
in combination with R.T. Two such trials were undertaken -
a two drug protocol:

BLM + CIS-PLATINUM (CDDP) and a three drug protocol
BLM + 5 PU + VCR (VIN GRIST DT )

VIII. THE BLM-CDDP TRIAL (Krishnamurthi et coll. 1983)

CATEGORY

R.T. <
R.T. n
R.T. H

i- BLM
h CDDP
i- BLM

NO.
TREATED

+ PLACEBO
+ PLACEBO
+ CDDP

27
27
27

C,
NO.

10
6
19

.R.
%

37.0
22.2
70.4

2 YR SURVIVAL NED
NO.

9
2
14

% (CRUDE)

33.3
7.4

51.9

IX. THE BLM - 5 FU - VCR TRIAL (Krishnamurthi et coll., 1987)

3 YH SURVIVAL NED
CRUDE ^CORRECTED

CATEGORY_____________TREATED NO. % NO. % NO. % NO. %

R.T. + BEM + PL + PL 41 29 70.73 22 53.65 16 39.02 16 39.02
R.T. + BLM + 5FU + VCR 38 29 76.31 20 52.63 15 39.47 17 44.73
* Corrected for intercurrent deaths only.
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BIM and CDDP did seem to have an additive therapeutic effect, the

combination eliciting a significantly superior complete response than

either drug alone. On the other hand, the BLM-5FU-VCR combination

considerably augmented both the local and systemic morbidities, without

much added therapeutic benefit, either in local tumor resolution or in

survival (Krishnamurthi et al. 1987).

THE HYPERTHERTVIIA TRIAL ;

The Hypertherrnia trial was conceived on the basis that BLM and

its analogue pepleomycin induce a piling up of cycling cells in the

'S' phase about 24 hrs. after injection and that the application of

a critical temperature of 41.5 - 43°C for 30 to 45 minutes to the

tumor at this time can selectively kill these 'S' phase cells,

synergising with the known lethality of the BLM - R.T. combination

in the G2 and M phases. Hyperthermia is also believed to inhibit

the repair of sublethal and potential lethal damage inflicted on

cellular DMA by BLM & RT. It also damages the tumor cell membrane

and promotes the intracellular transport of BLM, enhancing the

cytotoxic effect.

CRITERIA OF ELIGIBILITY :

1. All histologically confirmed T, & T, cases (UICC)
of squamous cell carcinomas of the "buccal mucosa
who had not had any form of specific treatment
earlier.

2. Metastatic cervical NQ, ÏL, N2 nodes and N,
Lymph nodes confined to the submandibular region
were no "bar, "but N, Lymph nodes elsewhere
excluded the case.

3. Deep infiltration of soft tissues including skin,
whether fungating or not, was no "bar but extensive
destruction of "bone excluded the case.

4. Trismus resulting from infra-temporal fossa
infiltration or extensive destruction of the
face rendered the case ineligible.
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5. Systemic métastases excluded the case.
6. Age and diseases such, as diabetes mellitus, hyper-

tension, tuberculosis, myocardial ischemia and
endocrinal disorders were no bar, but reasonably
good general health was essential.

7. Neuropathies, pulmonary fibrosis or chronic
respiratory diseases (emphysema, asthma), impaired
renal or hepatic function excluded the case.

8. Only cases admitted to teletherapy were eligible.
9. Informed consent was mandatory.

CONSTRUCTION OP GROUPS :

The eligible cases were blindly randomised to 3
arms by code by the sealed envelope technic and the
code was kept sealed in the Director's office.

The three trial groups were :
1. R.T. + PEP (PEPLEOMYCIN) CODED A
2. R.T. + H.T«, (HYPERTHERMIA) + PLACEBO (PL) CODED B
3. R.T. + PEP + H.T. CODED C

It was originally proposed to enter 30 cases in each
arm, making a total of 90, over a 3 year period. The trial
commenced in January 1984. Ultimately, however, 101 cases
entered the trial. The entries closed only in August 1987.
MATERIAL :
CATEGORY_____________CODE_____NO.OF CASES
R.T. + PEP A 31
R.T. + H.T. + PL B 34
R.T. + H.T. + PEP C 36

TOTAL 101
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AGE HT YEARS

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEDIAN

SEX :

MALE

FEMALE

M : P.

B

70

25

51.25

76

30

51.26

17

14

1.2 : 1

B

18

16

1.12 : 1

70

34

52.06

18

18

1 : 1

STAGE OF DISEASE :
CATEGORY T- T4 N,0

HISTOLOGICAL GRADE (BRODER'S )

All were squamous cell carcinomas,

Broder's grade I - II (well differentiated).

CO-EXISTING DISEASES :
DISEASE :

DIABETES MELLITUS
HYPERTENSION
ANAEMIA
P.T.
CORONARY HEART DISEASE
OTHERS

A
1
2
6
1
1
NIL

B
1
1
4
—
—
NIL

C
2
3
6
3
3
NIL

N-

A

B

C

7

8

8

24

26

28

3

4

4

25

24

29

3

6

3
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It will be seen that all the three groups were
reasonably matched.

METHODS :
THERAPEUTIC PROTOCOLS :
PEP : 5 mg IV (intravenous) bolus in normal saline

on the mornings of Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.
The placebo for the controls was only the normal

saline.
RT : High energy X-rays from a 6 MeV linear

accelerator were used at an PSD of 100 cm. or Cobalt-60
teletherapy at an SSD of 80 cm. The dose rate was
adjusted to around 80 rad (cGy)/min. A minimum TmD of
250 rad/fraction was administered on a 3 day/week
schedule (mornings of Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays)
using two opposing lateral fields (wedged where necessary)
to a total TmD of 5500 to 6000 rad in 7-8 weeks.

HT : Deep tissue heating was obtained with the
Thermotron RF-8. This is a capacitive unit generating
EP -radiations at a frequency of 8 MHz. The KF power is
delivered through two coaxial cables to two corresponding
metal disc electrodes, varying in size from 10 to 25 cm,
mounted on two opposing fixed arms of a gantry. Only two
opposing fields can be used. The metal discs are enclosed
in plastic bolus bags through which cooled 1% saline is
circulated. The saline temperature can be varied from 10
to 30°C, but we usually maintain a temperature of around
20 to 25 C. This induces surface cooling and reduces
the risk of skin and subcutaneous fat burns. The bags
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also facilitate electrode-surface coupling. The
transmitted power on this unit can exceed 800 W.

Heating immediately followed radiotherapy. The
interval "between the end of radiation and the attainment
of 42°C in the tumour was never permitted to exceed 20
minutes. The time taken to raise the tumour temperature
from body temperature to 42 C never exceeded 12 minutes.
This time sequencing was meticulously monitored to prevent
the development of thermal tolerance and to synergize, to
the extent possible (with the proviso that our hypotheses
and understanding were reasonably correct), the biological
effects of RT and HT.

The tumour temperature was monitored by £>ur flexible
microprobes (0.64 mm dia) fitted with copper-constantan
thermocouples, enclosed in fine plastic catheters (18
gauge). Two of these catheters were implanted in the
tumours a few times in the initial stages, and the
temperatures registered compared with those in the
buccal grooves to standardize the thermometry. In
subsequent sittings only the buccal groove temperatures
were recorded. The temperatures were read on 4 digital
thermometers.

Hyperthermia was applied only twice a week -
Mondays and Fridays - for 30 to 45 min per session,
for fear of developing thermal tolerance. The HT
course ran concomitantly with the RT schedule, the
number of sessions averaging 12 to 16. The tumour
temperature range was maintained at 42°C + 5°C. The
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patients did not tolerate higher temperatures, and
lower temperairures were not permitted as tumour
stimulation and dissemination were feared, apart from
thermal tolerance.

All patients were sedated during HT. Valium (1O mg)
and Portwin (30 mg) were injected in an IV "bolus at
commencement of HT. This substantially mitigated
patient discomfort during the 45 min immobilization.

CRITERIA OP RESPONSE :
1. COMPLETE EESFONSE : C.R. : Total clinical healing

of the tumor within the volume of Eadiation at
4-8 weeks from the end of Radiation therapy.

2. RECURRENCE FREE RATE : Freedom from recurrence of
the tumor within the volume of radiation at death
or at 5 yrs., whichever is earlier.

3. 5 YEAR SURVIVAL NED : Disease free survival at
5 yrs. These may include those cases which
recurred "but the recurrence was extirpated "by
a second procedure.

RESULTS :

Entry into the trial closed only in August 1987
and the evaluation of response of the last case was
completed only in October 1987. Hence only the
complete response rate (C0R.) is available at present.

C.R.IN THE 3 TRIAL G-ROUPS

CATEGORY

R.T.
R.T.
R.T.

+ PEP
+ H.T.
+ H.T.

(A)
+ PL (B)
+ PEP(C)

NO. TREATED

31
34
36

c.
NO.

19
11
25

R.
%

61.3
32.4
69.4
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MORBIDITIES :

CATEGORY
MORBIDITY

ORAL MUCOSITIS
(MODERATE TO SEVERE)
ATROPHIC MUCOSA
DRY MOUTH
TASTE PERVERSIONS
DYSPHAGIA
TISSUE EDEMA
BONE NECROSIS
WEIGHT LOSS
ANEMIA
LEUCOPENIA
PIGMENTATION
ALOPECIA
SEEN BURNS
PNEUMONITIS
CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIAS

NO.

18
11
2
7
1
2
NIL
4
2
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
1
2

A
%

58.
35.
6.
22.
3.
5.
-

12.
5.
-
-
-
-
3.
6.

\

06
48
45
58
22
45

9
45

22
45

NO.

7
4
2
5

NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
1
1
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
1

B
%

20.59
11.76
5.88
14.70
NIL
NIL
-
—
2.94
2.94
-
-
-
-
2.94

NO.

22
11
2
6
1
NIL
NIL
3
1
NIL
1
4
2
1
2

C

61
30
5
16
2

96

.1

.55

.55

.66

.77
NIL

8
2

2
11
5
2
5

-
.33
.77
-
.77
.11
.55
.77
.55

COMMENTARY :

This review has traced, in the passing hour, the
study of a life time, spanning a period of nearly three
decades. It is evident that Hyperthermia, as available
and practised at the Institute, has contributed little
to the clinical therapy of human oral cancer. This is
probably inescapable because of the biological and
physical constraints imposed by the intrinsic nature
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of hyperthermic action, the thermal inhomogeneities of

the tissues exposed, the ponderous and rigid nature of

the generating machines, the difficulties of precise

thermal dosiiaetry in vivo & the virtual impossibility

of ensuring an uniform temperature distribution within

the critical limits of 41.5°C & 43°C for 45 minutes in

a large tissue or tumor volume, in an immobilised patient,

without undue injury to the normal surrounding tissues.

Moreover, the selective action of hyperthermia on tumors

relies on subtle biochemical, metabolic and vascular

architectural distinctions between the tumor and normal

tissue environment, which, quite often, are too fine to

be exploited. One thing is absolutely certain, that

E&rperthermia cannot, at any time, be used by itself as

an independent modality of therapeutic oncology. It can,

at best, be an adjuvant to either R0T. or chemotherapy.

Even here certain risks and restrictions exist, like

tumor dissemination, and, therefore, it should be used

with caution in selected tumors.

All our studies have so far shown that Bleomycin

and its analogue Pepleomycin are as yet the most effective

radio-potentiating agents known to us in the treatment of

the Buccal mucosal cancers of South India. The several

trials that we have conducted at varied times have time

and again proved that a complete response rate of 60% - 70%

is consistently obtained and that the results are reliable

and reproducible. The complete response rate falls to

42.5% when the tumors have invaded bone, (N.G-opalan et al.

1986) but a controlled clinical trial carried out by my
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colleague, Dr.N.G-opalan, in gingival carcinomas shows
that in that circumstance radiation per se achieves a O.E.
of only 5%. The drop in 5 year survival is due in more
than half our cases to metastatic nodal disease in those
who had declined a neck dissection.

The BLM-CDDP trial suggested that this combination
yielded better responses than Bleomycin alone, without any
undue accession of toxicity, unlike the BLM - 5 FU - VOR
combination. The BLM-CDDP protocol is, therefore,
now being broached in a large unselected series of
oral squamous cell carcinomas to confirm the trial
finding.

Apart from a moderately brisk oral mucositis in
the cases receiving Pepleomycin, there were no major
complications or morbidities. Only 2 cases of skin
burn occurred in the Hyperthermia cases in the early
days of the trial, but this was quickly eliminated by
using 1% saline in the bolus bags and using larger
surface applicators. There were only 2 cases of BLM
Lung, but they recovered with antibiotics and steroids.
Pepleomycin reduced the oral morbidity remarkably.
There were only six cases of a "dry" mouth in the
entire series i.e. less than 6%. Salivation was near
normal or satisfactory in the others. Taste was only
dulled, neither perverted or lost. There was intolerance
to spices in 10 cases, which lasted for over 3 months.
These morbidities were negligible and minor when viewed
in the context of the exceedingly advanced loco-regional
disease against which we had to contend.
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RADIOSENSITIZATION OF HYPOXIC BACTERIAL CELLS
AND ANIMAL TUMORS BY MEMBRANE ACTIVE DRUGS
AND HYPERTHERMIA

B.B. SINGH, V.T. SRINIVASAN, M.A. SHENOY,
K.C. GEORGE, H.S. MANIAR, K.P. RAWAT
Molecular Biology and Agriculture Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

Abstract

Phenothiazine derivatives, well known for their interaction with the
cellular membranes have been found to radiosensitize hypoxic cells and
radioprotect euoxic cells. They have also been observed to modify the
microviscosity of the membrane which is partly responsible for these
effects. Such drugs also protected normal mice against whole body
exposures and at the same time enhanced the radiation response of
animal tumors. The therapeutic effects of hyperthermia and some common
anti-cancer drugs like cyclophosphamide (CY) and melphalan (MEL), were
enhanced in the presence of phenothiazine derivatives. Among these,
trimeprazine appeared to be most effective.

Indomethacin, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug which is also
membrane active has also been found to exhibit radiosensitizing
effect in animal tumors.

Cell proliferation kinetics and morphological studies on animal tumors
exposed to hyperthermia have yielded interesting results.

1. Introduction:

Physical structure and chemical composition of membranes are known to
regulate the radiation response of living cells. Several drugs like
local anaesthetics, analgesics, hypnotics and tranquilizers
interacting with the cellular membrane cause fluidity changes in the
micro-environment . Several such drugs have been found to enhance
radiation response of hypoxic cells in vitro and solid tumors in
vivo . In particular, procaine hydrochloride, a local anaesthetic, was
observed to enhance the radiation response of
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mammalian cells under hypoxia. It also, exhibited a radioprotective
effect under euoxia . Chlorpromazine hydrochloride (CPZ), a
phenothiazine derivative commonly used as a tranquilizer also enhanced

2the radiation response of hypoxic cells and solid tumors .

Hyperthermia is also believed to change the micro-environment within
the cellular membrane thereby enhancing the radiation response of
cells in vitro and in vivo.

The present, report describes the results on five phenothiazine
derivatives which modify the response of cells and animal tumors to
gamma rays, hyperthermia and two anti-cancer drugs. Some preliminary
results on the effect of indomethacin on the radiation response of
animal tumors are also included herein since this drug is also
membrane active but does not belong to the phenothiazine family.

2. Temperature dependent drug toxicity and cellular phase transitions
in E.coli B/r:

The maximum non-toxic concentrations of promethazine(PMZ),
trimeprazine(TMZ), trifluoperazine(TFP) and prochlorperazine (PCP)
were observed to be 0.1, 0.05, 0.05 and 0.025 mM respectively when
euoxic cells were incubated at 4 C. A plot of percent survival of
cells vs inverse of the temperature under euoxia as well as hypoxia
revealed a discontinuity at 46 C indicating a phase transition at this
temperature. CPZ, PCP and TFP reduced the phase transition temperature
of hypoxic cells to 42, 41.4 and 42 C respectively. No effect, of these
drugs were noticed on euoxic cells. For more definite information on
phase transitions in these cells, direct measurements were made on
their heat capacities using the technique of Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC). Three clear transitions at 45, 55 and 86°C were
noticed in addition to another broad peak at the lower end. On
reheating, all the peaks disappeared but the low temperature peak at
22 C was reversible, indicating that except this peak, all others were
associated with the denaturation of biological macroraolecules. The
peak at 22 C could be ascribed to cellular lipids. The presence of
drugs modified the phase transition temperatures as shown in Table-1,
indicating their different sites of interaction.
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TABLE - 1

Transition temperatures { C)

Treatments

Control
CPZ
PMZ
TMZ
PCP
TFP

Peak 1

--
--
22
17
—
22

Peak 2

45
42
42
35
43
34

Peak 3

55
—
52
—
--
--

Peak 4

86
73
83
74
85
65

In view of the above fact, the toxicities of all the drugs at 46 C
were ascertained and their maximum non-toxic concentrations were found
to be identical at 0.01 mM under hypoxia. Under euoxic conditions,
however, CPZ, TFP and PCP showed considerable toxicity even at 0.006
mM.

3. Radioprotective effect of hypertheraia in E.coljL B/r:

The D values for hypoxic cells irradiated at 4, 29 and 46°C were
found to be 600, 800 and 840 Gy respectively showing radioprotection
at higher temperatures. On increasing the temperature of irradiation
further to 48 C and 50 C, however, the D values decreased to 585 and
525 Gy respectively indicating radiosensitization. A similar effect
was observed for euoxic cells showing maximum radioprotection at
46-48°C and radiosenstization at 50°C. We may therefore infer that the
hyperthermic treatment beyond the phase transition temperature (46°C)
leads to radiosensitization due to denaturation of enzymes involved in
repair processes. At temperatures below the transition point, a
radioprotective effect may be observed. Since hyperthermia is known to
fluidize the cellular membrane, the radioprotective effect observed
before transition temperature may be attributed to the greater
mobility of non-protein sulfhydryls (NPSH) within the membrane which
efficiently restitute the radiation induced damage to macromolecules.
Therefore, treatment of cells with N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) to deplete
the cellular NPSH, abolished or reduced the radioprotective effect of
heat at 46°C.
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4. Radiosensitization by phenothiazines:

The ER values for PMZ, TMZ and PCP at their maximum non-toxic
concentrations under hypoxic conditions of irradiation of E.coli B/r
cells 4 C were found to be 2.6, 5.0 and 2.2 respectively. At equimolar
concentration (0.025 mM), the ER values were 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, and 2.2
for CPZ, PMZ, TMZ and PCP respectively indicating that TMZ showed the
maximum effect. It was further observed that transient radicals of
these drugs were partly responsible for this effect. DNA and protein
syntheses were considerably inhibited when hypoxic cells were
irradiated at 4 C with 400 Gy of gamma rays in the presence of CPZ .
TMZ, PMZ or PCP8. When irradiated at 46°C, however, none of the
drugs at their non-toxic concentration (0.01 mM) except CPZ, showed
any effect. It may further be pointed out that the radiosensitizing
effect was concentration dependent and the drugs were ineffective at.
0.01 mM even when the cells were irradiated at 4 C.

5. Radioprotection by phenothiazines:

Under euoxic conditions of irradiation at 4 C, CPZ at a concentration
of 0.1 raM was reported to be ineffective in protecting E.coli B/r9.
However, at lower concentrations of 0.05 and 0.025 mM, CPZ showed
radioprotection reducing the OER from 2.8 to 1.6. On still decreasing
the concentration of the drug to 0.01 mM, the OER increased to 2.4. A
similar biphasic behaviour with respect to drug concentration was
observed for PMZ, TMZ and PCP giving their maximum protective
concentrations as 0.01, 0.025 and 0.01 mM with their respective OER
values as 1.3, 1.2 and 1.8 . Interaction of phenothiazines with the
cellular membrane is believed to cause fluidization thereby
increasing the mobility of NPSH within the membrane. This may lead to
effecient restitution of radiation induced molecular damage and hence
radioprotection. To support this hypothesis, cells were first treated
with NEM to deplete them of NPSH. When such cells were subsequently
irradiated in the presence of phenothiazine derivatives, the
radioprotective effect was considerable reduced.

In view of the fact that heat also causes membrane fluidization and
radioprotection below the phase transition temperature, the combined
effect of phenothiazines and heat at 29 and 46°C was investigated. The
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results shown in Table-2 clearly indicate that the radioprotection by
phenothiazines was considerably reduced at 29 C and abolished at 46 C.

TABLE - 2

OER Values

Treatment*

Control
CPZ
PMZ
TMZ
PCP
TFP

4°C

2.8
2.4
1.3
1.6
1.8
-

29°C

3.2
2.6
2.8
3.0
2.7
3.0

46°C

2.8
2.8
2.8
3.3
3.1
2.6

* All the drugs were used at a concentration of 0.01 mM.

The membrane fluidization caused by the heat treatment leading to
radioprotection appears to be qualitatively and quatitatively
different10 .

6. Radioprotection and DNA repair:

The survival curves of euoxic cells showed smooth straight lines at
4 C but indicated shoulder at 46 C when radioprotection was noticed.
When irradiation was carried out in the presence of 0.01 mM drugs at
4 C minor shoulder on the survival curves was noticed indicating the
repair of sublethal damage. The effect of CPZ on the induction and
repair of DNA strand-breaks in E.coli B/r irradiated under euoxia was
therefore investigated. When the cells were irradiated at 400 Gy under
euoxia, 0.43 breaks per 100 million daltons of DNA were observed which
got repaired to the extent of 1Q\ on incubation at 37 C for 60
minutes. In the presence of CPZ at a concentration of 0.025 mM, the
initial strand breaks were reduced to 0.11 which got completely
repaired on incubation confirming our above contention. The details of
these investigations have been published elsewhere
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7. Hacromolecular syntheses in drug treated bacterial cells:

DNA and protein syntheses were studied in E.coli B/r cells treated
with the drugs at 4, 35 and 46 C. At 4 C, CPZ again showed a biphasic
behaviour whereas at higher temperatures, inhibition of both metabolic
processes was noticed. At equimolar concentration of 0.01 mM, the
efficacy of the drugs to inhibit DNA and protein syntheses was in the
order of PMZ = TMZ > PCP > TFP > CPZ at the irradiation temperature of
35°C. On the other hand, on irradiation at 46 C, their efficiencies
were CPZ = TFP > PCP > TMZ > PMZ which is exactly the opposite of the
results obtained at 35 C. It was further observed that the inhibitory
effects were temperature dependent as 46 C > 35 C > 4 C.

8. Radioprotection of mice by phenothiazines :

The phenothiazine derivatives were administered intraperitoneally into
six week old male Swiss mice, 30 minutes prior to whole body
irradiation with 250 kVp X-rays. It was observed that on exposure to
7.5 Gy, total lethality occurred in control animals within 16 days. On
the other hand, if the animals were given either 20 mg/kg CPZ or 18
mg/kg TMZ, 25-30^ of the animals survived beyond 60 days. At the lower
doses of 6.25 and 6.5 Gy, no protection by CPZ was noticed whereas at
the doses of 8.0 and 10.0 Gy, though all the animals in control as
well as the treated series died, the drug treated animals showed a
significantly higher longevity. Though the treatment of the animals
with the drugs resulted in a fall in their body temperature by around
2-3 C, hypothermia alone could not explain the radioprotection as
PCP did not offer any radioprotection12.

9. Radiosensitization of Sarcoma 180A by CPZ:

The radiosensitizing effect of CPZ was earlier demonstrated in Sarcoma
1 3180A . However, two main points remained to be clarified. Firstly,

the drug was administered directly into the tumor and it was felt
necessary to repeat the experiments using other modes of drug
administration and to standardize the time for the best radiation
exposures. Secondly, the drug doses were too high (20 - 40 rag/kg)
which could result in hepato-toxicity.
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CPZ was injected intraperitoneally at a dose of 20 mg/kg either 30,60
or 90 minutes prior to local irradiation of the tumor with 10 Gy of
250 kVp X-rays and the tumor response assessed. It was concluded that
the best results were produced (50\ cure) when the X-rays were given
30 minutes after the administration of the drug.

CPZ at a dose of 20 and 40 mg/kg body weight was administered
intraperitoneally on alternate days to a total of 10 injections in
healthy male Swiss mice. The drug at a similar dose was also injected
subcutaneously. Serum and liver lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) levels were
monitored immediately, 15, 30 and 45 days following the last
injection. These studis showed that the LDH levels remained within
normal limits indicating no hepato- toxicity even at such doses which
are far higher than that required for radiosensitization

10. Radiosensitization of a fibrosarcoma by phenothiazines:

George et. al have earlier reported radiosensitization of a
transplantable fibrosarcoma in Swiss mice by CPZ. These studies have
been further extended to assess the effects of other phenothiazines
also. TMZ, PMZ and PCP in physiological saline were injected directly
into the tumor at a dose of 25 mg/kg body weight. The drugs on their
own also influenced the tumor growth but only marginally. When
administered at a dose of 40 mg/kg they inhibited tumor development.
In combination with 20 Gy X-rays, they caused significant
radiosensitization when injected at a dose of 25 mg/kg . Among them,
TMZ proved to be most effective. On increasing the dose of the drugs
to 40 mg/kg in combinstion with 20 Gy X-rays no further advantage was
acheived with TMZ and PCP though PMZ produced a marginally greater
effect.

11. Hyperthermic response of tumors as modified by phenothiazines:

The effect of CPZ on hyperthermic response of two mouse tumors has
been reported earlier . The effects of other phenothiazines viz. TMZ,
PMZ and PCP on the hyperthermic response of the fibrosarcoma have also
been investigated . It was further observed that intravenous
administration of any of these drugs at a dose of 2 mg/kg one hour
prior to hyperthermic exposure at 42 or 43°C significantly potentiated
the heat effect, their relative effectiveness being TMZ > PCP = PMZ.
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These however, did not affect the inhibitory effect of heat at 41 C.
1 8The results further indicated that while in tumors treated with

heat alone, a significant advantage could be achieved on increasing
the temperature to 43 C, in combination with either TMZ or PMZ, the
major benefit is realized at 42 C itself and increasing the
temperature to 43 C, may lead only to marginal gains.

12. Combined effects of hyperthermia, anti-cancer drugs and
phenothiazines:

Among the phenothiazines, TMZ appeared to be the most promising
derivative. Its effect on the regression of fibrosarcoma treated with
melphalan, cyclophosphamide and hyperthermia was investigated in
detail . Heat alone at 42 C delayed the tumor growth significantly.
When combined with melphalan, hypertherzaia caused considerable delay
in tumor development. TMZ at a dose of 0.9 rag/kg enhanced the heat
effect and in combination with melphalan (0.05 mg/kg) and hyperthermia
(42 C - one hour),it produced a growth delay of 8.2 + 0.9 days as
compared to 3.4J; 1.0 days noticed when melphalan was combined with
heat alone. On increasing the melphalan dose to 0.5 mg/kg, the
combination of heat and TMZ resulted in the complete regression in 60\
of the tumors and a considerably greater tumor growth delay in the
rest (40%) of the animals was noticed. Although TMZ enhanced the
combined effect of cyclophosphamide and hyperthermia, no cures were
observed. It is significant to point out that the fibrosarcoma is a
radio-resistant tumor and no cures have been noticed in this tumor
using even radiosensitizing phenothiazines.

13. Effects of indomethacin on a mouse fibrosarcoma:

Indomethacin is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. It. is also a
calcium antagonist, inhibits the biosynthesis of prostglandins and is
believed to interact with the cellular membrane. The drug dissolved in
dimethyl sulfoxide and appropriately diluted in phosphaté buffered
saline .(pH s. 7.2) was administered either intraperitoneally or
subcutaneously at a dose of 5 mg/kg body weight, thrice weekly
(mondays, Wednesdays and fridays) for four weeks. The drug at this
dose, significantly inhibited the tumor growth and caused complete
regression of the tumor in 1 out of 8 mice. The cured tumor did not
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recur till the end of 150 days. Daily injection of the drug at. a dose
of 5 mg/kg proved lethal. Indomethacin at. a dose of 5 mg/kg
administered as a single intra- tumor injection 10 minutes prior to
hyperthermic treatment for 1 hour at 42 C caused a moderate delay in
tumor growth but 1 out of 13 tumors regressed completely without
recurrence even at the end of 150 days. Similarly, when the drug at
the identical dose was injected into the tumor ten minutes before a
single dose of 18 Gy local exposure to gamma rays, it significantly
modified the tumor growth as well as caused complete regression in 3
out of 30 tumors.

14. Other related studies:

In general, we have frequently used tumor regression and growth delays
as the criteria for estimating the response of tumors to various
treatment modalities. There are however several other biological
parameters which also get modified during the course of treatment and
play a major role in treatment planning. These include tumor cell
proliferation kinetics, removal of necrotic cells, tumor repopulation,
formation of micronuclei and morphological changes such as density of
the vasculature. For these studies, an adenocarcinoma was serially
transplanted in C57BL mice. It was observed that the tumor tissue
content was 22 and 82\ after 4 and 12 days of tumor transplantation.
The muscle tissue decreased from 78 to 5% during the same period. The
proportion of the necrosis also increased during tumor growth. When
the proportion of necrosis and muscle was deducted from the total
volume of the tumor, the tumorous tissue content remained constant on
treatment with 30 Gy or 10 Gy plus hyperthermia (43° C for 30 minutes).
In untreated tumors, the proportion of cells in G , S and G + M was
48, 32 and 20^ respectively. This proportion was significantly
disturbed on treatment with radiations or hyperthermia or their
combination. However, the perturbation of cells in their cycles lasted
for 2 to 3 days after the treatment. The combination of radiation and
hyperthermia increased the proportion, of necrotic cells in the tumor,
although radiation or hyperthermia individually did not affect
necrosis. The density of small blood vessels such as capillaries in
untreated tumors increased with the age of the tumor. None of the
treatments seemed to affect it. The details of1 these studies have been
published elsewhere
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SEQUENCING, TIMING AND DOSES WITH THE
COMBINATION OF HEAT AND RADIATION IN
THE TREATMENT OF HUMAN TUMORS

G. ARCANGELI*
Istituto Medico e di Ricerca Scientifica,
Rome, Italy

Abstract

The results from four different phase-II studies on more than 200
multiple superficial lesions treated confirms the experimental observations
that hyperthermia enhances the radiation effects in both tumours and normal

tissues. The best way to avoid the thermotolerance in tumours and the
sensitization of the surrounding normal tissues is to apply hyperthermia once
a week to a conventional radiation schedule. Only in particular clinical
situations, such as melanoma, which has been found to respond well to
radiotherapy given in large doses per fractions, can an attempt to exploit the
radiosensitizing effect of heat be made by applying hyperthermia in
combination with all radiation fractions every four or five days if the
lesions can be preferentially heated with respect to the surrounding normal
tissue.

These treatment schedules are the basis of treatment protocols employed
in multicentre phase-Ill clinical trials on advanced breast cancer, neck node
métastases, and cutaneous and nodal métastases from malignant melanoma,
currently underway within the framework of the European Society for
Hyperthermic Oncology (ESHO).

A careful quality assurance and a detailed guidance of how to measure
temperature are "musts" for all studies.

* Present address: Regina Elena National Cancer Institute, Rome, Italy.
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BACKGROUND
It is well known that hyperthermia is capable of enhancing the

effect of ionizing radiation. In recent years there have been abundant
information on the feasibility and usefulness of applying hyperthermia
to radiation in the treatment of large superficial tumors I'1-4).

The enhancement of radiation effect seems to be the results of two
types of interaction: 1. A hyperthermic radiosensitization, which is
mainly due to a direct radiosensitization and/or to a hyperthermic
impairment of the repair from sublethal and potentially lethal radiation
damage: 2. A hyperthermic cytotoxicity, which is strongly enhanced by
certain enviromental conditions such as nutritional deprivation, chronic
hypoxia and increased acidity, typically found in large areas of poorly
vascularized solid tumors H5-9). In contrast to the cytotoxic effect,
the hyperthermic radiosensitization is present to the same extent in
both normal and tumor tissues.

Whereas the hyperthermic cytotoxicity bears no time - relationship
with the radiation treatment, the hyperthermic radiosensiti.zation is
strongly dependent on the sequence and interval between the two moda-
lities. Maximal sensitization is achieved by a simultaneous application
of heat and radiation, and any separation between the two modalities
decreases the radiosensitizing effect until its complete disapparance
that normally occurs whithm 3 to 4 hours H6, 10-12).

Consequently, the choice of the exploitation of one of the two
mechanisms of interaction depends on whether or not it will be possible
to heat the tumor selectively with respect to the surrounding normal
tissues.

The clinical application of hyperthermia in combination with radio-
therapy is most likely given in fractionated schedules. This may rise an
important problem related to the phenomenon of thermotolerance, i.e. a
temporary heat resistance following a prior heat treatment H13-16).

Unfortunately, the time - course of thermotolerance is considerably
different in different tissues and it is currently not possible to
predict how thermotolerance will develop in a given tumor or normal
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tissue Ml3, 17). The best way to properly overcome the problem of thermo-

tolérance is to apply hyperthermia in few large fractions given with an

interval long enough to allow thermotolerance to completely decay before

applying the next hyperthermic treatment.

Such a heat treatment principle could easily be combined with

conventional radiation if the cytotoxic treatment principle is supplied.

The problem is more complex for an optimal utilization of the radio-

sensitizing principle that requires both a lack of thermotolerance and a

concomitant heat treatment with all radiation fractions I'simultaneous

treatment) "12, 11, 18). In this situation radiotherapy fractions should

be given also with relatively large intervals, e.g. once or twice a

week, and, therefore, the treatment schedule that could be the best from

the heating point of view it could not represent the optimal treatment

from radiation point of view. Therefore, the choice between hyperthermic

sensitization and hyperthermic citotoxicity is dependent not only on the

possibility of heating the tumor selectively, but also on the admini-

stration of an optimal radiation fractionation treatment for the indi-

vidual clinical situation.

The hyperthermia program at the Istituto Medico e di Ricerca Sei en-

t if ica in Rome was initiated in 1977 in collaboration with ENEA Itomita-

to Nazionale per la Ricerca e per lo Sviluppo dell 'Energia Nucleare e

del le Energie Alternative) and SM\ "Segnalazioni Marittime e Aree)

aiming at1 the following points:

1. To develop a hyperthermia therapy system with efficient microwave

applicators and reliable temperature monitoring devices.

2. To study the physical and biological properties of microwaves and

radiofrequencies.

3. To study the effect of the hyperthermia corrbinedwith radiation on

tumors and normal tissues in man.

A. To assess early and late tolerance of normal tissues to radiation

plus heat.

5. To carry out clinical trials.

The description of the facilities, the main technical developments

and thermal dosimetric techniques have been reported elsewhere 1119-21).
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SUMMARY OF PROGRESS REPORT

A. Past Clinical Trials

Four different phase 11 studies have been completed on more than

200 multiple superficial lesions, from miscellaneous primary tumors,

comparing tumor and skin response to several schedules of irradiation

alone or combined with hyperthermia at a temperature ranging from 42.5°C

for 45 min. to 45°C for 30 min. II12, 20, 22).

The initial complete response rates are sumrarized in table 1 that

shows that the addition of heat produced a costant enhancement of

radiation response for whichever treatment schedules was used. The

difference is statistically significant in the group of lesions treated
with protocol 1, 2b and 4. The highest improvement was observed in

protocol 4 in which large radiation fractions and intense heating were

used: 87% H13/15) and 33% l'5/15) complete responses were obtained after

combined and single modality, respectively. However, except for protocol

4 in which the skin around the lesion was actively cooled by means of

circulating cold water, the irrmediate addition of heat to large radia-

tion fractions resulted in an increased incidence of skin reaction. By

delaying of 4 hours the addition of heat, the incidence of skin reaction

increased less 11 table 1).

These results confirm the experimental observations that to avoid

hyperthermic radiosensitization of normal tissues, the irrmediate applica-

tion of heat and radiation should be used only if selective tumor heat-

ing can be achieved.

A more specific data on site and histology could be derived from 2

groups of patients. The f irst was represented by 38 patients with a

total of 81 multiple neck node métastases from squamous cell carcinoma

of the head and neck. The second group comprised 17 patients with 38

cutaneous and/or nodal métastases from malignant melanoma.

Table 2 sumrarizes the treatment schedules and the irrmediate com-

plete response rates of these two homogeneous groups of patients.
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TABLE 2. Treatment Schedules and Complete Responses in Head and Neck
Tumors and in Malignant Melanoma.

Tumor Treatment Fraction. No Fract. Complete Responses

H & N

Melanoma

1.5-2.0 Gy

42.5°/45 min

5.0 Gy

42.5°/45 min
or
6.0 Gy

45°/30 min

3/day

3/week

2/week

2/week

2/week

2/week

36

7

8

8

5

5

RT + HT

30/381

(79%)

10/13

(77%)

6/9

(75%)

RT alone

18/431

(42%)

5/9

(55%)

4/8

(50%)

1 Statistical significance: p<0.05.

The first group of lesions I beck node métastases) were treated by
means of conventional fraction size of radiation by exploiting the
citotoxic effect of heat.

The second group of lesions I'melanomas) were treated with two
different schedules of high dose fractions by mainly exploiting the
radiosensitizing effect of heat.

It is clear that the addition of heat significantly improves tumor
response to radiation in all groups of lesions treated with different
schedules.

A general idea of response duration in neck node métastases, is
given in figure 1, which shows an actuarial analysis of local control
according to the Kaplan and Meier product limit method H23). The maximum
follow-up was 28 months. Local control, at that time, was 58% in the
lesion treated with combined modality VS. 14% in those treated with
radiotherapy alone; the difference between the curves is statistically
significant Hp<0.05).
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Fig. 1: Estimated tumor local control distribution in

lesions treated with radiation plus heat and

radiation alone according to Kaplan and Meier

product limit method.

Response duration in melanoma is reported in tabl'e 3 which shows

that, once achieved, conplete response is mantained independently from

both treatment schedules and application of heat.

The conclusion of these studies was that the results confirmed the

experimental observation that hyperthermia enhances the radiation

effects in both tumors and normal tissues. However, in most clinical

situations, when a high dose radiotherapy is recommended, the best way

to avoid the thermotolerance in tumors and the sensitization of the

surrounding normal tissues is to apply hyperthermia once a week to a

conventional radiation schedule. Only in particular clinical situations,

such as melanoma, which has been found to respond well to radiotherapy

given in large doses per fractions "24-26), an attempt to exploit the

radiosensitizing effect of heat can be made by simultaneously applying

hyperthermia in combination with all radiation fractions, every four or

f ive days, if the lesion can be preferentially heated with respect to

the surrounding normal tissue, for 3 to 4 hours after irradiation if

tumors and normal tissues are heated to the same temperature.
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TABLE 3. Persistence of CR in Melanoma.

Treatment Temperature/ No Persistences/No CR Observation Time
schedule time(°C/min) ——————————————————————— (months)

RT + HT RT alone

5 Gy x 8 42.5/45 10/10 (100%) 5/5 (100%) 12-24

6 Gy x 5 45/30 6/6 (100%) 4/4 (100%) 6-18

These treatment schedules are the bases of treatment protocols
employed in rrulticenter phase 111 clinical trials on advanced breast
cancer, neck node métastases, and cutaneous and nodal métastases from
malignant melanoma, currently underway within the frame of the European
Society for Hyperthermic Oncology HESHO).

B. Current Clinical Trials

In addition to an active participation in the mult i cent er ESHO
trials, with the acquisition of a new equipment for deep hyperthermia
and after a significant technological improvements of the equipments for
local hyperthermia, our group is currently carrying out the following
studies:
1. Local Hyperthermia : A three arm phase 111 trial comparing the results

of conventional high dose radiotherapy alone and radiotherapy com-
bined with one or five hyperthermic treatments H43°C for 60 min.)
given once per week, in patients with multiple recurrences in chest
wall after radical mastectomy for breast cancer. This study was
activated in June 1986. It is our hope that this trial will be
incorporated soon in a multicenter European Study. In this case, 3
years will be required to accrue a sufficient sample size to deter-
mine a 20% difference in tumor control rates.

2. Regional Hyperthermia; A phase 1/11 study, combination of radiothe-
rapy and hyperthermia in patients with advanced, recurrent or meta-
static malignant tumors of the pelvis or abdomen, treated with 1.8-2
Gy/fraction, 5 fractions per week plus hyperthermia at an average
tumor temperature of 43° for 45 min. once weekly.
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This study is being activated and, probably, the accrual of pa-

tients will start in Septenber 198?.

C. Future Clinical Trials

1. Chemotherapy/local hyperthermia in the treatment of superficial

tumors.

2. Chemotherapy/regional hyperthermia in the treatment of advanced

pelvic tumors not eligible for the combination radiotherapy/hyper-

thermia study.

D. Quality Assurance Institutional Requirements

The exstreme temperature heterogeneticity seen when heating human

tumors, make the question of the technical feasibility of applying

hyperthermia rather controversial. Application of a certain amount of

unhomogeneously distributed heat can be given to superficial tumors, but

leaves "cold spots". The biological evaluation of a hyperthermic treat-

ment is d i f f icu l t , as might be strongly unfluenced by technical flaws. A

careful quality assurance including detailed description of treatment

reporting and a detailed guidance of how to measure temperature, are

"masts" for all studies. It is important to obtain as many temperature

measurements points as possible, and the use of multi-point temperature

sensors is strongly recorrmended.

Only if these requirements are met it will be possible to secure an

optimal evaluation of the clinical studies.
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STUDIES OF THE COMBINED USE OF HYPOXIC CELL
SENSITIZERS AND HYPERTHERMIA WITH RADIATION
IN HUMAN CANCER THERAPY

Y. ONOYAMA
Department of Radiology,
Osaka City University Medical School,
Osaka, Japan

Abstract

Development of the combined use of hypoxic cell radiosensitizer
and hyperthermia with radiation in cancer therapy in Japan was
reviewed with special reference to the study at the Osaka City
University Hospital.

Radioresistance of cells with a low blood supply in solid tumors
has been regarded as one of the limiting factors in the local control
of human cancer by radiotherapy. Attempts to improve the situation led
us to the use of high LET radiation, such as fast neutron, heavy
nuclei and negative pion, however radiotherapy by these non
conventional radiation requires more expensive and sophisticated
accelerator as compared with the case of conventional radiation, and
does not seem to be feasible in the developing countries. Alternative
methods are the combined use of chemical or physical means, which can
selectively sensitize these radioresistant cells to the conventional
low LET radiation. Wide spread use of these modalities may contribute
significantly for improvement of cancer therapy in the developing
countries.

Adams and colleagues found that electron affinic compounds could
sensitize hypoxic cells as oxygen did, and that there was a close
relationship between electron affinity and potency as a hypoxic cell
radiosensitizer. Various electron affinic chemicals were scrutinized,
however nitroimidazole derivatives, especially 2-nitroimidazole-
(misonidazole), were found to be an excellent sensitizer in cultured
mammalian cells and in some rodent tumors in the early 1970s. Results
obtained in experimental studies led us to the introduction of
misonidazole into clinical trial in Canada,United Kingdam, United
States and Japan. Efforts to develop better sensitizers are ongoing at
the same time.
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The second method to overcome radioresistance of cells with a low
blood supply is the combined use of hyperthermia. Biological rationale
of hyperthermia in cancer therapy are as following; heat sensitivity
of radioresistant S phase cells and of cells in low pH,nutritionally
deprived and hypoxic condition, inhibition of repair from radiation
damage, and selective heating of the tumor with decreased blood
flow. Since the middle of 1970s, clinical trials of hyperthermia have
been undertaken especially for superficial tumors. Encouraging results
have been reported, however many problems still remain to be solved
before its routine use in clinical cancer therapy, such as development
of more efficient heating apparatus, thermometric system and of method
to evaluate the measured temperature etc.

The purpose of the paper is to describe the outline of studies on
hypoxic cell radiosensitizer and hyperthermia in Japan with special
reference to our own experiences.

Part I. HYPOXIC CELL RADIOSENSITIZER

1.Clinical study of misonidazole in Japan
Double blind controlled trial of misonidazole was undertaken with

collaboration of 34 institutions in 1980, after toxicological and
phamacokinetic studies in Japanese patients(details were reported
previously in IAEA-TECDOC-266). Six studies were organized for lung
cancer,esophageal cancer,glioblastoma,metastatic brain tumor,head and
neck cancer(T 2-4>N 3) and cervical cancer(Stage III,IVA). Two regimen
of drug and irradiation were adopted to the trial. The first consisted
of radiotherapy with a dose of 2Gy 5 times a week in combination with
0.5 g/sqm of misonidazole in each session for 4 weeks. In the second,
patients received irradiation of 4-Gy twice a week combined with a
fractional dose of 1.0 g/sqm for 5 weeks. Boost irradation without
misonidazole was allowed in both regimen. Most of patients were
treated according to the first regimen. Items for evaluation were
local tumor response,change in performance status and adverse
reactions.

A total of 620 patients were included until June 1983, however
thirty patients were excluded from the analysis because of various
reasons, such as early interruption of the treatment due to patient's
condition, deviation from the prescribed dose regimen etc.
Consequently, 294 patients received true misonidazole and 296 placebo
were analysed for the effect of misonidazole(Table 1).
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Table 1.Results of Phase III study in Japan

Tumor Site Number of the patients
Entered

Lung cancer
Esophagus Cancer
Glioblastoma
Brain métastases
Head&Neck cancer
Cervical cancer
Total

147
117
47
91
98
120
620

Eligible
137
117
43
87
94
112
590

Miso.
66
55
21
48
49
55
294

Placebo
71
62
22
39
45
57
296

Results

Arms equal
Arms equal
Arms equal
Arms equal
Arms equal
Arms equal

Local tumor response was evaluated according to the degree of
tumor regression ;complete disappearnce(CR),partial response over 50%
of the initial size(PR),no response under 50% in regression (NR) in
the product of two diameters, and progressive disease(PD). No
statistically significant difference of response rate was observed for
both treatment arms,misonidazole + or -, in all tumor sites.
Regression curves as a function of cummulative dose of radiation were
essentially the same for both arms except metastatic brain tumors, in
which the regression curve for misonidazole group was steeper than for
placebo group. In summary, double blind trial of misonidazole in Japan
failed to demonstrate any beneficial effect.

Adverse reactions observed during the trial are listed in Table 2.
The most frequent and important reaction was neurotoxicities, such as
peripheral neuropathy, ototoxicity and central nervous symptoms with
the average incidence of 10%. Thirty-seven neurological symptoms were
recorded in misonidazole group, whereas only 7 in placebo group. The
next frequent reaction was gastrointestinal symptoms, such as
anorexia,nausea and vomiting, and was followed by skin rash.

Table 2.Adverse reactions of misonidazole

Reported Toxicities

Neurotoxicities
GI symptoms
Skin rash
Liver, kidney disorders
Marrow supression
Fever
Others
Total

Incidence in
Miso. Placebo
37
29
21
17
14
6
6

130

7
18
5
15
3
3
3
54
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Several large-scale randomized studies were made in the United
States and Europian countries. Dische summarized results of 34
controlled trials all over the world. No siginficant benefit was found
in most of the trials, however significant benefit was reported in 4
trials for head and neck tumors, which were mostly squamous cell
carcinoma, probably containing more hypoxic cells. Therefore, possible
benefit of misonidazole could not be denied in the selected tumors.

2.Considerations on the failure of misonidazole trial
Several reasons may be attributed to the failure of misonidazole in

clinical use.
(1)Are the hypoxic cells actually determinant factor in clinical

radiotherapy?
(2)Inadequacy of fractionation of irradiation used in the trial. Can

conventional fractionation allow enough reoxygenation in human
cancer?

(3)Heterogeneity of radiosensitivity of tumor cells may obscure the
sensitizing effect.
Controversial results of misonidazole trials, for example some

benefit observed in the selected patients, could not justifiy these
factors as determinant cause of the failure.
(4)Dose limitation due to toxicity of misonidazole may be regarded as

the most important cause of the failure.
Plasma level of misonidazole in human studies was far lower than

that in animal studies, taking longer half life in plasma concentra-
tion in human than in animal into account(Table 3).

Table 3.Dose,plasma levels and expected enhancement ratio

Dose of drug Plasma level
g/Kg yg/ml

Animal experiment

Human study

loO 1084
0.1 109
Op04(loOg/sqm) 45
0„02(0„5g/sqm) 23

Ko JR-Q

1.92
Io32
?
7

Misonidazole is the first generation of hypoxic cell radiosensit-
izer,which was evaluated by the world wide clinical trial, however it
is not an ideal sensitizer especially because of neurotoxicity.
Development of sensitizers with better effect-toxicity
ratio is urgently needed.
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Strategy to develop more efficient sensitizer can be summarized as
following.
(1)Seareh for improved sensitizers

More potent sensitizer.
Less toxic sensitizer.

(2)Combined use of other modalities with presently available
sensitizer, such as misonidazole, to improve toxicity-benefit ratio»
for example combined use of thiol inhibitor, diethylmalate(DEM)and
buthionine sulfoximine(BSO) with misonidazole.

3.Development of new sensitizers in Japan
From the work of Adams, it is known that the extent of radiosensit-

izing effect depends on the electron affinity of the molecule. For
nitroimidazoles, electron affinity is determined by the ring
structure, whereas neurotoxicity depends mainly on the lipophilicity,
which is largely governed by the structure of the side chain(Fig.1).
In Japan, a research group,including chemist,biologist and
radiotherapist, have been organized to develop new hypoxic cell
sensitizer under the sponsorship of Japanese Ministry of Education
since 1980. New chemicals, synthesized by chemical and pharmacological
colleagues, were studied on their effect to mammalian cells in vitro
and animal tumors. Followings are a overview of the result of our
group study.

»-ELECTRON AFFINITY

RADIOSENSITIZATION

LIPOPHILICITY

PHARMACOKINETICS
& TOXIC IT Y

Fig. 1 .Structural formula of misonidazole

Dinitroimidazole ethanol(DNIE,Inayama) , which was synthesized as a
more electron af finie compound than misonidazole, showed the same
sensitization to in vitro cells at the concentration of 1/10 of
misonidazole. But the enhancement ratio for murine tumors was about
83% of misonidazole at the same toxicity level.
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Nitrobenzoyl polyamines(FNT 1-12,Fujita), which can be easily
intercalated between DNA chain, were more potent in vitro than
misonodazole, however were not applicable to murine tumors because of
their low water solubility.

Nitrophenyl-terazoles(KB 4-31,Kano) and nitrobenzofurazans(Mo
32-113,Nagao) exhibited marked sensitizing effect to the cultured
cells, however no effect to murine tumors was observed mainly because
of the rapid metabolism in vivo.

Nitrotrizoles(AK 2059-2173,Kagiya) were effective to the cultured
cells and to murine tumors nearly equal as misonidazole. Especially AK
2123 was considered an useful sensitizer, because of its low
concentration in the brain.

As a non nitro compound, mercaptoimidazoles(KIH 1-12,Inayama) were
also good sensitizer in vitro, and the potency of radiosensitization
was proportional to their electron affinity, however they were not yet
studied in vivo.

Non imidazole and non nitro electron affinie compounds, such as
cyclopentene dione(KIH 200-202,Inayaraa), were also effective to
mammalian cells.

Various side chain substitutes of nitroimidazole were synthesized
to decrease neurotoxicity. Stanford group(Brown) developed SR-2508,
which was reported to be 10 times less toxic than misonidazole because
of rapid excretion. Good results were obtained in animal experiment,
however clinical trial of the drug has not been carried out in Japan.
It is well known that penetrability of the drug through blood brain
barrier is low for nucleosides. Nitroimidazole nucleosides(RK
27,28,Sakaguchi) were about 3 times more effective than misonidazole
in vitro. One fourth of LD 50 dose of RK 28,1-UT-hydroxy-2' —
butenoxy)-methy1-2-nitroimidazole,exhibited the equal enhancement
ratio as 1/2 LD 50 of misonidazole to murine tumors. Our research
group is planning to introduce RK 28 into clinical trial.

Table 4 summarizes sensitiers,studied in Japan. All of them were
effective to mammalian cells in vitro, however about one half were not
effective in vivo. Discrepancy between in vitro and in vivo may
attributed to water solubility, stability in vivo, penetrability into
the tumor and pharmacokinesis of the compounds. Drug desigh has to be
made, taking these factors into consideration.
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Table 4.Hypoxie cell sensitizers studied in Japan

Level of study
Cell Animal Clinical

Misonidazole + + +*
Dinitroimidazole + + -
Nitrobenzoylpolyamine + — —
Nitrophenyltetrazole + +* -
Nitrobenzofurazan + -f* -
Nitrotriazole + + -
Mercaptoimidazole + - -
Cyclopentene-dione + - -

SR-2508 + +
Nitroimidazole-nucleoside + + -
+ means studied. +* negative result at present»

4.. Conclusion
Misonidazole failed unfortunately to be an efficient sensitizer in

human cancer therapy, however the trial elucidates many problems to be
solved before clinical use of this kind of sensitizer. Several hopeful
candidates of hypoxic cell sensitizer have been developed based on the
experience of misonidazole. I believe that close corperation of
chemist,pharmacologist,biologist and radiotherapist can overcome these
problems and can develop clinically useful sensitizer in the near
future.

Part II.HIPERTHERMIA

1.Clinical study of hyperthermia in Japan
Clinical trials of hyperthermia in Japan began in the middle of

1970s with the study of hot water irrigation for bladder cancer and
microwave heating using physical therapy unit for superficial lesions.
Japanese hypertherraia research group was organized by Professor
Sugahara in 1978, and the first meeting was held in Osaka. We had only
17 papers and 50 participants at that meeting. Development of RF
capacitive unit by one of the Japanese manufacturer stimulated
strongly the rapid spread of this modality in clinical cancer therapy.
Thereafter, many research groups were organized under the sponsorship
of Japanese Ministry of Education and Health&Welfare.Japanese Society
of Hyperthermic Oncology(JSHO) was established in 1984, and it grews
to a large society, having over 1100 members including physicist,-
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engineer,biologist,and medical doctors of wide variety of sub—
specialities. About 200 papers were presented at the 4th Annual
Meeting in the last Octorber. Over 100 hyperthermia unit were working
in Japan, and the curamulative number of the treated patients exceeded
3500 according to the survey by JSHO in 1986 (Table 5).

Table 5.Present state of clinical hyperthermia in Japan

Apparatus RF capacitive 63
APAS 8
Microwave 30
Others 17

Patients Total 3508

Several joint studies are in progress at present. Interin result of
the controlled trial indicated that hyperthermia was efficient in the
local control of superficial lesions over 3 cm in diameter in
combination with radiation(Table 6). Hyperthermia is now regarded as
one of the promising methods in human cancer therapy in Japan.

Table 6.Results of joint control trial for superficial tumors

Arms of
Treatment
RT + HT
RT alone

No„ of
patients

44
48

Response
CR
20
18

PR

16
12

NR
7
14

PD

1
4

Response
rate %
8108*
62,5*

*p < 0.05 (1987, Egawa)

2.Clinical study at the Osaka City University Hospital
Since 1980, clinical trial of electromagnetically induced local

hyperthermia has been carried out in the Department of Radiology of
the Osaka City University. A total of 114 patients had been treated by
the combined therapy with radiation until May 1987. Two types of
heating machine are used in our department, a 2450 MHz microwave unit
for superficial lesions within 2-3 cm from the surface and a 6-13-56
MHz RF capacitive unit for more deeply seated tumors.The temperature
is continuously measured by multi-junction thermocouple,which is
introduced into the prescribed position in the tumor through a
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catheter.The temperature measured is stored in the computer system,
and imformation,such as time temperature curves, numerical data of
temperature and patient data, is printed out by the plotter after the
end of the treatment(Fig.2).

oHyperthermia aimed to raise the intratumoral temperature over 42 C
for 4-0 to 50 minutes,was generally performed twice or once a week with
in about one hour ater irradiation up to a total of10 sessions.
Fractionation of irradiation was 4- Gy twice a week for superficial
small lesions,and was conventional 2 Gy 5 times a week for large
tumors.Nineteen patients were treated with the microwave unit and 95
with the RF unit.
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Upper pannel shows time-temperature curves at 5 points(No»2-5).
Lower left is patient record» Lower right shows maximum,average,
median temperature,standard deviation. Equivalent time at 43°C
appeared in the last columm.

Fig.2.Example of printout from computerized thermometric system

Patients included to the trial were those with locally advanced
tumors or tumors histologically unfavorable to radiation alone. A
classification of patients according to the site of treatment is shown
in Table 7. Twenty-two patients, whose treatment was ceased before
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reaching 3 sessions of hyperthermia and a total radiation dose of 20
Gy or to whom it was given immediately before or after major surgery,
were excluded from the analysis of the effect of combined therapy. The
most frequent cause of incomplete treatment was the poor general
condition of the patient, followed by local pain in obese patients,
and nausea and vomiting in those with head and neck tumors.

Table 7. Classification of the patients according to the site

Site of treatment Number of patients

Head and Neck 14
Neck nodes 38
Chest wall and back 17
Intrathoracic 3
Abdominal wall 3
Intraabdominal 21
Pelvis 15
Extremities 3
Total 114

The primary effect of the treatment was evaluated according to
the degree of tumor regression. Complete response(CR) was defined as
clinical disappearance of any measurable tumor, partial response(PR)
corresponded to regression over 50% from the initial size of the tumor
as the product of two dimensions, no response(NR) to regression under
50%. The primary response was evaluated as CR in 24 patients(26%), PR
in 39(42%) and NR in the remaining 29(32%). Overall response rate(CR +
PR) was 68% for the évaluable 92 patients. The response rate varied
with the depth of the tumor. The response rate for superficial tumors
with a maximum depth less than 6 cm from the surface was 72%, whereas
that for deep seated tumors was 56%, although excellent response or
long term survivors sometimes encountered among the patients with
tumors of the lung, liver and rectum(Table 8). The results are partly
attributable to the fact that the heating equipment currently
available cannot heat deep seated tumor homogenously in all patients,
and partly to the fact that the degree of shrikage of the tumor is not
always a good measure for evaluating large and deep seated tumors,
which often contain a lot of necrotic tissue in their central portion.
In these cases, appearance of low denisity area on CT is often
observed after the treatment. Change of CT number may be used as a
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criteria for evaluating the response, because it means complete
necrosis in some tumors. Furthermore, a marked delay of tumor
regression, up to several months, is often encountered especially in
the patients with a large tumor, therefore degree of the response
varies sometimes on the time of evaluation.

Table 8.Primary response in 92 eligible patients

Depth of tumor

Superficial tumors
(less than 6 cm)

Deep seated tumors
(more than 6 cm)

Total

No,, of patient

69

23

92

CR
21

3

24

PR
29

10

39

Response
NR %
19

10

29

response
72%

56%

68%
(Osaka City University 1987)

The response rate was 88% for squamous cell carcinoma, 78% for
adenocarcinoma and 77% for non-epithelial tumors. They did not differ
significantly according to the histology,taking the relatively high
incidence of squamous cell carcinoma among the patients with
superficial lesions into consideration. Table 9. lists the
histological classification and response of the 13 évaluable patients
with non-epithelial tumors, which are usually regarded as highly
radioresistant. Complete response was observed among the patients with
firosarcoma, malignant teratoma and malignant fibrous histiocytoma.

Table 9«Classification and response of non epithelial tumors

Histology No. of
patient

Fibro sarcoma
Malignant teratoma
M.F.H.*
Haemangiopericytoma
Leiomyo sarcoma
Chondrosarcoma
Malignant melanoma

Total

4
4
1
1
1
1
1

13

Response
CR PR

3
1 (D
1 (D

1

5

1
1
1
1 (1)

5

NR

2 (1)

1 (D

3

* Malignant fibrous histiocytoma
Figures in ( ) indicate the number of deep tumors,
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Concerning the toxicity of hyperthermia, no conclusive information
is available because of the short observation period. As an acute
complication, 3 cases of severe burns, which required 3 to 9 months to
heal, were observed in the early period of the trial when we were not
so familiar with the use of the equipment. No such complication has
been experienced after improvement of the cooling system of the
applicator.

The results of our trial suggest strongly that hyperthermia is
effective in the treatment of radioresistant tumors, taking the
unfavorable conditions of the patients into consideration.
Hyperthermia treatment can be performed with minimal toxicity not only
for superficial but also for deep seated tumors in combination with
radiotherapy.

3.Considerations on thermal dosimetry
For a quantative evaluation of the beneficial effect of

hyperthermia, it is important to know the relationship between
intratumoral temperature and tumor response. Furthermore, a knowlege
of the temperature distribution in both the tumor and the adjacent
normal tissue is imperative to predict the beneficial and hazardous
effects. In clinical hyperthermia,the temperature varies markedly
according to time and space(Fig.2), and to each treatment session. It
is often difficult to define the representative temperature for the
particular session.

Concerning the temporal variation of temperature, Dewey and
Sapareto adovocated a concept of thermal isoeffect dose to evaluate
the dose of heat given at the different temperature. Equivalent time
means summation of the product of the time duration and the relative
effectiveness of heat at that temperature. All heat exposure to
different temperatures is converted to the length of time at the
reference temperature, usuall 43 C. Conversion factors for relative
effectiveness were reported to be 0.5 above 43°C and 0.25 to 0.125
below 43°C(Fig. 3).

t=final ,, _ .
Equivalent time at 43°C = I IT ; At

t=0

T = average temperature in At
R = 0.5 above 43°C
= 0.25 below 43°C

Fig. 3« Formula of equivalent time
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The concept of equivalent time involves many unsolved problems for
its clinical application, such as thermotolerance in fractionation and
validity in combined therapy with other modalities. The clinical
applicability of equivalent time was examined for trial, since
temperature has been measured continuously at several points in the
tumor in our department. Non-site specific sum of maximum,median and
miniraun equvalent time at J+3 G in each session is defined as maximum,
median and minimum thermal dose respectively. Twenty-four patients
with superficial tumors were analysed for the relationship between
response and thermal dose. Response of the tumor was classified as
excellent, reduction tumor under 20% of the initial size, in 12
patients, and poor in the remaining 12. Fig.4.. is the scattergram of
the patients according to the dose of radiation and to median thermal
dose. Patients irradiated with high dose over 100 in TDF tend to
respond excellently irrespective to the thermal dose, whereas the
response of the patients with low radation dose tends to be better for
those received the higher thermal dose.
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Fig. 4-- Scatter gram of the patients according to dose of radiation
(TDF) and median thermal dose

Fig.5 shows scattergrams of thermal dose for the all patients and
the patients incompletely irradiated with a dose ranging from 55 to 95
in TDF. Average of maximum thermal dose did not differ between
excellent and poor responders. The result indicates that maximum
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Fig.5.Scattergram of maximum,midian and minimum thermal dose
according to tumor response

thermal dose does not correlate to the response. Average of median
thermal dose differed significantly for both all and incompletely
irradiated patients, and that of minimum did only for those irradiated
incompletely. As far as our present result was concerned, non-site
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specific sum of the median equivalent time was the best of three to
predict the response of combined therapy. However it is too early to
evaluate the value of equivalent time in clinical hyperthermia,
because of the limited temperature data obtainable by invasive
thermometry.

Concerning the spacial variation of temperature, it is urgently
necessary to develop more efficient method to know detailed
temperature distribution. Since the introduction of non-invasive
thermometry seems difficult in the near future, an alternative is
computer simulation of temperature distribution with correction by
measured temperature at the limited points. We are developing a
computer program in collaboration with colleague in the Engineering
School to calculate the temperature distribution by a finite element
method, which takes acount of the electrical and thermal character-
istics and the state of blood flow in all tissues. Fig. 6 shows the
temperature distribution calculated by this program in a patient with
a pelvic tumor heated by 8 MHz RF. This work is still in the initial
stage at present, however we believe that computer simulation can play
an important role in thermal dosimetry in the near future.

Fig.6.Calculated temperature distribution in pelvic tumor
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4.. Conclusion
The results of clinical studies of hyperthermia in Japan and in our

department were both encouraging not only in superficial but also in
deep seated tumors. The high response rate of radioresistant non
epithelial tumors was of special interest for radiotherapist.

It is yet difficult to evaluate quantitatively the effect of
combined use of heat and radiation, mainly because of insufficient
information on the temperature distribution. The problem will be
overcome by improving the thermometric system involving a computer
system.

Hyperthermia has reached the stage where its efficacy has to be
determined by a large scale control study. Such a randomized study is
in progress at present with the collaboration of many Japanese
institutions.

We believe that hyperthermia can play an important role in cancer
therapy in the near future, although many problems have to be solved
by close collaboration of engineers, biologists and physicians.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND CLINICAL STUDIES ON
HYPERTHERMIA AND CHEMICAL SENSITIZERS
IN RADIO- AND CHEMOTHERAPY OF CANCER

T. SUGAHARA
Kyoto National Hospital and

Health Research Foundation,
Kyoto, Japan

Abstract

The research field in the title of the present paper has been called in
brief "Radiosensitization" as has been the title of our Newsletter. Through
studies for five years hyperthermia has been established as an effective
radio- and chemosensitizing agent though heating techniques and thermometry
still remain to be refined.

During these five years, two different kinds of activities have been
performed, i.e., i) research works on individual agents such as PLDR

inhibitors, radioprotector WR-2721, hyperthermia equipments and analysis of
cell killing, and ii) research promotion by publishing "Radiosensitization
Newsletter quarterly and organizing bilateral workshops such as China-Japan
and USSR-Japan.

1. Introduction
The research field in the title of the present paper, which is almost

synonymous with the title of the present project, has been called in brief
"Radiosensitization". The project was initiated with great promise based on
the results of an international seminar on "Prospective methods of radiation
therapy in developing countries" organized by IAEA and held in Kyoto, Japan,
31 August to 4 September, 1981. Unfortunately, however, no chemical
modifiers significantly effective and available in clinic have been obtained
yet. On the other hand, hyperthermia combined with radio- and/or
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chemotherapy has been almost accepted to be a clinically available agent for
radio- and chemosensitization. We have learned a lot on the nature of
radiosensitization through the five-year cooperative research.

I, myself, have performed two different kinds of activities
intentionally, i.e., i) research works on individual items, and ii) the
promotion of radiosensitization research in developing countries. In the
present paper, in addition to these activities I would describe my personal
view on radiosensitization research in general.

2. Radiosensitization research in general
Chemical modifiers and hyperthermia have been studied seperately and

discussed in seperate conferences except at the IAEA RC meetings. But they
have the same objective to modify radio- or chemosensitivity of the tumor for
the improvement of cancer treatment though the agents are different
apparently. As a medical research they would better be studied in parallel
comparing their efficiency and availability to each other.

Chemical modifiers have been introduced to cope with specific problems
such as hypoxia, repair, or age-sensitivity respectively. In contrast,
hyperthermia seems to have a rather broad spectrum of action on all these
issues. Radiosensitivity of tumors depends largely on histology such as

squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, soft tissue sarcoma and melanoma.
Recent clinical results in multi-institutional clinical studies of shallow-
seated tumors indicated that the diference in radiosensitivity seemed to
disapper when radiotherapy was combined with hyperthermia. In experimental
works it has been shown that hyperthermia reduces the effect of hypoxia,
repair and age-response on radiosensitivity of mammalian cells. It still
remains to be elucidated whether the radiosensitizing effect of hyperthermia
is based on the three factors mentioned above or on some other factors still
unknown. Anyway, if there were many factors, not a specific one, for
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radioresistance of a tumor, combined application of various chemical
modifiers or hyperthermia may be preferable.

Concerning hyperthermia there still remains a large gap between the
opinions of different scientists on its clinical usefulness. But in Japan,
improved treatment results such as local response and pain relief in
refractory cancers have been reported. In the recent USSR-Japan bilateral
workshop on hyperthermia, it was reported that in Minsk increased long-term
survival and decreased métastases have been observed in easily accessible
tumors such as melanoma and breast cancers. Clincally heating methods and
thermometry remain to be improved. But it may be concluded that hyperthermia
is the only one modifying agent available now to improve cancer treatments
with radiation and anti-tumor drugs. These situations were illustrated as in
Fig.l by the author with a slight modification. Feasibility and
effectiveness of hyperthermia in developing countries should be studied more
intensively.
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Fig. 1 Life cycle of radiosensitization research

3. Research works on individual agents

In 1981 at the IAEA seminar we proposed possible application of PLDR
2)inhibitors as non-hypoxic radiosensitizers. Effect of the PLDR inhibitors on
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chemotherapy was reported in murine tumors.' The role of PLDR in cancer
4)

radiotherapy was also reviewed in ICR meeting in 1Ç8S- A clinical trial with
ara-A as a radio- and chemosensitizers has failed to demonstrate a
significant effect. ' But recently Nakatsugawa et al. reported a promising
result in postoperative radio- and chemotherapy in glioblastoma multiforme
combined with BrdU, ß-ara-A, and acyclovir. The latter two were used as PLDR
inhibitors.

Clinical trials of misonidazole and development of the second generation
hypoxic cell sensitizers in Japan will be reported by Prof. Onoyama. In
parallel with the clinical trials, a similar clinical study was carried out
on the protection of normal tissue by WR-2721. But the result was again
negative.

Concerning hyperthermia two different studies have been carried out in
our institute with the collaboration of engineers, clinical oncologists nad
radiobiologists, i.e., development of hyperthermia equipment for superficial
and deep-seated tumors and cellular response of hyperthermia. The first
heating equipment for clinical trials (13-56 MHz 600W) was introduced in the
Kyoto University Hospital in October, 1979« After various modifications and
introduction of new systems as shown in Table 1, Thermotron RF-8 (8MHz 1.5KW)
was completed in 1984 and approved as the first hyperthermia equipment for

7 o\
clinical cancer therapy by the Ministry of Health and Welfare, Japan. ' The

Table 1 Heating Device
Problems

First generation of 13-56 MHz
capacitive-type Heating Machine

1.
2.

3.
4.
5-

Difficulty to heat deep portions
Edge effect
Excessive heating of
subcutaneous fat layer
Electric dismatching by movement
and temperature rise of human body
Asymmetry and low reproducibiliy
of heating patterns

Solutions
Thermotron RF-8

Use of large electrods and special
matching system. RF 13-56 to 8MHz
Use of overlay bolus,
Rogowski ' s flat-plate electrode
Use of cooling system of the skin
Use of a sell-excited oscillator
Use of the gantry with fixed
electrodes
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equipments have been used for radio- and/or chemotherapy at more than 30
hyperthermia centers in Japan and several outside of Japan.

9)Using Golden hamster embryo cells Watanabe et al. demonstrated that
hyperthermia simultaneously with radiation enhanced the cytotoxic effect of
radiations but suppressed their transformation induction. They also observed
using transformed cell lines thus obtained that hyperthermia at 43 °C
selectively killed transformed cells at confluency of mixed culture of normal
and transformed cells. Marked difference in cell killing pattern after
radiation and heat was recognized. To analyse such a difference, a new model
for cell survival with proliferation processes was proposed by Sugahara and
Uno. ' The model suggests that other factors than colony formation affecting
cell killing and repair operating during proliferating process after the
treatment are important to analyse the cellular response. These cellular
studies may be useful to develop safer and more effective way of
thermoradiotherapy.

4« Research promotion
To promote the research on radiosensitization and place a landmark for

the future advance I edited a book entitled "Modification of Radiosensitivity
12)in Cancer Treatment" published by Academic Press in 1984. The book contains

chemical protection, hypoxic cell sensitizers, biological sensitization and
hyperthermia.

Publication of Radiosensitization Newsletter which was proposed at the
IAEA Seminar in ICSl has been continued since 1Ç82. The Newsletter has been
edited by myself with the cooperation of editorial board and published
quarterly supported by the Japan Radiosensitization Research Association
(JRRA). It is distributed to more than 800 scientists in 57 countries in the
world free of charge. The Newsletter regularly contains: A:Chemical
modifiers, B:Hyperthermia, C:Meeting Announcement and D : Books and others.
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The JRRA also supported bi-national symposia or workshop. Discussion on
"Japan-U.S. Cooperation on Hyperthermia Equipment was held at the NAHG Annual

13)Meeting on May 6, 1985 in Los Angeles. Japan-China bilateral symposia on
radiosensitization were held the first one in June 1985 in Kyoto and the
second in October in 1986 in Xian. The proceedings in English were published
by JRRA. Recently, USSR-Japan bilateral workshop on "The design and clinical
use of hyperthermia equipment in deep-seated tumors" was held on September 15
to 18 in Minsk and Moscow. These meetings were especially useful for the
exchange of information and mutual stimulation to promote the
radiosensitization research. In addition, the publication of the proceedings
would contribute to the world seif"*"» «^«s in

5. Conclusion
Through the extensive studies on radiosensitization for five years, I

would like to emphasize that hyperthermia is now an only feasible agent to
improve radio- and chemotherapy of cancers in developing countries. In
developed countries we have to develop a sophisticated equipment for
hyperthermia easily and automatically operable and accessible to any site of
the body. But it may be expensive. With these knowledge in mind, we should
develop rather simple equipment for limited sites as I proposed at the last

7)IAEA Symposium. However, this does not mean that hyperthermia at present is
enough. We should continue our effort for other possibilities of
radiosensitization.
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EFFECT OF HYPOXIC CELL SENSITIZER IN RADIATION
THERAPY OF NASOPHARYNGEAL CARCINOMA
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Abstract

At the Radiation and Isotopes Centre, Khartoum, (RICK) 171 cases of
Nauopharyngeal Carcinoma (NPC) were randomised for radiation therapy with
or without the radiosensitizer Metronidazole (MET) into four treatment
arms as follows :

Arm No. of cases Radiation Metronidazole

5-8g dose X6-9/6W
5-8 dose X6-9/6W
Not given

Moderately severe but acceptable gastro-intestinal and oropharyngeal
mucosal reactions were prominent in the two arms A and B receiving MET as
radiosensitizer than in the two arms, C and D not receiving MET. On the
other hand a therapeutic gain has been observed both in the two year
survival and in the disease free survival in the treatment arm given MET
in associations with 3F/W regimen with 277 cGy/F, whereas no benefit
could be shown in the arm receiving 5F/W regimen with 183 cGy/F.

A
B
C
D

36
41
44
44

50Gy/L8F/6w
55Gy/30F/6w
50Gy/18F/6w
55Gy/30F/6w

INTRODUCTION

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is the commonest tumour in males and the
eighth commonest in females at the Radiation and Isotope Centre, Khartoum
(RICK) (1). Its special features of a large locally advanced neoplasm
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with frequent post irradiation recurrence and relatively late distant
metastasis favour the use of radiosensitizers for locoregional control.
The efficiency of metronidazole (MET) as a radiosensitizer was
established over two decades ago both in laboratory animals (2, 3) and in
clinical practice/however its general use was short lived following the
use of structurally more efficient sensitizers and in particular
misonidazale (MS). Subsequently the serious neurotoxicity of MS and
other nitroimidazoles limited their wider application in clinical
practice. MET, through a weaker sensitizer has the advantage of
tolerable side effects with effective dosage, availability as a common
medical drug specially in developing countries and low cost. For these
reasons it was considered a reasonable sensitizer in the present study
for the radiation therapy of NPC. The aim- of the study was to improve
the local response rate and to improve survival and disease-free survival
of treated patients by using optimal doses of MET with conventional doses
and dose schedules of radiation therapy.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

During the period extending from January 1987 a total of 3710 cancer
cases were referred to RICK for radiation therapy. Of these 224 were NPC
cases for whom the age and sex parameters are given in table (1). 53 NPC
cases were excluded from the study on the basis of selection criteria
qualifying for entry in the study. The causes for exclusion of these
cases are shown in table (II). The remaining 171 cases were stratified
into four treatment arms as shown in table (III). A & B treatment arms

TABLE 1

NPC-AGE AND SEX PARAMETERS

Number of males 179 Ratio 10.3%
Number of females 55 Ratio 2.7%
Male/female ratio 3.4% 1
Youngest age 3 years
Oldest age 80 years
Mean age 3.6.4 years
Median age 35 years
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TABLE II
NPC CASES EXCLUDED FROM STUDY

Number of Cases
3
10
6
10
4
7
9
4

Cause for Exclusion
Age below 12 years
Metaetatic Disease
Poor performance
Incomplete Treatment
Other Histology
Chemotherapy
Previous Radiation
Refused Treatment

53 total

Treatment
A
B
C
D

TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDY GROUPS

Radiation
50 Gy/18F/6w
35 Gy/30F/6w
50 Gy/18F/6w
55 Gy/30F/6w

MTE
30-45 g
30-45 g
Nil
Nil

Number
36
41
44
49

received MET with 3 or 5 doses of radiation per week while arms C & D did
not. The four treatment arms were well matched for age, sex and stage of
disease. On the whole the treatment plan is similar to that described
earlier with only slight modification.

RADIOTHERAPY

Radiation therapy was given to all patients by two lateral fields
incorporating the base of the skull and extending downwards to include
cervical lymph nodes to at least two centimeters below the lowest
pulpable nodes. Co-60 or 6MEV-Xrays were used. Shielding of the spine,
parotid glands and part of the ears is provided when feasible without
compromising the treatment. A dose of 5000 cGy/18F/6w was given to
treatmentarms A & C and adose of 5500 cGy/30F/6w was given to arms B & D.
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METRONIDAZOLE

A dose of 5 to 8g of MET is given orally 2 to 3 hours before radiation
therapy, twice weekly during the first 3 weeks and once weekly during the
second 3 weeks. A minimum of 6 doses is required as sufficient for entry
in the MET groups. Patients who cannot tolerate the initial treatment
are transferred to the non-MET groups.

All patients are monitored for early and late side effects of treatment
and also for treatment response regarding tumour regression, locoregional
recurrence and distant metastasis.

RESULTS

Side effects:
The main side effects of treatment were skin and mucosal reactions, and
gastrointestinal disturbances. Table (IV) gives the frequency and
severity of these reactions in the patients receiving MET and those not
receiving it. Mucosal reactions were related to the size of the
treatment fields but were exacerbated by MET. Gastrointestinal
disturbances were severe and more frequent in patients receiving MET.
Eight cases had to stop MET therapy because of unaccaptable side effects
and continued treatment with radiation only. Skin reactions;
desquamation and alopecia were equally pronounced in all treatment groups.

Late treatment reactions were confined to mouth dryness which was
sometimes troublesome but were found in all treatment arms. No
Neurotoxicity was observed in relation to MET in this study.

TABLE IV

Group Gastrointestinal Oropharyngal
Severe Moderate Mild Severe Moderate Mild

With MET 32% 47% 21% 37% 44% 19%
Without MET 9% 33% 58% 20% 49% 30%
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RADIATION RESPONSE

Regression of the primary tumour and cervical lymph nodes is a measure of
early therapautic response. Good regression was noted on the majority of
cases in all treatment arms. Residual nodes at end of treatment (Fig. I)
indicate a higher than average ratio for future recurrence specially in
patients not receiving MET. On the contrary early complete regression
(Fig. 2) indicated local control but had no effect on incidence of
distant metastasis.

(a) Nodes before treatment (b) Incomplete regression

FIGURE 1.

(a) Nodes before treatment (D) Complete regression

FIGURE 2
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Survival data is available at one year for 107 patients and at two years
for 66 patients. Tables (V and VI) show survival and disease-free
survival for the four treatment arms. The survival ratios are very
similar at one year for the four treatment arms. .However at two years
follow up, a therapeutic gain is observed for arm A of the study where
large doses of radiation are given in combination with MET. No such gain
is noted in the other treatment arms. The relatively high ratio of
patients lost to follow up does not seem to affect this result.

TABLE V

THERAPEUTIC RESULT BY GROUP

GROUP
I
II

A&W
12
05

AT

ARC
-
_

TWO YEARS

ACM
04
03

DEAD
08
12

LOST
12
04

ALL
36
30

TABLE VI

SURVIVAL RATIO

ARM WITH DISEASE DISEASE FREE

A
B
C
D

1 YEAR
78%
72%
68%
71%

2 YEAR
60%
32%
29%
31%

1 YEAR
52%
50%
40%
48%

2 YEAR
41%
20%
14%
19%

DISCUSSION

The one year findings of this study confirm the result reported earlier
in this study regarding side effects, tumour regression and therapeutic
response (6). The two year result indicate a significant therapeutic
improvement in cases receiving MET with high doses of radiation. It thus
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appears that the sensitizer is having an effect when used with high doses
and for relatively a longer fraction of the total radiation time. This
is an indication that this mild sensitizer MET has a response when given
in high dose only and with high fractions of radiation dose. More
clinical research in this is indicated.

CONCLUSION

1. A successful randomised clinical trial on the use of the
radiosensitizer Metronidazole in radiation therapy is conducted in a
developing country indicating the possibility of further trials in
this line with a more potent sensitizer.

2. High doses of metronidazole can be given to radiotherapy patients
with acceptable side effects.

3. A high dose of MET in combination with a high dose per fraction of
radiation dose is required to produce a therapeutic response.
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TREATMENT OF CARCINOMA OF HEAD AND NECK WITH
A COMBINATION OF CONVENTIONAL IRRADIATION AND
METHOTREXATE AS RADIOSENSITIZER*
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Abstract

Between 6 February 1984 to 11 September 1986
200 cases of cancer of head and neck were
randomised into control group (105), i.e.
conventional irradiation treatment and trial
group (95), i.e. MFX 50 mg. i.v. on day 1
and followed by conventional irradiation. Early-

complications were tolerable as well as late
complications. Good response rate in trial group
was significant. One case in trial group
developed a second primary. Long term benefit
is to be documented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cancer of Head and Neck is defined as cancer of organs
in head and neck region except that of the nervous system. It is
so defined due to anatomical relation, loosely associated aetiology
and closely related treatment.

Cancer of Head and Neck is a health problem, even though
•i ^ 'j t

some of it is preventable ' >J still it accounts for about 10.5 %
to 15*1 % ' of all cancer cases as reported by the National Cancer

* Supported by IAEA Grant 323-E3-RC-277.2.
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Institute and Cancer Unit of Maharaj Nakorn Chiang Mai Hospital,
Faculty of Medicine, Chiang Mai University. In the Department of
Radiology, National Cancer Institute, Head and Neck Cancer accounted
for 20.1 % of cases.

Early cases of cancer of Head and Neck can be treated
7 8 9 10effectively ' ' ' but majority of cases come in late hence result

11 12«of treatment is not quite satisfactory *

Increase in the dose of irradiation may improve local

control of tumor but also increase complication. Now it is well
established that the blood-brain barrier prevents entry of chemicals

into the brain, hence radiosensitizers will not alter the outcome of
brain syndrome from irradiation while reaction from combined effect
of chemicals and irradiation locally will increase leading to more

local-control with no increase in complication to brain and spinal
cord due to minimal or no chemicals in brain tissue so that enhancement
or radiosensitization there will not increase. The idea is quite
tempting and calls for clinical research into the problem. Also

chemical given may reduce the chances of metastasis.
Methotrexate is a compound containing essentially

N- P ( 2, 4 diamino-6-pteridinyl ) methyl methylamino

benzoyl glutamic acid. It is an antimetabolite, a class of

agents described as analogues, or counterfeits, of physiologically

occuring substances ( metabolites ), each has the ability to

produce evidence of deficiency of metabolite and block normal cell
chemical processes. The drug is also referred to as a folic
antagonist. Methotrexate competes with folic acid for the enzyme

dihydrofolic reductase and binds to it tight enough and lasting

long enough to block the formation of tetrahydrofolic acid compounds,
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carrier of carbon units to purines and pyrimidines, so that DNA
synthesis and cell division cannot take place.

Methotrexate has been used in cancer treatment in either
single or in combination, ' ' such as the CKF regime as suggested

by Bonnadona in the treatment of breast cancer . Also methotrexate
has radiomicietic property.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

During the period of 6 February 1984 to 11 September 1986
all cases of Head and Neck cancer that entered the Division of
Radiation Oncology, Department of Radiology, National Cancer Institute
were included in this study, provided that they met the following
criteria :

- The histopathology is known.
- Hemoglobin more than 10 gm %

or hematocrit more than 30 %•
o

- White blood cell count more than 6,000/mm .

- Platelet count more than 200,000/mm.

- Blood chemistry within normal limits.

- No distant metastasis.

- Availability for follow-up.

- Karnofsky's scale more than 70 %-

Two hundred cases of Head and Neck cancers were included

in "bhis study. They were randomised into control group ( c o n v e n t i o n a l

irradiation) and trial group (combined methotrexate intravenously

and irradiation). There were 95 cases in the control group age

ranges from 21 years to 85 years while there were 105 cases in the

trial group with age ranges from 22 years to 75 years. Table 1

showed distribution of cases according to age. There were 62 male
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TABLE 1. AGE DISTRIBUTION

Age range

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

81 —

minimum

maximum

Control

Number

4

6

16

27

33

9

-

%

4.21

6.32

16.84

28.42

34.74

9-47

-

21

85

Trial

Number

1

4

16

34

41

8

1

%

0-99

3.80

15.84

32.38

39.00

7.60

0.95

22

75

patients in the control group and 56 male patients trial group while
43 and 39 female were in the control and trial groups respectively.

In Table 2 percentage of site distribution, was shown,

with the majority in nasopharynx followed by tongue, tonsil and gum

10.48-26.32 £, 19.05-14-74Î6, 10.48-6.32 # and 17.43-3-16 £
(control - trial) respectively.

Table 3 revealed stages of the cases, with most of them
in stage TV ($8.1 % in control and 58.95 % in trial). Most of the
cases were diagnosed as squamous cell carcinoma as shown in Table 4.
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TABLE 2. SITE DISTRIBUTION

Site

Tongue

Larynx

Hard palate

Soft palate

Antrum

Gum

Tonsil

Nasopharynx

Floor of mouth

lip

Nose

Buccal raucosa

Unknown primary

Pyriform sinus

Retrotnolar trigone

Posterior pharyngeal wal

Control

Number

20

6

3

3

4

12

11

11

10

10

2

12

1

1

%

19.05

5.71

2.86

2.86

3-81

11.43

10. 48

10-48

9.52

9.52

1.90

11.43

0.95

-

-

-

Trial

Number

14

3

5

-

-

3

6

25

4

12

-

14

5

2

1

1

%

14.74

3.16

5.26

-

-

3.16

6.32

26.32

4.21

12.63

-

14-74

5.26

2.11

1.05

1.05
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TABLE 3. STAGES OF DISEASES

Stage

I

II

III

IV

Unclassified

Total

Control

Number

7

18

17

61

2

%

6.67

17-14

16.19

58.10

1«90

105 cases 100 %

Trial

Number

3

14

19

56

3

%

3.16

14.74

20.00

58.95

3.16

95 cases 100 %

TABLE 4. CELL TYPES

Cell Type

Wen dif. S.C.C.

Mod. dif. S.C.G.

Poorly dif. S.C.C.

S.C.C. not spécifie
differentiatic

Others

Total

Control

Number

33

34

12

;d
m 25

1

%

31.43

32-38

11-43

23.81

0.95

105 cases 100 %

Trial

Number

32

22

25

H

2

%

33.68

23.16

26.32

14.74

2.10

95 cases 100 %
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3. PROTOCOL FOR STUDY

All cases were examined thoroughly including indirect

mirror examination and direct laryngoscopy when indicated. Chest

X-ray and mandible X-ray were taken as basic study. CBC + platelet

count, blood chemistry, urinalysis and other pertinent laboratory

examinations were taken. They were again examined thoroughly

including CBC + pit. weekly or even more frequently if the conditions

called for such.

The patients were followed up firstly at six weeks after

completion of treatment and then regularly every 3 months. CBC + pit.

were performed on the first two follow-up then annually and when

necessary. Blood chemistry, chest X-ray and mandible X-ray were taken

annually and when indicated.

4. CHEMOTHERAPY

All patients received Dextrose 5 % in half strength

NSS 1,000 ml + Vit. B 1 ml and Vit.C 500 mg. intravenusly on day 1.c o

The control cases received no J-ffX while the trial group received MTX

50 mg. in glucose 50 % 50 ml. intravenously in addition to the above

intravenous fluid.

5. IRRADIATION

The patients received similar external irradiation in the

form of Co teletherapy and/or Linear Accelerator 4 MeV Photon beam to

tumor bearing area + further node bearing area beyond grossly involved

node-bearing area. Most of the cases ended-up with two lateral parallel

opposing portals to upper neck and tumor-bearing area plus anterior

lower neck to cover both supraclavicular areas. Irradiation regime was

1 .8 Gy/day, 5 days aweek to total of 4-5 Gy. to 5 Gy. Then boost to
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residual tumor-bearing area for additional 1 .5-2 Gy from small field

external field external irradiation or 2.5 Gy from Radium implantation

after a rest of about two weeks. Surgical resections were decided in

small specific cases only. Also if tumor persists systemic chemotherapy

may be decided upon later on.

TABLE 5. COMPLICATIONS

side effect

Anorexia

Sorethroat

Mucositis

Xerostomia

Oedema

Dysphagia

Nausea

Vomiting

Stomatitis

Dry desquamation

Moist desquamation

Trismus

Hoarseness

Decreased sense
of taste

Control (£)

4,95

68.60

78.00

15.20

16.10

6.70

0.90

0.90

20.00

10.50

4-70

17.10

4.70

1.90

Trial (fo)

13.68

63.16

48.42

31.58

16.84

10.53

3.16

2.11

14-74

9-47

4.21

-

-

-
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6. COMPLICATIONS

There were some complications more in patients who received
methotrexate than in control such as mucositis, anorexia, xerostomia and
dysphagia as seen in Table 5 that raucositis happened more in trial group
than in control 78 % to 48-42 %, anorexia 31 .50 % to 15-20 % trial to
control groups and dysphagia 10.53 % to 6.70 %. But all these complications
gradually subsided by itself.

Bone marrow suppression was also seen more in patients with
methotrexate than in control groups but was not that severe to warrant
definite treatment even though some patients may need blood transfusion.

All these early complications subsided in 2-3 weeks after
completion of irradiation except for xerostomia which may linger on for
another 6-7 months but of no severe concern.

7. RESULT, IMMEDIATE

Follow up was one year at least after completion of
irradiation. It is shown that over all result from trial group is
better than in control group as shown in table 6 and 7« Complete

response in trial group was 40-95 % and in control group was 12.6 %.
9 cases of complete response in control group developed recurrence
as early as 6-12 months while up to at least one year there is no
recurrence in trial group. One case in trial group who had complete
response developed secound primary cancer one year later and succumbed

3 months later, and another case with complete response in trial group
developed metastasis to lung and bone one year later and died 6 months

later even though systemic chemotherapy was started as well as
palliative irradiation.
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TABLE 6. IMMEDIATE RESPONSE

Immediate Response

CR

PR

NR

G R with recurrence

CH, second primary

CR, met. CA.

Control

Number

12

57

17

9

%

12.6

60.00

17.9

9.47

-

-

Trial

Number

43

56

4

-

1

1

%

40.95

53.33

3.81

-

9-5

0.95

CR •= complete response

PS = partial response

tumor regressed 50 %

NR = no response

tumor regressed less than 50 %

Even when broken down into stages as in table 7, benefits
from combination of methotrexate and irradiation to irradiation alone
were still evident, i»e :

There were ten cases in stage I disease, all three cases
in trial group showed complete response while in control group two
were in complete response, two with partial response, one with no
response and two with complete response who later on developed recurrence

in 6 and twelve months.
In stage II, there were 14 cases in trial group and 15 cases

in control group. 7 of 14 in trial group had complete response and 7 of
14 had partial response. Of the control group two had complete response,
7 with partial response, one with no response and 5 cases with complete
response which developed recurrence later on.
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TABLE 7. RESPONSE BY STAGE

Stage

I

II

III

IV

Unclassified

GR
PR
NR
CR with recurrence
CR, second primary
CR, met. CA.

CR
PR
NR
CR with recurrence
CR, second primary
CR, met. CA.

CR
PR
NR
CR with recurrence
CR, second primary
CR, met. CA.

CR
PR
NR
CR with recurrence
CR, second primary
CR, met. CA.

CR
PR
NR

CR with recurrence
CR, second primary
CR, met. CA.

Control

(with MTX)

2
2

1
2

-

1

2

7
1
5
-
-

3
12
2
2
-

-

5
40
17

1
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-

Trial

(with MIX)

3
-
-
-
-
-

7
7
-
-
-
-

6
11
1
1
-
-

21
32

1
-
1
1

1
1
1
-
-

—
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In stage III there were 19 cases in trial group and 19 cases

in control group. Six of trial group had complete response, eleven had
oartial response, one with no response and one with complete response
and developed recurrence later on 6 of the control group, three cases
had complete response, 12 cases, had partial response, 2 cases with
complete response and then developed recurrence.

In stage IV, there were 56 cases in trial group and 63 cases
in control group. 21 cases of trial group had complete response, 32 cases
with partial response, one with no response, one with second primary
lesion and one with local control but had succumbed with metastasis.
Five cases of control group had complete response, 4^ cases with partial
response, 17 cases with no response and one case with complete response
and developed recurrence a year later.

8. CONCLUSION

By using Methotrexate 50 mg. intravenusly on day one as

radiosensitizer in combination with conventional irradiation, the
result is better than not giving the drug. The report here is after
at least one year follow-up. Immediate complications come with in
increase in severity of reaction i.e. mucositis, dysphagia and etc.
which in some cases needed interruption of irradiation and intravenous
fluid therapy. But these complications subsided gradually and treatment
could be completed. The immediate result is promising but long term
follow-up is yet to be documented.

Thanks to all the staff in Division of Radiation Oncology of
Department of Radiology who wholeheartedly support this project.
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Abstract

In order to investigate the sensitizing effect of ornidazole,
a double-blind randomized trial iuas devised, in patients uith carcinoma
of the cervix and larynx. Sixty-eight patients uith carcinoma of the
cervix and 42 patients uith carcinoma of the larynx were randomized and
followed-up from 6 to 56 months since December 1982. All patients with
cervical carcinoma first received external irradiation, followed by
intracavitary application. Fifty-four patients received 7.5 By in tuo
fractions in 1st and 3rd ueek. Conventional daily fractionation of
2 Gy was given in 2nd, 4th and 5th week. In the remaining Ik cases
weekly dose of 7.5 Gy was given in 1st, 3rd and 5th ueek and
conventional daily fractionation in 2nd and 4th ueek. Intracavitary
brachytherapy followed, by giving 2 fractions of 10.83 Gy each, one week
apart. The patients received ornidazole or placebo 3 h before the
irradiation in a dose of 2.5 g/m2 in 1st and 3rd (also in 5th for 14
patients) ueek and intracavitary treatment. In patients uith laryngeal
tumours conventional fractionatian uas used and 7D Gy uas given in 7
ueeks. Ornidazole or placebo uere given tuo times ueekly in 3rd, 4th
and 5th ueek in a dose of 2.5 g/m2. The results shoued that there was
no difference in local control and the survival rates in the ornidazole
or placebo groups uith carcinoma of the larynx. In patients with
carcinoma of the cervix the local control rate seems someuhat better in
the ornidazole group (71 % versus 53 %). Three-year survival rates
amounted to 66 and 51 % in the ornidazole and placebo groups, respectively.
Houever, these differences are not statistically significant. Although,
the local control rate of 62 % for the ornidazole compared uith 23 %
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for the placebo in stage !!!„ cases seems statistically significant
(p<D.D5), its evaluation is obscure because of the small numbers. These
findings suggest that further drug development is needed in order to
achieve more effective chemical sensitization.

1. INTRODUCTION

The failure of radiation therapy to control the local disease
in a proportion of malignant tumours has been attributed, in part, to
the presence of hypoxic cells uithin the tumour. It is supported by
hyperbaric oxygen trials suggested that hypoxia uas an important
problem for tumour control especially in carcinoma of the cervix and
the larynx (1,2).

In an effort to enhance the biological effect of irradiation on
tumour uithout increasing normal tissue morbidity, hypoxic cell
sensitizers were used. The importance of radiosensitizers in radiotherapy
is uell knouin (3-6). Clinical attempts to overcome radioresistance uith
chemical agents, particularly misonidazole, has not shoun a significant
clinical benefit. This may be mainly related to limitation on the
sensitizer dose because of neurotoxicity of the drug and little or no
sensitization uould be expected at this dose levels (3).

Our previous experiments demonstrated that ornidazole, one of
the 5-nitroimidazoles, has a sensitizing effect in single dose studies
(7,8). This drug may have a louer level of neurotoxicity than misonidazole.
This may allow the use of higher total doses, as uell as multifractionated
drug administration uiith the hope of a better and higher level
sensitization. In order to investigate the sensitizing effect of
ornidazole uith fractionated irradiation a prospective double-blind
randomized study uias undertaken in carcinoma of the cervix and larynx.
This report will present the analysis of these trials.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

2.1. Patient Population
A prospective double-blind randomized study started on December

1982. Patients uith histologically confirmed, clinically staged II ,111,
IV. cervical and T,, T, laryngeal cancers uere included in the study.
Complete blood count, electrolytes, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine,
uric acid and liver enzymes uere determined before the treatment.
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Cases with evidence of renal or hepatic insufficiency or uiho had
received previous treatment were ineligible. Patients over 75 years
were also excluded from the point of view of possible drug toxicity.

Double-blind paired subjects were allocated randomly to placebo
or ornidazale groups. The ornidazole or placebo were dispensed by the
statisticians who possesed the randomization code.

(1) Carcinoma of the cervix: The study commenced in December 1982 and
until August 1987, 83 cases uith carcinoma of the cervix were entered into
the study of whom 7 were excluded (Table 1). Sixty-eight cases completed
the treatment and followed-up for more than 6 months uere ruled eligible-
The remaining 7 cases who were unpaired or had a follow-up period less
than 6 months were not evaluated. Patients were stratified by stage (FIGD),
age, haemoglobin level and histopathological differentiation (Table 2).

Table 1. Case status by assigned treatment

Qrnidazale Placebo Total

Carcinoma of the Cervix
Randomized
Cancelled
Ineligible
Cases analyzed

Carcinoma of the Larynx
Randomized
Cancelled
Cases analyzed

42
k
k
34

22
1
21

41
3
k
34

22
1
21

83
7
a
68

44
2
42

(2) Carcinoma of the larynx: Forty-four cases with carcinoma of the
larynx were entered into the study, since December 1982. Two of whom were
excluded because they were lost to follow-up after treatment (Table 1).
Remaining 42 patients were evaluated. The patients were stratified by T and
N status and age (Table 3). An interim analysis showed no benefit from
addition of ornidazole to irradiation in patients with laryngeal carcinoma (9)
Therefore the part of the study dealing with laryngeal cancer was closed at
the end of 1985.
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Table 2. Stratification of patients uiith carcinoma of the cervix

Drnidazole Placebo Total

Stage
HB
IHB
IUA

Hb level
<12 g
>12 g

Age
30-39
kQ-kB
50-59
60-69
7D +

Histological differentiatian
Well differentiated
Moderately differentiated
Poorly or undifferentiated

20
13
1

22
12

6
k
16
5
3

IB
13
3

20
13
1

26
8

9
6
11
6
2

Ik
Ik
6

kD
26
2

ua
20

15
10
27
11
5

32
27
9

2.2. Radiotherapy
(1) Carcinoma of the cervix: All patients first received external

irradiation followed by intracavitary application. External irradiation
was delivered to whole pelvis by 9-18 MeV photons of a linear accelerator
through 15 x 15 cm anterior and posterior parallel fields. The pelvic
volume was defined from the bottom of the obturator foramina to the top
of the 5th lumbar vertebrae. Two portals were treated each day. l\lo central
shielding was used. In 50 patients treated until February 1985, 3.75 Gy
was given on Mondays and Thursdays in the 1st and 3rd week in order to
maximize the potentiating effect of ornidazole. Thus a total dose per
week of 7.5 Ey was delivered which was estimated to be radiobiologically
equivalent to the weekly dose of 10 Ey given by conventional fractionation.
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Table 3. Stratification of patients uith carcinoma of the larynx

Drnidazole Placebo Total

Tumour
T3
T,4

Lymph Mode
0

Nl
l\l2
IM3

Age
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70 +

12
9

11
5
2
3

2
5
9
4
1

12
9

13
3
2
3

1
3
7
6

**

24
18

24
a
4
6

3
8
16
10
5

Patients received daily fractionated dose of 2 Ey in 2nd, 4th and 5th
ueek, bringing the total dose to 45 Gy. After February 1986, some
modification uas made in external radiotherapy schedule uith an increase
of the total dose of ornidazole. In this group of 14 patients, external
irradiation started uith 3.75 Gy on Mondays and Thursdays for the 1st
ueek and this was repeated in the 3rd and 5th ueek. Conventional daily
fraction of 2 Gy uas given in 2nd and 4th ueek bringing the total dose
to 42.5 Gy. In some stage IIIB cases a booster dose of 10 Gy in 5
fractions uas given to extensively involved parametrium.

Additional radiation uas delivered by intracavitary brachytherapy
using a high-dose rate Curietron Co remote after loader one ueek after
completion of the external irradiation. Total dose of 21.66 Gy uas given
to the point A in tuo insertions, one ueek apart. General anesthesia uas
not used and heavy sedation uas generally found adequate for a comfortable
insertion. The technique has been described previously (10).
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(2) Carcinoma of the larynx: All patients mere treated by
external irradiation with Co unit, and 70 Gy in fractions of 2 By/day
were delivered in 7 tueeks through opposing bilateral parallel portals.
Treatment up to 50 Gy was continued to bilateral neck fields encompassing
the supraglottic larynx. After 50 Gy in 25 fractions, all patients had
reduction of the field size to small portals excluding the spinal cord
but encompassing the initially palpable nodal disease.

2.3. Ornidazole

Double-blind paired subjects were allocated ramdomly to receive
the tablets of either ornidazole or placebo 3 h before the radiotherapy
in a dose of 2.5 g/m2. Tablets mere dispensed by the statisticians uho
possesed the ramdomization code. Ornidazole was available in 250 mg
tablets. The tablets of ornidazole and placebo were identical in appearance*.
Metoclopramide as an antinauseant was given before the administration of
ornidazole. All patients were hospitalized in order to observe the side
effects. The record of side effects were scored by medical staff uho
were not connected with the trials.

In cervical cancer cases treated until February 198S, ornidazole
or placebo uiere given orally, two times weekly with an interval of 72 h
for the 1st and 3rd uieek of external irradiation and for the intracavitary
treatments in a dose of 2.5 g/m2. Total dose was limited to 15 g/m2. In
patients treated after February 1986, the drug was given twice a week in
1st, 3rd and 5th week of external irradiation. The interval between two
consecutive administration was also 72 h. Drug was also given 3 h before
the intracavitary insertions in a dose of 2.5 g/m2. The cumulative dose
of ornidazole was 2D g/m2 in this group.

In patients with laryngeal carcinoma, the drug was given before
the irradiation on Mondays and Wednesdays during the 3rd, *tth and 5th
week. The interval between two consecutive administration was k& h.
Total dose was 15 g/m2.

Plasma ornidazole samples were obtained after the first
administration of the drug in patients with cervical and laryngeal
carcinoma. Macroscopically non-necrotic cervical tumour samples were
taken 1,3 and 6 h after administration of the drug. Plasma and tumour

* Biteral^ (Tiberal , F. Hoffmann-La Roche and Co. Ltd., Basel, Switzerland)
and placebo were supplied by Roche-Istanbul, Turkey.
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concentrations of ornidazole mere measured by high-pressure liquid
chromatography. The detailed technique was previously reported (11).

2.**. Statistical Methods

In this report local control, survival, toxicity and complication
rates were evaluated. The McNemar test (12) for paired observations uas
used to analyze the local control of the disease, distant métastases and
toxicity of treatment. One tail probability was accepted in testing
hypothesis. Comparison of complication between tuio treatment groups was
performed using a chi square test for trend (12). Survival curves were
calculated according to the method of life-tables (12) and were compared
using the Mantel-Haenszel test (13). Survival was measured from the date
of randomization until death or until last follow-up.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Carcinoma of the cervix
Local control was achieved in 71 % of the patients receiving

ornidazole, compared to 53 % for placebo group (Table 4). This differences
was not statistically significant. On the other hand, in stage IHR cases,
local control rate was higher in ornidazole group compared to placebo
(P <G.D5). A two year follow-up period was reached for 53 patients. In
these patients who were at risk for 2 years, the local control rates were
56 and 38%for the ornidazole and placebo groups respectively.

Table 4. Local control rates in patients with carcinoma
of the cervix

Local control
Stage Ornidazole Placebo p

IZB
Illg

IU

Total

16/20 (80)
8/13 (62)
G/l

24/34 (71)

14/20 (70)
3/13 (23)
1/1

18/34 (53)

NS
<0.05

NS

* One patient had surgical salvage.
I\!S= Not significant.
Per cent figures are given in brackets.
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Table 5 shows the local control rates in patients treated after February
1986 uith a total dose of 2D g/mz of ornidazole. Because of the short
follow-up period and the small number of patients, its evaluation is
obscure.

Table 5. Local control rates in patients
with carcinoma of the cervix
treated after February 1986

Group

Drnidazole
Placebo

IMo.of
patients

7
7

Local
(No.)

5
5

control
(%)

71
71

Total 10 71

The 3-year actuarial survival rates amounted to 66 and 51 % in the
ornidazole and placebo groups respectively (Fig.l). These figures mere
72 and 65 % for stage Ila, 53 and 33 % for stage IIID (Figs.3 and <+).D D
Howeverjthese differences were not statistically significant. Disease-
free survival has also showed no difference between the ornidazole and
placebo group (Fig.2). The results were also evaluated according to the
other prognostic factors such as, histological differentiation, age and
haemoglobin level. There were no statistical differences in local control
rates and in survival curves between the ornidazole and placebo groups
(Table 6 and Figs. 5,6,7,6,9).
100

80

20

•Ornidazole (n=J>
.Placebo (n=3M

12 18 30 36

Fig.l. Survival rates
of patients with
carcinoma of the

Months cervix.
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Figs. 8,9. Survival according to histopathological differentiation
for patients with carcinoma of the cervix.

Table 6. Local control rates according to the histological
differentiation, age and haemoglobin level

Local control
Ornidazole Placebo p*

Histologie differentiation
Well differentiated
Moderately or poorly d.

Age
<50
>50

Hb level
<12 g
>iz g

12/18 (67)
12/16 (75)

6/10 (60)
IB/21» (75)

Ik/22 (fit»)
10/12 (83)

6/14 (1*3)
12/20 (60)

8/15 (53)
10/19 (53)

1V26 (54)
Vfl (50)

IMS
IMS

NS
IMS

NS
IMS

* Chi square test.
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Table 7 shows the moderate and severe complication rates in the
ornidazole and placebo group of patients uiha were at risk for 1 year.
These complications occuring 8 to 12 months after treatment were seen
in IB (38 %) patients and summarized in Table 8.

Table 7. Complication rates in patients
with carcinoma of the cervix

No. of
Group patients*
Ornidazole
Placebo

27
21

Complication
(No.) (%) p

30 NS
ID 48

* The patients who were at risk for one
year were evaluated.

Table 8. Moderate and severe complications

Type of complication

Proctitis
Rectal bleeding
Rectal ulcer
Recto-vaginal fistula
Rectosigmoid stricture
requiring colostomy

Drnidazole

6
2
-
1

1

Placebo

8
k
2
-

-

Total

14
6
2
1

1

In three patients taking placebo, distant métastases were observed
compared to two in the ornidazole group. This difference is not statistically
significant. Pattern of failures are summarized in Table 9.

Table 9. Patterns of failure in patients with cervical carcinoma

Site of failure

Local
Local and distant
Distant
NED

Grnidazole Placebo Total
(No.) (%) (No.) (%) (No.) (%)
ID 29 13 38 23

3 9 3
2 6 2
22 65 18 53 4D

34
4
3
59

Total 34 34 68
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3.2. Carcinoma of the larynx

Table 10 shows the local control rates in the ornidazole and placebo
groups. There was no difference in local control rates and the survival as
reported previously (9). The 3 years acturial survival and disease free
survival rates mere found to be 26 and 2k % for ornidazole and 35 and 3D %
for placebo groups respectively (Figs.10 and 11).

Table 10. Local control rates in patients
with carcinoma of the larynx

No. of
Group patients
Ornidazole
Placebo
Total

21
21
42

Local control
(No.) (%)
6*
7*
13

29
33
31

P

NS

*0ne patient in each group had surgical salvage.

1DO

80

60

1*0

20 Ornidazole (n=21)

Placebo (n=21)

12 24 36
Months

10G

80

6G

-

w

20
—• Ornidazole (n=21)

—. Placebo (n=21)

12 36
Months

Fig.10.Survival rates of patients
with carcinoma of the larynx.

Fig.11. Disease-free survival
rates of patients with carcinoma
of the larynx.
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3.3 Side effects of the treatment

Ornidazole toxicity is listed in Table 11. Fifty-five of patients
receiving ornidazole had one or more side effects such as somnolence,
nausea and dizziness. Only two patients refused to receive the drug after
**th time. Side effects uere seen more frequently in patients with
carcinoma of the cervix. However, no neurotoxic side effects were seen
in patients receiving ornidazole with a total dose of 20 g/m2.

Table 11. Side effect rates

Drnidazale Placebo

Cervical cancer
Laryngeal cancer

(710
5/21

lD/3<t (29) <O.D1
2/21 (lu) IMS

Total 3G/55 (55) 12/55 (22)

The serum concentration of ornidazole reached to the maximum level
in 2-k h after administration and ranged from 59.D to 139.8 ug/ml. Average
serum levels of ornidazole in 39 patients is shown in Fig. 12. Tumour
tissue concentrations were determined in 26 patients. Peak concentration
in tumour tissue was achieved 1-3 h after the administration, ranging from

100 L

Tlme (hrs) UE,

Fig.12. Serum concentration-time
curve of ornidazole in 39
patients following an oral dose
of 2.5 g/mz. Values are means + S.E.
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13.0 to 78.0 ug/g. Average tumour tissue concentration curve of ornidazole
in 26 patients is shown Fig.13. Concentration of ornidazole in the tumour
ranged from 1^ ta 93 % of the serum concentration at the time of irradiation
as reported previously (11).

60

DlU-

COt-t
OJ
£20au

3 6
Time (hrs)

Fig.13. Tumour tissue concentration
curve of ornidazole in 26 patients
following an oral dose of 2.5 g/m2.
Values are means + S.E.

k. DISCUSSION

In previous report, the interim analysis of our study had shown
encouraging results for patients with carcinoma of the cervix. In
contrast ornidazole does not have a sensitizing effect in laryngeal
carcinoma. This may probably be attributed to the conventionally
fractionated irradiation (9). The current analysis of randomized
trials investigating ornidazole as a radiosensitizer are disappointing
and do not indicate a real gain in survival.

In patients with carcinoma of the cervix, local control and
3-year survival rates were found to be 71 and 66 % for the ornidazole
group compared to 53 and 51 % for the placebo group. These differences
are not statistically significant. Although, the local control rate of
62 % for the ornidazole group compared with 23 % for the placebo in
stage IHg cases is interesting and seems statistically significant
its implication is obscure because of the small number of patients.
On the other hand this difference has not reflected to the survival.
In a previous historical study we found the local control rate for
stage III cases to be 53 % in patients treated with conventially
fractionated irradiation (10). Therefore the rate of 62 % for stage III
does not show a superiority for ornidazole. However, because of the
relatively small number of patients in each group, a statistical
analysis may weaken the chance of obtaining a significant result.
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The findings also shamed no evidence of benefit in local control,
achieved from an increased dose of ornidazole with modified external
radiotherapy schedule. Although its evaluation is difficult because of
the small number of patients and the short follow-up period, the
suggestion of a relationship between the ornidazole dose and higher
level of sensitization does not seem to demonstrate an advantage.

Patients with cervical carcinoma should be treated with radiation
therapy with accomplishment and a low incidence of complication. All
rectal symptoms developed within 12 months after the completion of
treatment, whereas mean delay for bladder complication was 11 months
(14). In a study by Uzel et al. (15) moderate or severe rectal complication
rate were seen in 2D.6 % of patients with high dose rate intracavitary
treatment. Bladder complications were 6.1 %. On the other hand late
complication rate is similar for low and high dose rate brachytherapy
and varies from 6 to 13 % in several studies (14, 16, 17).

In our series, moderate and severe complications, such as grade
II-IV/ according to Radiumhemmet grading scheme (14), were seen in 18
patients out of 48 cases who were at risk for one year.This is higher
than reported in other series. The reason of this may be attributed to
the high fractionation in external and intracavitary schedule. Nevertheless,
grade III and I\l injuries were only seen in 2 patients. It gives a ratio
of 4 % which is comparable with the other studies (15-17). The incidence
of severe radiation complications was not increased by the addition of
ornidazole.

Drnidazole toxicity consisting of somnolence, dizziness and
gastrointestinal disturbances were the prominent side effects in patients
with cervical carcinoma seen in 74 % of the patients. But, no neurotoxic
side effects such as peripheral neuropathy or convulsions were observed
with a total dose of 2D g/m2. Following oral administration of ornidazole
in a dose of 2.5 g/mz, maximum serum levels were reached in 2 to 4 h.
The measurements of serum and tumour tissue concentration of ornidazole
showed a wide range from 13 to 93 % at the time of irradiation which
appoximates misonidazole levels (11).

Both Medical Research Council and Radiation Therapy Oncology Group
(RTDG) trials failed to demonstrate any benefit from using misonidazole
in advanced cervical carcinoma (18, 19). In these trials conventional
daily fractions and low dose rate intracavitary treatment were usually
used in treating the patients. Medical Research Council Trial showed no
difference in the survival of stage III carcinoma of the cervix treated
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uùth misonidazole or placebo. Two-year survival rates were 51 % for
misanidazole and 55 % far placebo. In RTGG study bk % of the patients on
radiotherapy group and 5k % of those radiotherapy plus misonidazole mere
alive at 18 months which was similar to our results. Although, in our
study,a marginal benefit uas observed in stage III0 cases, it is not
statistically significant.

These findings suggest that ornidazole seems to have a lou toxicity
and relatively weak sensitization. It may show a possibility of a marginal
benefit with the unconventional irradiation using large doses, but does not
seem to have an enhanced therapeutic gain during the conventional
fractionated irradiation. Further drug development is needed in order to
achieve more effective chemical sensitization at doses that can be
attained clinically.

5. CONCLUSION

The double-blind randomized trials compared the ornidazole sensitized
radiotherapy with placebo in the treatment of cervical and laryngeal
carcinoma showed that the addition of ornidazole did not produce an increase
in local tumour control and a real gain in survival. Although the local
control rate is significantly better in stage HIR cases with carcinoma
of the cervix,its evaluation is obscure because of the small numbers. On
the other hand this difference had not reflected to the survival rate.

It may be concluded that ornidazole may show some advantage with
large radiation fractions but it has no sensitizing effect when reoxygenation
is optimized using conventionally fractionated irradiation. Further drug
developments are needed to achieve more potent radiosensitizers. With the
development of new radiosensitizers, it may be possible to indicate whether
hypoxic tumour cells are the major cause of the local failures in a
proportion of malignant tumours.
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Abstract

Between March 1983 and April 1985, 214 patients with advanced head
and neck cancers, recurrent "breast tumours in the chest wall, malignant me-
lanomas and secondary adenopathies from unidentified primary tumours, soft
tissue sarcomas and non-Hodgkin1s lymphomas were submitted to a combined
treatment with conventional radiotherapy and hyperthermia (250 KeV, 4 Gy
per fraction, 2 fractions per week). A total dose of 40 Gy was given in fi_
ve weeks plus hyperthermia produced by external microwaves (2450 MHz), in
10 sessions of Ih.each following radiotherapy. Complete regression (CR),par
tial regression (PR), and non-responders (NE) were distributed according to
the kind of tumour treated, as follows: head and neck cancers 78/127 (61.5#)
OR, 37/127 (29.1?S) PR, 12/127 (9.4$) NR; recurrent breast cancers 23/35
(65.750 CR, 10/35 (28.6̂ ) PR, 2/35 (5«7#) NE; soft tissue sarcomas 5/7 CR,
2/7 PR; non-Hodgkin's lymphomas 8/8 CR. Our results are similar to those
reported by other investigators and confirm the need for continuing research
in this field.

Another group of 17 patients with early stage ENT tumours (7 mobile
tongues, 6 supraglottis, 3 tonsils and 1 piriform sinus) was treated bet-
ween December 1985 and June 1987. They received 60 Gy Co external radi£
therapy conventionally fractionated plus 10 sessions of external 2450 Mliz
microwave hyperthermia given twice a week. The results were compared to an
historical control group treated with exclusive irradiation. Actuarial sur
vival for 16 months was 87^ for the radiotherapy plus hyperthermia group
and 65$ for the radiotherapy only group (non-significant). Wo differences
were found in the complications rate and local control. Although follow-up
is short, data suggest the validity of the association which allows to re-
duce the radiation dose.

Association modality, radiotherapy plus hyperthermia in human cancers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Radioresiétant tumours pose the most difficult problem in oncology
and the results have not "been stimulating. A wide variety of treatment me-
thods have been and are being investigated. Only recently have radiobiolo-
gical and clinical studies shown encouraging results in therapy with a com
bination treatment of hyperthermia and radiotherapy (1,2,3»7,13).

Hypoxie cells, the most radioresis tant of a tumour population (4)»are
sensitive to moderate doses of heat in association with radiation. Further-
more, the "S" phase of the cell cycle, which is known to be the least radic_
sensitive, is most sensitive to heat. In G and G_ the opposite phenomena
are observed. A synergistic enhancement throughout the cell cycle has been
demonstrated (4,19)» In addition, the repair process of radiation damaged
cells is inhibited by hyperthermia (4,19).

For this reason we believe that the combination of hyperthermia and
radiotherapy will be of great importance in the treatment of solid human
tumours in the future«

There is much investigation under way concerning the adequate admi-
nistration of hyperthermia and its monitorization. The problems with au -
perficial and deep hyperthermia, although basically similar are very dif-
ferent in magnitude and, as is stated by Gibbs "if we are to transform hy_
perthermia from a merely effective clinical modality into a useful one (i.
e. develop it into a modality that is good for something more than treating
superficial métastases) ongoing efforts to improve our ability to heat se-
lected anatomic regions are urgently needed" (8). Our work deals essentialL
ly with superficial heating.

Arcangeli (2) raised the question of the validity of the combined
modality and that to assess it, more studies comparing radiotherapy alone
vs.radiotherapy plus hyperthermia in comparable patient populations were
needed. Pérez and Kmami reviewed the recent literature and added their re_
suits showing that there is an improvement with the combined modality (20,
21).

For early stage tumours there has not been much research yet. The ob
jective is to obtain the same results with the administration of a lesser
dose of radiation and therefore diminish the complications rate.

Another point to be stressed is the importance of other parameters
than complete regression to measure response to treatment. Particularly,
the duration of the response (18,21). There is an influence of volume and
of the temperature achieved on the end result (21) and temperature monito-
ring is particularly challenging due to the invasive techniques available
and the variability of blood flow.
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Much research is under way and much equipment has already been deve-
loped to control the radioprotective effect of hypoxia. Neutrons and heavy
particles have been and are being utilized but the necessary equipment ia
too expensive for developing countries with restricted health budgets. The
relatively low cost of hyperthermia equipment therefore constitutes a
great advantage.

At the IAEA Meeting in Cairo in September 1984 (27) we reported the
results of a combination treatment with hyperthermia and radiotherapy in
50 patients in advanced cases.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

Between March 1983 and April 1985 we treated a total of 214 patients.
A total of 12? patients had advanced head and neck epidermoid carcinomast35
had recurrent breast cancers in the chest wall,29 had secondary adenopathies
from unidentified primary tumours, 8 had metastatic or recurrent melanoma no-
dules,mostly located in the extremities,? had sarcomas and 8 had Non-Hodgkin's
lymphomas (Table I). Follow-up data are registered up to April 1987.

TABLE I - PATIENT POPULATION

LOCATION NUMBER HISTOLOGY

Head and Neck 127 Epidermoid
Chest Wall 33 Infiltrating Ductal

2 Lobular
Secondary Adenop. 27 Epidermoid

2 Adenocarcinoma
Melanoma 8
5oft Tissue Sarcoma 7
Non-Hodgkin's lymphoina 8

The patients were treated with a combination of radiotherapy and hy-
perthermia. The radiotherapy equipment consisted of a Müller 250 KeV X-ray
apparatus. Filtration was of 0.5 mm.Cu and the dose rate for a 10 x 10 cms.
field at 30 cma.SSD was 1,27 Gy/min. The patients received two fractions
per week of 4 Gy each, amounting to a total radiation dose of 40 Gy in fi-
ve weeks (10 sessions ).

Hyperthermia was given with the Siemens "Ultratherm" 245O Mhz exter-
nal microwave generator«, It was usually started 15-30 min.after irradiation
and lasted for 1h. A temperature of 43°C was reached in about 10 min. The
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treatment schedule comprised 10 sessions with a 72 h.interval in order to
avoid thermotolerance reported in the literature (14). This schedule is al
so used in other centres (22).

The temperature at the heated field was monitored by a minimum of two
thermistor probes encased in 24 gauge needles inserted at the depth of the
tumour and one thermistor embedded in a plastic tube placed at the skin sur
face during each treatment session. They were continously checked by the o-
perator on a display, and were measured and noted each 15 minutes with the
power off so as to avoid the interference of the metallic probe and the elec_
tromagnetic field.

A second group of 17 patients was treated between December 1985 and Ju
ne 1987. They had early stage ENT epidermoid carcinomas and the localizations»
were 7 mobile tongues, 6 supraglottis, 3 tonsils and 1 piriform sinus. They
were staged according to the UICC TNM classification and ranged from T1 NO
to T2 N1.

The treatment protocol consisted of the association of radiotherapy
plus hyperthermia. The radiotherapy was administered with a Co unit,giving
a dose of 60 Gy in 6 weeks or its radio bio logical equivalent with a conven-
tional fractionation of 5 fractions of 2 Gy per week. In the tongue cases,5
patients had a boost with a radium needle implant (30 Gy) and 2 patients
had a partial glossectomy. Twice a week, 15-30 minutes after the radiothera-
py session, the patients underwent a hyperthermia session of one hour admi-
nistered with a Siemens Ultratherm 2450 Mhz microwave generator to heat the
tumour to 42.5 - 43°G- The temperatures were constantly monitored (and a
reading was done each 15 minutes with the power off) with 1 thermistor pr£
be: a) in the patients with supraglotic or piriform sinus tumours the probe
was on the skin, trying to keep the temperature at 44°C.; b) in the tongue
and tonsil cases the applicator was placed intraorally and the probe was di
rectly in touch with the tumour.

Patients were controlled once a week during treatment,15 days after
its completion, and subsequently once a month for the period of one year.

The classification of tumour response was as follows: when the tumour
disappeared clinically for more than four weeks we classified the case as
complete regression (CR); when the regression was greater than 50$ it was
clasified as partial regression (PR); lesser regressions, stabilizations
or progressions were classified as non-responders (NR)0

Treatment complications were classified as early and late. Early com
plications were erythema, desquamation, second degree burns and necrosis.La
te complications were skin atrophy, ulcération and subcutaneous fibrosis.

In order to be able to compare the treatment results obtained with
early ENT tumours, patients with similar stage tumours from the immediate-
ly previous 18 month period who were treated with exclusive irradiation w^
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re analyzed. From June 1984 to December 1985 19 patients (8 supraglottis,4
mobile tongues, 5 tonsils and 2 piriform sinus) were treated with a Co u-
nit up to 72 to 80 Gy with conventional fractionation, Analysis of survival
was performed with the actuarial method.

3. RESULTS

Table II shows the treatment results for the 127 patients with epider
moid tumours of the head and neck. Table III refers to those with recurrent
breast cancer in the chest wall. Treatment results for melanomas, secondary
adenopathies from unidentified primary tumours, sarcomas and Non-Hodgkin13
lymphomas are shown in Tables IV-VII respectively. The complete regressions
lasted from a minimum of 4 months up to 4 years. The survivals up to April
1987 are shown in Table VIII.

Total

TABLE II. HEAD AND NECK CANCERS

Treatment
result

CR
PR
ira

N° of
patients

78
37
12

*

61.5
29.1
9.4

127 100.0

TABLE III. RECUBRENT BREAST CANCER IN THE
CHEST WALL
(23 adcnoearcinomas: 7 duotal carcinomas:
5 scirrous carcinomas)

Treatment
result

CR
PR
NR

N° of
patients

23
10
2

*

65.7
28.6
5.7

Total 35 100.0
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TABLE IV. MELANOMAS

Treatment N° of
result patiente

OR 7
PR 1

Total

TABLE V. SECONDARY ADENOPATHIES

Treatment
result

CR
PR
NR

N° of
patients

20
7
2

*

69.0
24.1
6.9

Total 29 100.0

TABLE VI. SARCOMAS
(SOFT TISSUES)

Treatment N° of
result patients

CH 5
PR 2

Total 7
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TABLE VII. NON- HODGKIN'S

LYMPHOMAS

Treatment
result

No of
patients

CR

TABLE VIII. SURVIVALS

LOCATION

Head and Neck
Cheat Wall
Melanoma
Secondary
adenop.
Sarcomas
Lymphomas

C.R.

19/78
7/23
1/7

0/20
2/5
8/8

$ TOTALS

24 19/127
30.4 7/35

1/8

0 0/29
2/7
8/8

$

14.9
14.3

0

'tie confirmed that tumours located less than 2 cm. deep in the head and
neck usually reached the prescribed temperature of 43°C. This was more diffi_
cult to attain in the chest wall and in the extremities, where only 70$ of
the lesions reached 43°C„ This difficulty was due to the larger area to be
treated "because of superficial tumour spread. Fifty per cent of the more
deep seated lesions (2-4cm.) reached 42.5°C: the percentage dropped to on
ly 20$ whenever the tumour location was deeper.

Tumour size is a determining factor in attaining complete regression.
In head and neck locations only 50$ of the tumours of maximal 2-4 cm.in dia
meter achieved CR.

With regard to complications,318 sites were treated in the 214 pa -
tients. In 32 of the 318 sites (10$) complications of some significance d£
veloped: in 26 (8,2$) tumour necrosis developed with severe,deep seated u.1
ceration that did not heal spontaneously. In 6 (1<>8$) second degree burns
occurred from malpositioned thermistor probes.

The present results confirm those reported by us at the Meeting in
Cairo in 1984 for 50 patients (27). The greater patient population has not
significantly modified any of our data. For head and neck lesions we repor
ted : 16/32 CR (50$), 10/32 PR (32$) and 6/32 NR (18$) as against a current
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61.5$ CR, 29.1$ PR and 9.4$ NR as stated in Table II. For chest wall loca _
tions our report in 1984 stated 6/10 GK (60$),3/10 PR (30$) and 1/10 NR
(10$) as against current data of 65.7$ CR, 28.6$ PR and 5.7$ NR (Table III).
The complication rates reported in 1984 were also similar. We had 10$ necro
sis and 5.5$ second degree burns. The lesser number of second degree burns
is a consequence of the better positioning of the thermistor probes avoi -
ding the excess heat in connection with them.

The results obtained are consistent with the literature (1,2,3,7,12,
13,15,16,20,21,22,23).

For our early stage ENT patienta, as shown in fig.1 there have been
3 deaths. One in the radiotherapy plus hyperthermia group corresponding to
the piriform sinus patient who died after 14 months from progression of his
disease. The other 2 deaths ocurred in the radiotherapy only group,one at 8
months (piriform sinus) and the other at 9 months (mobile tongue),both due
to progression of the disease. The 3 deathsocurred in node positive patients.
4 of the remaining 16 patients of the radiotherapy plus hyperthermia group
have a recurrence: a patient with a recurrent primary in the mobile tongue,
a patient with recurrent disease in the tonsil and the neck and 2 patients
who had supraglotic tumours who recurred in the neck. Survival is 87$ for
the radiotherapy plus hyperthermia group and 65$ for the radiotherapy only
group at 16 months but the difference is obviously non-significant. As far
as complications are concerned,all patients presented erithemaj some degree
of dry skin desquamation and arythenoid edema were observed.
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FIG.1. Early stage ENT tumors: actuarial survival
RT + HT vs RT.
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4. DISCUSSION

Patients have usually been treated with a variety of radiation dosa-
ge and fractionation schemes as reported in the literature (23). Tables IX
and X summarize treatment parameters and techniques by different authors and
ours.

TABLE IX

RADIOTHERAPY AND HYPERTHERMIA - TREATMENT PARAMETERS

INSTITUTION DAILY DAYS/WK TOTAL TEMP X TIME DAYS/WK TOTAL

Duke
IMRS Study I

II
III

M.D. Ander son
Memorial
Roswell Park I

II
Stanford
Malmo/Lund
Tianjin
Montevideo

200-600
200-150-1
500
600
400
330-660
200
400
200-400
300
200
400

2-5
50 5

2
2
3

1-2
5
2

2-5
5
5
2

1800-4200
6000
4000
3000
2400-4000
3850-4240
6000-6600
4800-5200
2000-6000
3000
4000-5000
4000

42-44°x40-50'
42,50x45"
42,5°x45'
45°x30'
43,5±0,5°x60'
42-43, 5°x30'
42-44°x30-45'
42-44°x30-45'
43°x45*
41-45°x45'
41-44°X40'
42-44°x45'

1-3
3
2
2
3
1-2
2
2
2-5
2
2
2

2-9
7
8
5
8-10
6-13
10-14
10-13
M.S.
4
10-12
10

Modified from Ferez et al (20)

TABLE X

RADIOTHERAPY AND HYPERTHERMIA - TREATMENT TECHNIQUES

INSTITUTION RADIATION TYPE HYPERTHERMIA TYPE

Duke
Memorial
M.D. Ander son
IMRS , Rome
Roswell Park
Stanford
Malmo/Lund
Tianjin
Montevideo

Co , 280 KV, 4-6 MeV XR
Electron (most)
Co60
5.7 MeV XR
Electron (most)
250 KV (most)
Photon, electron
250 KV, Co60, 8 MeV XR
250 KV

MW
RF
US
MW
MW
US
MW
MW
MW

(915, 2450)
Inductive (
(1-3)
(500)
(434, 915,
(2-3)
(915, 2450)
(915, 2450)
(2450)

27. 12)

2450)

Modified from Perez et al. (20)
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Presently there is a Phase III RTOG Protocol (RTOG-8 411) comparing in
a randomized way the effect of adding hyperthermia to radiotherapy adminis-
tered with conventional doses and fractionation.

Our results are consistent with the literature, In Table XI we compa-
re our results with those reported "by Pérez et al (21,23).

TABLE XI

COMPARATIVE RESULTS - COMPLETE REGRESSIONS

ST. LOUIS MONTEVIDEO

HEAD AND NECK 78/114 ( 6 8 , 4 % ) 78/127 ( 6 1 , 5 % )

CHEST WALL 49/77 ( 6 3 , 6 % ) 23/35 ( 6 5 , 7 % )

MELANOMA 16/23 ( 6 9 , 6 % ) 7/8

SARCOMAS 4/5 5/7

Modified from Ferez et al. ( 1 8 , 20)

One of the technical difficulties relative to the adequate heating of
larger lesions or of deep seated tumours is the inhomogene!ty of the ther-
mal dose: only small lesions or shallow seated tumours (less than 2cm.)uni
formly reached the prescribed temperatures (7,10)„ This was due to the 2450
Mhz external micro wave a used which have a limited range. Furthermore,on ir-
regular surfaces such as the head and neck,coupling of the applicators can

be improved »resulting in better temperatures and decreased microwave lea-
kage (22,25). However, in patients with extensive lesions such as recurrent
carcinoma of the breast in the chest wall or melanoma in the extremities,it
is sometimes necessary to use multiple applicators to reach the desired tem-
perature. At present it is difficult to correlate the temperature
at the depth of the tumour with response and tumour control because of
the inadequate clinical thermometry systems available and the inhomoge-
neity of the heat distribution. It is apparent that only portions of the
tumour reach "therapeutic temperatures"; yet it is possible that even tern
peratures in the range of 42.5°C may have a radiosensitizing effect.

Oleson et al (18) after analysing response with regard to various
parameters concluded that tumour volume and minimal temperature achieved
were significant prognosticators of initial response.
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Stringent quality control programmes must be designed in hyperther-
mia to enhance the accuracy of temperature measurements and to assess e-
quipment performance. Non-perturbing probes (high resistivity thermistors,
gallium arsenide,etc.) and small probes that can be placed in catheters
should be used to measure the temperature at multiple points within the
tumour and in the normal tissues. Non-invasive thermometry techniques
must be developed and tested in appropiate models so that in the near fu-
ture they can be incorporated into clinical practice.

Saylor et al described in a very precise way the importance of qua-
lity assurance for the thermometry and its requirements.(24).

From the data reported in Ref (7,12,17,26) which are similar to ours,
epidermoid carcinomas, adenocarcinomas and sarcomas are equally sensitive
to hyperthermia,whereas malignant melanomas seem to be more sensitive.

The tolerance of normal tissues to heat, alone or combined with ir-
radiation, has been satisfactory (13,16).

Concerning the results of our early stage ENT Patients a 16 month
observation period is too short to draw definitive conclusions. The results
are encouraging and are similar to those referred in the literature for
conventional treatment for survival and local control (6?9»11)« The complj.
cations seen were all very mild and acceptable. We are conscious that our
temperature measurement was only partial and with an important margin of
error. It has to be improved so as to assess the temperatures achieved and
its distribution in a more realistical way.

We may conclude that, even if the follow-up has been short, our re-
sults stress the idea that this treatment modality is equivalent with less
doses of radiation.

Definitive conclusions can only be drawn with randomized trials.
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IMPLICATION OF BLOOD FLOW IN SEQUENCING
HYPERTHERMIA AND RADIOTHERAPY

C.W. SONG, J.G. RHEE, M.S. PATTEN,
L.M. CHELSTROM
Department of Therapeutic Radiology,
University of Minnesota Medical School,
Minneapolis, Minnesota,
United States of America

Abstract

The factors which determine the effectiveness of the combined use of heat and
radiation in the treatment of malignant tumors are studied. The combined effect
markedly varied depending on the order and time interval between the two
modalities. An application of heat prior to irradiation caused greater skin damage
as compared with that after irradiation. Probably the oxygénation of skin was
improved due to an increase in blood flow by heat applied before irradiation. By
contrast, an application of heat prior to irradiation was less effective than that
after irradiation for tumor control. It appeared that tumors become hypoxic as a
result of vascular damage by the heat applied prior to irradiation. It was
concluded that heat should be applied after irradiation for maximum control with
minimal normal tissue damage. (This work was supported by NCI Grants CA13353 and
CA44114.)

Introduction
It has been unequivocally demonstrated that hyperthermia is not only cytotoxic

by itself, but it also enhances the effect of radiation and some chemotherapeutic
drugs. Hyperthermia, therefore, is commonly used in combination with radiotherapy
or chemotherapy for the treatment of human tumors. For the in vitro systems, the
thermal enhancement of the radiation effect has been known to be the greatest when
the two modalities are applied simultaneously and that the combined effect
progressively declines as the time interval between these two modalities is
increased (1-3). It has also been demonstrated that the thermal enhancement of the
radiation effect is relatively independent of the sequence of heat and irradiation
for the in vitro systems (1-3). By contrast, the thermal enhancement of radiation
damage in vivo is greatly affected by the sequence of heat and irradiation.
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Studies with various normal tissues indicated that greater damage was induced in
normal tissues when heat was applied prior to irradiation as compared with the
opposite sequence (4-8). This disparity between the in vivo and in vitro systems
indicates that physiological factor(s) is involved in the manifestation of the
combined effect of hyperthermia and radiation in vivo (9). The most likely
candidate which influences the thermal enhancement of radiation damage in vivo is
oxygen tension, which is in turn directly controlled by blood flow. Therefore, we
investigated the possible correlation between the blood flow and the thermal
enhancement in experimental tumors and in normal tissues.

Methods and Materials
Tumor and Normal Tissue: RIF-1 tumors of C3H mice were used as the in vivo

tumor model. The tumors were induced in the right legs of C3H mice by subcutaneous
cinjection of about 2 x 10 viable cells in exponential growth phase harvested from

in vitro culture (10). The tumors were used for experiments when they grew to 7-8
mm in diameter in 10-12 days after inoculation. The leg skin of C3H mice was used
for the normal tissue model.

Heating: The legs with or without tumors were heated by immersion into water
pre-heated to various temperatures (11). The temperatures of water and tumors were
measured with 29-gauge needle-type copper Constantin thermocouples. The animals
were anesthetized with Nembutal (60 mg/kg) during the heating.

X-Irradiation: The legs with or without tumors were irradiated with various
doses of X-rays in a single exposure before or after heating. The physical factors
for radiation were 220 kVp X-rays, 15 mA, filtration through 0.25 mm Cu and 1.02 mm
Al and a dose rate of 120 rad/min. (10).

Tumor Control and Skin Damage: The tumors were checked for 120 days after
treatments and the dose which caused a cure in 50% of the tumors (TCD50) in each
treatment group was obtained. The skin reaction was scored twice a week, and the
average skin reaction during 40 days post-treatment was determined (10).

Blood Flow: The blood flow in the tumors and skin was determined with
Rb-uptake method (12, 13). Briefly, Rb solution was injected i.v. through the

tail vein of mice, the animals were killed by cervical dislocation 90 seconds
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pc
later, and the tumors and skin were obtained. The Rb accumulated in the tissues

QCwas counted and calculated as % of injected dose. The % uptake of Rb in tissues
is equal to the cardiac output in the tissues, and thus proportional to the blood
flow in the tissues.

Tumor Cell Killing In Vitro: The combined effect of heat and radiation on the
RIF-1 tumor cells cultured in vitro was studied. RIF-1 cells in exponential growth
phase in culture were harvested by trypsin treatment and plated in T-flasks. After
incubation for 16 hrs., the cells were heated by immersing the flasks into water at
43.0°C for 1 hr. either before or after X-irradiation with 600 rads. The survival
of the cells were determined by counting the clones after culturing for 7-10 days.

Results
Combined Effects for Tumor Control and Skin Damage: The changes in growth

rate of tumors after various treatments is shown in Fig. 1. When heated at 43.5°C
for 1 hr., the tumors stopped to grow for 7-8 days, but they resumed growing at a
growth rate almost identical to that of control tumors. The X-irradiation with
2000 rads significantly reduced the growth rate of tumors. When heating preceded
the X-irradiation by 5 hrs., the suppression of tumor growth was only slightly

10 2O 30 40 50

Time in Days

60

Fig. 1: Effect of heating at
43.5°C for 1 hr. and X-irradiation
of 2000 rads on the growth of RIF-1
tumors. The tumors were heated
either before or after irradiation
with time intervals of 0 or 5 hrs.
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greater than that by X-irradiation alone. On the contrary, when heating followed
the X-irradiation with an interval of 5 hrs., the suppression of tumor growth was
far greater than that by X-irradiation alone. The combined effect of the two
modalities was greatest when the tumors were heated either immediately before or
immediately after X-irradiation.

Table 1 shows the summary of results on the tumor cure and the skin damage by
heat in combination with X-irradiation. Heating immediately before or after
radiation resulted in large thermal enhancement ratio (TER) for tumor cure. The
TER for the skin damage was also large when heat was applied immediately before or
after radiation, resulting in no significant increase in therapeutic gain. When
heat was applied 5 hrs. prior to X-irradiation, the TER for the skin damage and
tumor cure were 1.31 and 1.36, respectively, resulting in a TGF of only 1.04. By
contrast when heat was applied 5 hrs. after irradiation, the TER for the skin
damage was only 1.10 while that for the tumor cure was 1.55, resulting in a
therapeutic gain factor (TGF) of 1.41. It was concluded that heating 5 hrs. after
irradiation was most effective in causing the maximum tumor control with minimal
skin damage.

Blood Flow: In the control RIF-1 tumor, the % uptake of 86Rb was 26.1 + 3.3 %
per gram of dried tissue (Fig. 2A) (12). When heated at 41.5°C or 42.5°C for 1
hr., no significant change in the tumor blood flow ( Rb uptake) was observed.
Heating at 43.5°C for 1 hr. increased the tumor blood flow by 1.8 times. However,
the blood flow started to decrease when the heating was terminated, becoming
smaller than the control value 1 hr. after heating. It further decreased to less
than one-third of control 3-5 hrs. after heating. The decrease in tumor blood flow
was more rapid and pronounced when the tumors were heated at 44.5°C. In fact, the
tumor blood flow started to decrease before the end of 1 hr. heating when heated at
45.5°C pointing to severe vascular damage at this temperature.

The blood flow in the skin slightly increased during 1 hr. heating at 41.5
and 42.5°C. It seemed to continuously increase even after the heating, reaching to
2-3 fold of control in several hrs. (Fig. 2B). The skin blood flow increased 5
times when heated at 43.5°C for 1 hr. Although it rapidly delcined during the next
1 hr., it still remained greater than the control value 5 hrs. after heating. When
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Fig. 2A: Effects of heatings at
41.5°C - 44.5°C for 1 hr. on the
blood flow (% 86Rb uptake of
injected dose) in the RIF-1 tumors
in C3H mice.

2 3 4

Time in Hour

Fig. 28: Effects of heatings at
41.5°C - 44.5°C for 1 hr. on the
blood flow (% 86Rb uptake of
injected dose) in the skin of C3H
mi ce.

heated at 44.5 C, the skin blood f low increased about 3 times in 30 min. and then

started to decrease, reaching to less than one-half of control after heating.

Combined Effects for Tumor Cell Kil l ing In Vitro: Heating at 43.5°C for 1 hr.

reduced the cell survival to about 50% and irradiation with 600 rads reduced the

cell survival to about 10% (Fig. 3). When the cells were heated immediately prior

to the irradiation, less than 0.5% of the cells survived. Heating immediately

after irradiation was slightly less effective than the opposite order, although the

combined effect was certainly greater than additive. When the heating preceded or

followed the X-irradiation by 3-5 hrs., the combined effect seemed to be slightly

greater than additive and was independent of the order of the two modalities

applied.
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Fig. 3: Combined effect of heat
and irradiation on the survival of
RIF-1 tumor cells in vitro. The
cells were heated at 43°C for 1 hr.
at varying times before and after
X-irradiation of 600 rads.

TABLE 1
TER

Treatment

Heat - 0
X-ray - 0
Heat - 5
X-ray - 5

hr.
hr.
hrs.
hrs

- X-ray
- Heat
- X-ray
. - Heat

Skina

2.01 + 0.19
1.84 + 0.15
1.31 + 0.10
1.10 + 0.08

Tumor

2.06 + 0.23
2.13 + 0.18
1.36 + 0.15
1.55 + 0.13

TGF

1.03
1.16
1.04
1.41

Heat: 43.5UC, 1 hr.
a: Moist Desquamation
b: TCD50
TER: Thermal Enhancement Ratio
TGF: Therapeutic Gain Factor

Discussion
The results obtained in this study clearly demonstrated that the combined

effect of hyperthermia and X-irradiation is greatly influenced by the order of
these two modalities. Application of heat 5 hrs. prior to X-irradiation caused a
greater skin damage than the application of heat 5 hrs. after X-irradiation (Table
1). This observation is in good agreement with the results by other investigators
who studied the combined efect of heat and irradiation on various normal tissues
(1, 4-7). Contrary to the skin damage, application of heat 5 hrs. after
X-irradiation was more effective than application of heat 5 hrs. prior to
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X-irradiation (Fig. 1 and Table 1). The fact that the response of some RIF-1 tumor
cells in vitro to heat plus X-irradiation was independent of the order of the two
modalities (Fig. 3) strongly suggests that some (or certain) in vivo factor(s) is
involved in the response of the solid RIF-1 tumor in vivo to the combined
treatment. We previously observed in SCK tumors of A/J mice that heating at 43.5 C
for 30 min. reduced the number of surviving cells to less than 3% when measured 5
hrs. after heating (11). Interestingly, about 95% these surviving cells were
radiobiologically hypoxic, although the hypoxic cell fraction decreased to 60% in
24 hrs. after heating. We concluded that, as a result of the heat-induced vascular
damage, the oxygen supply to the tumor cells was severely diminished and the tumor
cells became hypoxic soon after heating. We have not yet measured the hypoxic cell
fraction in heated RIF-1 tumors. However, it would be reasonable to expect that
oxygen supply to RIF-1 tumors might be severely diminished after heating at 43.5 C
for 1 hr. since the blood flow in RIF-1 tumors is significantly reduced after
heating at this thermal dose (Fig. 2A). Such an induction of hypoxic condition may
account for the smaller TER of 1.36 when heat was applied 5 hrs. before
X-irradiation as compared with the TER of 1.55 by the opposite schedule of heat and
irradiation (Table 1).

Contrary to the tumor blood flow, the skin blood flow significantly increased
when heated at 43.5°C for 1 hr. and remained elevated for several hours. (Fig.
2B). It has been known that some normal tissues, including rodent skin, are
radiobiologically hypoxic. The heat-induced increase in blood flow may increase
the oxygen supply to the skin and render the skin radiosensitive. It would then be
reasonable to conclude that the significant difference between the TER of 1.31 for
skin damage by heat application 5 hrs. before X-irradiation as opposed to 1.10 by
heat application 5 hrs. after X-irradiation resulted from an increase in the oxygen
supply to the skin by heat applied prior to irradiation.

In both tumors and skin, the application of heat within 15 min. before or
after X-irradiation resulted in a larger TER as compared with the application of
heat 5 hrs. before or after X-irradiation (Table 1 and Fig. 1). It should also be
noted that the combined effect was independent of the order for both skin and
tumors when the two modalities are applied within a 15 min. interval. Perhaps the
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thermal enhancement of radiation effect at cellular levels instead of physiological
factors play the major role for the tissue damage when the two modalities are
combined within a short time interval.

It should be noted that the present study was concerned with the combination
of a single heating and a single X-irradiation exposure. We recently discovered
development of thermotolerance in the blood vessels in normal tissue as well as in
tumors (14). The implication of such vascular or circulatory thermotolerance in
the clinical use of hyperthermia in which multiple heatings are combined with
fractionated irradiations should be revealed. Further studies are in progress to
establish radiobiological basis on which effective combinations of hyperthermia
and radiotherapy can be devised.
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CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF
IMPROVEMENT OF RADIATION THERAPY USING
HYPERTHERMIA AND ELECTRON AFFINIC COMPOUNDS

A. CYB, A. KONOPLYANNIKOV
Research Institute of Medical Radiology,
Academy of Medical Sciences of the USSR,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The results of clinical and experimental study conducted
at the Research Institute of Medical Radiology of the Academy
of Medical Science of the USSR are presented. The investigation
of radiosensitizing and cytotoxic effect of microwave hyper-
thermia allowed to rationalize thermoradiation therapy for
cancer. The results of clinical trials with metronidazole
as radiosensitizer showed the efficacy of radiation therapy
of some types of tumours. The early results of thermoradio-
therapy of patients with radioresistant tumours were analized.
The data obtained showed substantial perspectivity of the
method.

I. INTRODUCTION

From 1984- to 198? studies on improvement of conventional
radiation therapy by means of physical and chemical radiomodofi-
ers were carried out. This report presents experimental and
clinical results on the following topics:
1. Experimental study of radiosensitizing and cytotoxic effects

of hyperthermia on normal and tumour cells and tissues
in vitro and in vivo.

2. Clinical study of radiosensitizing efficiency of metro-
nidazole in radiation therapy for cancer.

3. Clinical trials of thermoradiation therapy for cancer.
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II. THE RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROGRAMME

Radiosensitizing and cytotoxic effects of hyperthermia on
normal and tumour cells and tissues in vitro and in vivo

The action of hyperthermia and gamma-rays applied separately
or in combination to several experimental models (mouse leukemia
cells, strain La; stromal colony-forming units, CFU-F, of rat
bone marrow; colony-forming units, GFU-S, of mouse bone marrow;
the skin on tail and leg of mice and rats; human skin; solid
and ascites tumours of mice and rats, Ehrlich ascites carcinoma,
Lewis lung carcinoma, rhabdomiosarcoma RI, sarcoma TI) was
studied.

Cells and tissues of mice and rats were heated in a water
bath or with highfrequency microwave radiation and human skin
was heated with microwave radiation. Co gamma-irradiation
was carried out using a unit "Luch" at a dose rate of about
1 Gy/min. Cell survival was measured using the clonning technique;
tumour response was evaluated using growth dynamics; radio-
sensitizing effect of hyperthermia on human skin was evaluated
using match comparison of reactions of skin regions adjacent
to multiple melanoma métastases of the same patients exposed
to irradiation or thermoradiation treatment, tail skin reaction
on heat treatment of mice was measured using necrosis occurrence
and tail skin reactions of rats and leg skin reactions of mice -
using biological end-points.

The "heat-survival" curves for mouse leukemic cells in
a temperature range from 40° to 4-5° were shown to be exponential
(Fig. 1). The gradual increase of temperature by 1°C in the
range mentioned resulted in a similar decrease in D . An in-
activation energy calculated for the heat damage was about
150 Kcal/mole. The investigation of CFU-S heat inactivation
showed a similar picture. However, in that case the "heat-
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HOUSE LEUKSHIC CELLS
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D0, MIN

100 T
TIME 07 HEATING, MIN

Fig. 1. "Heat-survival" curves for cells of mouse
leukosis. Heating time (min) is plotted
on the abscissa. Survived fraction
(logarythmic scale) is plotted on the
ordinate.

survival" curve for 4-1-4-2°C had a "shoulder" (Fig. 2). Leukemic
cells were 5-7-fold more sensitive to heat treatments compared
to their equivalents CFU-S. Possibly, in future, this phenomenon
will be used for the development of "heat-clearence" technique
for autologous bone marrow, retransplanted into leukemic
patients receiving intensive cytotoxic therapy.

While studying thermosensitivity of some more tumours,
we concluded that clonogenic cells of several normal tissues
(CFU-GM of mouse bone marrow, CFU-F from rat bone marrow,

CFU-GM and CFU-F from ground squirrel bone marrow, OFU-F from
human bone marrow) and ascites tumours heated in cell suspension
had similar thermosensitivity. Furthermore, thermosensitivity
of clonogenic cells of solid tumors (Lewis lung carcinoma,
s.c. transplanted Ehrlich ascites carcinoma) was about 2-fold
higher compared to that in clonogenic cells of normal tissues.
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Pig. 2. "Heat-survival" curves for CFU-S.
Heating time (min) is plotted on the
abscissa. Survived fraction is plotted
on the ordinate.

Thus, thermosensitivity variations can be found on cellular

level.

Heating treatments of normal and tumour cells prior to

gamma-irradiation decreased D . Consequently, the heat treat-

ment "sensitized" the cells to irradiation. Irradiation applied

before heating did not change the slopes of "heat-survival"

curves. Consequently, radiation did not "sensitize" cells to

heating.

The relationship between temperature and duration of heating

for tail skin necrosis in mice was similar to that obtained in

experiments with cells in vitro. The "heat-survival" curves could

be made linear by plotting the necrosis response in probits

(Fig. 3). It was shown that the increase in temperature by 1°C

in the range of 42-45°C is equivalent to a decrease in heating

time by a factor of 2. Repair of the heat damage was demonstrated

by using fractionated heat treatments. T / j / 2
 of these processes

amounted to 3 hrs. One day after hyperthermic treatment the

induced thermal resistance was observed for mouse tail skin.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between temperature and length
of heating and occurrence of necrosis in
mouse tail skin. Duration of heating (min)
is plotted on the abscissa. Occurrence of
necrosis is plotted on the ordinate.
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Thermotolerance dynamics following the first (conditioning)

treatment is shown in Figure 4. The level of the response de-

pended on the level of priming treatment. The most part of the

induced thermotolerance disappeared in a week. Using this model,

various thermomodifiers were investigated and it was shown that

thermal damage of skin could be increased with agents reducing

blood flow rate (serotonin, glueose, plait) and decreased with

calcitonin, ethanol and other drugs (Table 1). It was found that

thermosensitivity of mouse tail skin depended on the animal

strain and age.
TABLE 1

Quantitative astimates of modification of mouse skin
thermal sensitivity with various agents during heating
to 44°C or 45°C (the latter in brackets)

Treatment

Control

Thermal sensitivity estimates
T,-n, min ! TBR7<j27(15) : 1,00

Novocaine, 80 mg/kg, 5 times 28
Ethanol, g/kg:

5 26
2,5 51
1,5 34
1 53

Gycloheximide, 5 mg/kg
prior to heating 19
after heating 17

Actinomycin D, 0,25 mg/kg:
prior t.o heating 54(18)
after heating 54(20)

Thyrocalcitonin, 0,45 unitsAg (20)
Metronidazole (administered
prior to heating), 1 g/kg

50 min 52
90 min 56

Serotonin, 150 mg/kg 7
Glucose, 5,2 g/kg, 5 times 12
Plait 7
Serotonin + Metronidazole 19

1,04

0,96
1,15
1,26
1,22

0,70
0,65

1,26(1,58)
1,26(1,54)

(1,54)

1,18
1,55
0,26
0,44
0,26
0,70
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This model showed that at relatively low temperatures
C) the radiosensitiaing effect of hyperthermia did not

depend on heat and irradiation sequence while at 44-45°C more
marked effect was observed when heat treatment preceded irradiat-
ion. On the basis of the data obtained a formula was deduced
describing the relationship between thermal enhancement, ratio
(TER), temperature and the treatment time (Fig. 5).

MOUSE SKIN

TER - 1 + fe(°»868*T - 4 2» 2 2>

TEH - THERMAL ENHANCEMENT RATIO

t - TIME OF HEATING

T - TEMPERATURE, °C

HUMAN SKIN

(6°Co tf-RAYS, DOSE PER FRACTION = 5

°c
41
42
43

t, MIN

30
30
30

TER

<1,3
-1,3
>1.3

Fig. 5« Relationship between temperature, duration
of heating and thermal enhancement ratio
(TER) for gamma-irradiation of mouse skin.

The radiosensitizing effect of hypertherraia on human skin

was evaluated and was shown to be close to that for small

animals. TER at 4-2°C for 30 min prior to gamma-irradiation at

a dose of 5Gy for human skin was 1,5.

In general, it can be concluded that the concept of NSD

can be used for the planning of fractionation irradiation in

combination with hyperthermia.
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III. CLINICAL DATA

A. Radioaensitizing efficiency of metronidazole in radiation
therapy of cancer patients

Metronidazole is one of the most well-known electron-
affinic compounds. Its efficiency was studied in radiation
therapy of patients with various tumors. Metronidazole was ad-

2ministered per os, 5-8 g/m , total doses - 4-0-60 g, 2-6 weeks
with various treatment schemes. Four hours later a radiation
dose was delivered. Metronidazole was combined with enlarged
fractions(4~6 Gy), total number - 3-6. These fractions were
delivered in the beginning of radiation therapy. The total doses
varied from 20-50 Gy for preoperative treatment to 52-70 Gy for
radical radiation therapy depending on the goals and tasks of
therapy.

The results of radiation therapy combined with metronidazole
are summarized in Table 2. Relatively poor enhancement of ef-
ficiency for several tumours was observed. Despite intoxication
therapy many patients showed dyspepsia and nausea. The results
indicate that the development of more effective eleetron-affinie
compounds as radiosensitizers is needed.

B. Clinical trials of thermoradiation therapy of cancer
patients

Clinical trials are currently in progress to test the
combination of heat and radiation in the treatment of patients
with cancer of the rectum, osteogenic sarcoma, tumours of oral
cavity, larynx, corpus and cervix of the uteri and others.
A general protocol of the combined treatment is shown in Figure 6«
It differs from the conventional daily irradiation with small
fractions of about 2 Gy. While combined with heat treatment,
doses of 4 to 6 Gy per fraction were normally delivered once or
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TABLE 2

Results of treatment of cancer patients
with radiosensitizer metronidazole

Site of the tumour, Nuraber
stage, treatment ma-nmodality group

Head and neck tumours 190
T3-T4-,
radical therapy

Cancer of the rectum, 79T3-T4-,
pre operative therapy

Osteogenic sarcoma, 38radical radiation
and chemotherapy

Skin melanoma 4-1radical radiationtherapy

Cancer of the 16
uterine cervix,
combined radical

of patients.'
: _ +„„-, : Treatmentcontrol results. group .

87 completeregression
(58+4-)# inmain group,
(4-2+ 5 )# incontrol group

100 more severe
radiation
damage of
tumour

27 stabilizationof process,
tumour re-
gression
(84+6)# in
main group,
(67+3)# incontrol group

35 progressionof the disease
(9+6)# in
main group,
(20+6)̂ 6 in
control group

30 no significant
difference in
two groups

Toxicity

nausea,
dispepsia,
in most
patients

dispepsia
in 2/3 of
patients
nausea and
vomitting
in 1/3 ofpatients

dispepsia
in most
patients

dispepsia
in most
patients

therapy
Cancer of larynx 4-8 52
and pharynx,
radical radiation
therapy
Cancer of esophagus 20 100
T2-T3,
radical therapy

no significant nausea,difference in vomitting
two groups in 1/3 of

patients
no significant dispepsia
difference in in most
efficiency patients

twice a week. Over the course, a total of 3 to 6 hypertherraia

sessions were given followed by irradiation. Treatment was then

reverted to a conventional, small-fraction irradiation plan.

That treatment plan enabled the advantages of combined heat and

radiation treatment to be demonstrated. Microwave radiation

(2450, 915, 460,and 40,68 MHz) was used to heat neoplasms to

42-44°C. External and intracavitary applicators ware constructed,

the latter being used for tumors of the rectum and corpus uteri.
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I STAGE
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4- TO 6 Gy, 2 PER WEEK
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BEFORE IRRADIATION
42 - 4-3 °C, 1 HOUR

II STAGE
XXXXX XXXXX

2 Gy, 5 PER WEEK
2 OR MORE WEEKS

NOT PERFORMED

ADDITIONAL TREATMENTS - DRUGS, SURGERY, PRELIMINARY
BRACHYTHERAPY WITH FAST NEUTRONS (252Cf) IS ONLY
PERFORMED FOR SEVERAL TUMOURS

Fig. 6. General view of combined heat and radiation
treatment plan for cancer patients.

Temperatures in tumours and normal tissues were measured using
sensors inserted into the tissue with a needle or a special
guide. Special attention was given to measuring temperatxires
at the boundary between tumour and normal tissue with one of
the sensors introduced under the base of the tumour. The readings
from that sensor were taken as the basis for menual or automatic
regulation of the heat output of the equipment. The temperature
was maintained at the level of 4-2-4-3°C. Currently, along with
thermistors and thermocouples (minimal diameter 0,6 mm) we use
fibre optic glass sensors (minimal diameter ~1 mm). These
are used in the first instance for temperature measurement
during intracavitary hyperthermia.

Hyperthermic temperatures ( ̂  42°C) were reached in 10 to
15 min irrespective of the type of the device used, and a con-
stant temperature was then maintained generally for 1 hr. Tem-
peratures were regularly monitored throughout the whole session
and the power output was regulated manually or automatically.
The power needed to maintain hyperthermia depending on tumour
location and size, the type of applicator used and a number of
other factors varied from 20 to 200 W. To avoid overheating of
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superficial skin layers and other normal tissues forced air or
water cooling was applied. Circulating water in specially de-
signed applicators made it possible not only to cool normal
tissues but also to focus the elctromagnetic; field onto the
propper site.

Immediate results of thermoradiation therapy are presented
in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Results of therraoradiation therapy immediatelly

after the course of treatment

No

1.

2.

3.

4.

Tumour and treatment
! regime

Rectal cancer,
preoperative treatment
Rectal cancer,
radical therapy
Cancer of corpus uteri,
radical therapy
Osteogenic sarcoma,
radical therapy

" Number of
'. patients

76

28

50

85

CR + PR,
%

68,5

76

100

42
5. Head and neck tumours

(various stages)
radical therapy

6. Breast cancer,
preoperative treatment

7. Breast cancer,
radical therapy

8. Laryngeal tumours,
radical and preoperative
treatment

9. Hodgkin's disease,
regional thermoradiation
therapy of single nodes

Total

161

449

13-84

33

75

62,5

100

13-100
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The efficiency of local microwave hyperthermia (915 MHz)
was investigated in 1O4 patients with locally advanced rectal
cancers, 76 of them received combined heat and radiation therapy
as a preoperative treatment. All the patients who received pre-
operative combined heat and radiation therapy had localized,
difficult-to-remove tumours invading various segments of vagina
or prostate. The rest 28 patients who had contraindications to
surgery received a split course of radiation therapy as the first
stage. Investigations revealed no distant métastases in organs
of various lymph node groups, i.e. the patients were at the
T-zM N stage. The pre-operative course included 10 fractions
of 4 Gy, 3 times a week. Heating to 42-43°C was added starting
only from the third fraction in order to reduce the risk of
possible métastases from the tumour periphery where cells were
well supplied with oxygen. Irradiation in a total dose of 40 Gy
and surgery were seperated by a 3-4-week interval. 13$ of
patients showed complete tumour regression (OR) that was never
observed in the control group. Complete and partial response
was observed in more than half of the patients who received
combined thermoradiation therapy and in only one-third of those
who received pre-operative irradiation alone. The differences
observed were statistically significant (p < 0,05) and indicated
that local hyperthermia added to the course of the preoperative
therapy enhanced tumour damage. The combined treatment made the
radical surgery possible in 61,2$ of patients, compared to 22,2$
for radiation therapy alone, i.e. addition of hypertherraia to
preoperative irradiation tripled the operability of patients
with locally advanced cancer of the rectum. A total of 31 patients
underwent radical surgery. Three patients died of the disease
3 to 4 years later. The remaining 28 (9O#) are still alive for
3-5 years with no evidence of local recurrences.
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In patients with contraindications to surgery the combined
therapy was supplemented with a radical programme of irradiation
(hyperfractionation to a total dose 75-80 Gy). Patients irradiated
according to the same plan but without addition of heat treatment
served as a control group. Within 1 year follow-up period, suvival
in the main group was 21 of 28 (75#) compared to 8 of 19 (42$)
in the control group. Thus, additional heat treatment of patients
with rectal cancer improved the results of the combined (radiation
plus surgery) therapy and radiation treatment alone. There were
good immediate results from combined heat and radiation therapy
also in patients with other types of tumours (Table 3). While
treating patients with radioresistant tumours (stages I and II
of cancer of uterine body), hyperthermia (42°C) was applied
once a week before intracavitary irradiation and the radiation
dose was reduced to 3 Gy per fraction (from 4- Gy in the control
group), that is TER for normal tissue, in order to avoid any
damage in normal tissues. There was a marked tumour regression
in 30 (10C$) patients. That was much higher than for irradiation
alone. Combined treatment of patients with osteogenic sarcoma
involved local microwave hyperthermia (tumour temperature from
42 to 47°C), irradiation and chemotherapy (adriamycin and USSR-
produced adriablastin). 6 to 12 months later, radical surgery
was performed in patients free of métastases. The response of
radioresistant tumour to combined treatment with hyperthermia
and radiation was very pronounced. PR (̂ u?0#) was observed in
4-2$ of the patients, compared to 16# in the control group.
NR, or even continued growth, was observed in 10# of patients
exposed to hyperthermia, compared to 44$ in the control group.
Local hyperthermia did not increase the frequency of métastases;
side effects in normal tissue in the irradiated field was not
greater, and in some cases even less than in the control group.
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Thus, an effective combined treatment plan (including local
hyperthermia) for osteogenic sarcoma patients has been developed
for the first time, that enabled to control the growth of
ptimary radioresistant tumour.

The use of local hyperthermia (40,68 MHz) in treating
tumours of oral cavity became possible due to the development
of individual water cooled applicators that could heat tumours
selectively. The effect of combined heat and radiation treatment,
generally carried out on a chemotherapy (bleomycin) background,
was highly dependent on the nature of the neoplasm. By the end
of therapy, 84$ of patients with primary tumours showed OR and
8# showed PR; patients with lymph node métastases showed 13$
of OR and 30$ of PR. Patients with recurrent tumours occupied
an intermediate position with 39$ of GR and 5Q& of PR. It is
worth noting that a number of patients in those groups received
doses 3,5 "to 5,3 Gy from -* Cf source at the beginning of therapy
using implantation technique. For such patients heating was

2S2delivered 5 to 7 days after the removal of the ^ Cf sources
in conjunction with chemotherapy and teletherapy at 5 G y
fraction.

To enhance efficiency of thermoradiation therapy of patients
with advanced head and neck tumours (T3 and T4) additive regional
hyperglycemia (injection of 20$ glucose and drug solution in
carotid artery through catheter for 2-3 hours prior to local
hypertherraia) was used. Immediate results of such therapy could
be assumed as highly effective (Table 4) .

Regional hyperthermia was also used in irradiation of
patients with breast cancer both as preoperative and as radical
thermoradiation therapy. In the latter case 3 of 5 patients
showed marked primary regression of tumour. To enhanc.e the
regression of residual nodes in radiation therapy of patients
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TABLE 4

Immediate results of thermoradiation therapy and regional
hyperglycémie (polyradiomodification) in patients with

advanced head and neck cancer

Category

T3

Total

No of :.patients .*—

5
25
30

Immediate
CR ;

4 (80*)
19 (76*)
23 (76,7*)

results
PR

1 (20*)

7 (23,3*)

with Hodgkin' s disease local hyperthermia was used in the

second half of therapy. It appeared to "be quite effective and

allowed us to achieve complete regression in heated tumours.

CONCLUSION

Clinical trials of metronidazole as radiosensitizer were

carried out and showed its favourable effect only in the treat-

ment of several tumours. Experimental study of radiosensitizing

and cytotoxic effects of hyperthermia was undertaken. The

methods of thermoradiation therapy of cancer patients were

developed and clinical application began. Preliminary results

of clinrical trials showed high efficacy of thermoradiation

therapy and of polyradiomodification (combined regional hyper-

thermia, hyperglycemia, chemotherapy and irradiation).



SUMMARY REPORT

I. INTRODUCTION AND SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND

The Agency initiated a global and a regional CRP (South-east Asia and
Pacific) to improve cancer therapy by combining radiation with other
modalities. The presence of hypoxic cells in tumour interiors has been
postulated to be one of the major causes for failure of local control. After
the disappointing results with HBO trials, radiosensitizers specifically
acting on hypoxic cells were discovered. Electron-affinie compounds,
particularly metronidazole and misonidazole, had given encouraging results in
single-cell systems and animal tumour models but failed to demonstrate any
radiosensitization in 38 randomized clinical trials conducted from 1980 to
1984. The neurotoxicity of these drugs caused considerable concern and
further clinical trials had to be abandoned.

At the same time there appeared a growing interest in using hyperthermia
in combination with radiation. The rationale behind this modality is as
follows:
(i) heat is cytotoxic to hypoxic cells and S-phase cells;
(ii) it inhibits sub-lethal as well as potentially lethal radiation damage;

(iii) heat on its own also kills tumour cells preferentially due to their
lower pH, poor nutritional condition and lower blood flow as compared to
normal tissues;
(iv) heat also increases effects of certain chemotherapeutic drugs.

Therefore, the Agency's co-ordinated research programmes, global as well as
regional, were directed towards:
(i) determining optimum conditions for clinical use of known

radio-protectors and radio-sensitizers;
(ii) developing newer types of radiosensitizers and protectors;
(iii) exploring the possibility of combining hyperthermia with radiotherapy
and standardizing conditions therefor, and improving further the effects of
hyperthermia by chemical agents;
(iv) studying the influence of heat and radiation on conventional

chemotherapy.

II. ELECTRON-AFFINIC COMPOUNDS

A. Clinical studies

1. 5-nitroimidazoles: In order to compensate for the low sensitization
efficiency, metronidazole and ornidazole had to be given in relatively large
individual doses (5 g/m^ (5 g per m^ of the body surface) for
metronidazole and 2.5 g/m^ for ornidazole) in association with some, but not
all, radiation fractions. The size of the individual radiation dose was
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either:
(a) within the conventional range (175-200 cGy) as in two of the four

arms of nasopharyngeal cancer metronidazole trial and the cancer of the larynx
ornidazole trial; or

(b) a large dose/fraction was used in two of the four arms of the
metronidazole nasopharyngeal cancer trial and in the cancer of the cervix
ornidazole trial.

It is interesting to note that a therapeutic gain could be shown after
the use of the two agents in association with a relatively large
dose/fraction. In the cancer of nasopharynx trial, for example, both the
two-year survival and disease-free survival were better in the group of
patients given metronidazole in association with 3 fractions per week regimen
with 277 cGy, whereas no benefit could be shown when the drug was given during
a 5 fraction per week regimen with 180 cGy per fraction. Similarly, patients
in stage III cervical cancer showed a better local control rate in a regimen
involving ornidazole in association with individual radiation doses of 375 cGy
given twice per week, in addition to a drug dose before each of the two
intracavitary high-dose-rate applications. However, ornidazole did not seem
to have added a therapeutic gain in the cancer of the larynx study where the
dose per fraction amounted to 200 cGy.

It may be tentatively concluded that with sensitizers it is advantageous
to use a few relatively large drug doses each in association with a large
radiation fraction, included within the framework of a conventional
fractionation scheme. In this way the effect of a large radiation dose would
be enhanced.

The toxicity of both agents was acceptable and mainly gastrointestinal
with virtually no neurotoxicity.

2. Misonidazole: had to be used within a maximal total dose of 12
g/m2. Three fractionation schemes were adopted in five trials:

(a) Conventional fractionation: radical radiotherapy of the bladder and
cervical cancer; with the adopted daily dose of 0.5 g/m2 an enhancement
ratio of 1.1 is expected. A marginal benefit, but not statistically
significant, was noted in the bladder and stage lib cervical cancer.

(b) Accelerated fractionation with three fractions a day: radical
radiotherapy in head and neck cancer and post-operative radiation of bladder

ocancer. A daily dose of 1.0 g/m is expected to have an enhancement ratio
of 1.4. The head and neck cancer trial is still on-going while no benefit due
to misonidazole could be shown in the post-operative irradiation bladder
cancer trial.

(c) Concentrated pre-operative irradiation bladder cancer trial: this
involved 5 fractions of 400 cGy each and misonidazole was given in a dose of
1.5 g/m2 per day. This trial failed to show a benefit due to misonidazole
although an enhancement ratio of 1.6 is expected.

Although relatively high enhancement ratio is expected in the case of
post- and pre-operative irradiation in bladder cancer trials, no benefit was
noticed. This might be related to the fact that, in these two studies
irradiation without the drug achieved a control rate high up along the
dose-control curve and probably towards its upper end. Hence the added dose
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modification would be insufficient for a significant gain in the probability
of local control.

Neurotoxicity was a major problem encountered in 38 to 83% of patients.
Tissue exposure (expressed as the area under the plasma concentration curve)
and upper obstructive uropathy were two main risk factors.
B. Pharmacological studies

The pharmacokinetics of Ro-03-8799 was studied in bladder cancer
patients. A tumour-plasma (T/P) ratio of 4.0 was found, apparently due to the
basic chemical property of the drug.

A T/P ratio of 1.9 was noted in bladder cancer after IV injection of
SR-2508, but a ratio of less than 1.0 was observed in cervical cancer. The
difference may be due to diffusion of the drug from urine into the bladder
tumour.

A maximum dose of 34 g/m2 of SR-2508 is permissible and this can be
divided so that the drug is given with most of the radiation fractions of a
conventional fractionation regimen. This can be better achieved if the two
new drugs are combined when the sensitizers can be given with each fraction.
C. The use of intercapillary distance measurement in evaluation of

tumour cell hyppxia__________________________________
Intercapillary distance (ICD) measurement was used to evaluate the

oxygénation status of bladder and cervical cancer. The results suggest that
chronic hypoxia can exist in these two tumours. In case of the cervical
cancer there was a correlation between the pre-treatment ICD and the long-term
local control. It is suggested to include this procedure in clinical trials
hoping to identify sub-groups likely to benefit from sensitizers.

D. WR-2721 radioprotection studies

WR-2721 was shown to be tolerated when given in a single dose of
o740 mg/m ten minutes before the single radiation dose of 800 to 1000 cGy

half-body irradiation for symptomatic skeletal metastasis. The therapeutic
response obtained was of a degree that seemed to exclude protection of
tumour. There was, however, some evidence of protection of bone marrow which
needs a controlled study for its validation.

III. MEMBRANE-SPECIFIC DRUGS

A. SinRle-cell systems

Having realized the role of cellular membrane in radiation damage and its
modification, several common pharmaceutical drugs interacting at the membrane
have been studied for their effect on radiation survival of E. coli B.r.
cells. The foremost amongst these are five phenothiazine derivatives namely
chlorpromazine (CPZ), promethazine (PMZ), trimeprazine (TMZ), prochlorperazine
(PCP) and trifluoperazine (TFP). At maximum non-toxic concentrations these
drugs caused radiosensitization under hypoxia with their enhanced ratio (ER)
values varying from 2.2 to 5.0. Their relative efficacies for
radiosenstization were in the order TMZ>PCP>TFP>PMZ>CPZ. It has been observed
that radical cations of these drugs are responsible for this effect.
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While radiosensitizing anoxie cells, the same drugs caused significant
radioprotection under euoxia. This effect was maximal at a fixed
concentration of drugs and disappeared on increasing or decreasing the
concentration. The maximum protective ability of the drugs was in the order
TMZ(0.25 mM)>PMZ(0.01 mM)>CPZ(0.025 mM)>PCP(0.01 mM). The radioprotection
under euoxia has been ascribed to membrane fluidization by drugs thereby
allowing greater mobility of intra-cellular non-protein sulphhydryls (NPSH) to
restitute molecular damage.

B. Animal systems
(i) All the drugs when given at doses of 20 mg per kg of body weight caused

radioprotection in normal mice against whole-body exposure.
(ii) The drugs also caused enhanced tumour growth delays when given 10

minutes (20 mg/kg) before single local exposure of 20 Gy of gamma rays. This
has been confirmed in two tumour models, namely sarcoma 180A and a
fibrosarcoma.
(iii) The drugs have been demonstrated also to enhance significantly the
hyperthermic response of tumours. The presence of drugs caused reduction in
the optimum temperature from 43°C to 42PC for the best results. The best
among these drugs appeared to be TMZ.
(iv) TMZ was found to significantly enhance curability of tumours by

melphalan as well as by the combined treatment of melphalan and hyperthermia.

(v) Preliminary studies on lactic dehydrogenase level in serum and livers
of drug-treated animals at doses 10 times more than those used in these
experiments, indicated no hepatoxicity. However, a phase II study would be
necessary before clinical trials are initiated with these drugs.
IV. CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC DRUGS

(i) Bleomycin (BLM and pepleomycin (PEP) significantly potentiated the
radiotherapy of oral cancers. The combination of BLM + Cis-Dichlorodiamine
Platimum (CDDP) with radiation showed better response.
(ii) In carcinoma of uterine cervix only podophylum derivative (SPI) and

high dose BLM showed appreciable though moderate benefit in combination with
radiotherapy. No improvements were noticed with peptichemio or
Corynabacterium parvum (immunotherapy). The combination of mytomicin C +
conventional radiotherapy for cancer of the cervix IIIB caused minimal
complication and increased the immediate response. The long-term studies are
in progress.
(iii) For treatment of head and neck cancers, a combination of radiotherapy
and methotrexate has shown minimal complication and improved response. The
outcome of long-term response is still awaited.

V. HYPERTHERMIA

Several hyperthermia trials have been carried out under the Agency's
co-ordinated research programmes. Two groups of superficial regions: neck
node métastases from squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck and
cutaneous or nodal métastases from malignant melanomas, when treated with
hyperthermia combined with radiation showed a greater frequency of local
tumour control than those treated with radiotherapy alone. To avoid the
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thermotolerance in tumours and radiosensitization of normal tissues it was
recommended to apply heat once a week to the conventional radiotherapy
schedule. In the case of melanoma, radiation and hyperthermia were found
better when applied simultaneously if lesions could be heated preferentially,
but if tumours and normal tissues were treated at the same temperature, it
appeared better to give hyperthermia three to four hours after radiation.

The combination of radiotherapy and hyperthermia for advanced human solid
tumours was effective in increasing the local control - without increasing
normal tissue complications.

Phase I and II trials on thermo-radiotherapy on 449 patients with
different tumours were also carried out. A greater rate of CR and PR is seen
in rectal cancers; immediate palliative effect and three-year survival rates
were also improved in osteogenic sarcomas.

The overall response rate of 69 superficial tumours was 72% and in 23
deep-seated tumours it appeared to be 56%. In case of radioresistant
non-epithelial tumours the combined treatment with hyperthermia and radiation
yielded 77% total response. These studies carried out in Japan strongly
suggest that hyperthermia is effective in the radiation treatment of
radioresistant tumours and can be performed with minimal toxicity not only for
superficial but also for deep-seated tumours. Although it is yet difficult to
evaluate quantitatively the effect of thermoradiotherapy mainly because of
insufficient information on temperature distribution, this is being overcome
by improving the thermometric system by involving computer simulations.

A programme was evolved to enhance PEP-radiotherapy effect in oral
cancers by using the RF-8 thermotron unit. The hyperthermia was administered
twice a week at an interval of three days immediately after rdiation. The
total hyperthermic applications were 14-16 and total radiation doses were
55-60 Gy in 7-8 weeks. Total PEP given was 90-120 mg in 7-8 weeks and the
trial extended over three years. Hyperthermia was found to offer NO BENEFIT
over PEP + radiation therapy treatment. It was surmised that to obtain any
tangible results it is essential to maintain the critical range of temperature
throughout a large volume of tumour for 45-60 minutes. This is difficult in a
large tumour where thickness varies from point to point.

Moreover, the vascular architecture and the tumour circulation also
varies inside a tumour, so that the rise, retention and fall in temperature
gradients in different parts of a tumour are variable, both in space and
time. The tumour is also, as in radiation therapy, thermally inhomogeneous,
and composed of intrinsically and phase-dependent sensitive and resistant
cells. Moreover, the interposition of about 2 cm of fat can produce hot spots.
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